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Abstract

Privacy-Enhancing Technologies (PETs) emerged as a technology-based response to the
increased collection and storage of data as well as the associated threats to individuals’ privacy
in modern applications. They rely on a variety of cryptographic mechanisms that allow to
perform some computation without directly obtaining knowledge of plaintext information.
However, many challenges have so far prevented effective real-world usage in many existing
applications. For one, some mechanisms leak some information or have been proposed
outside of security models established within the cryptographic community, leaving open
how effective they are at protecting privacy in various applications. Additionally, a major
challenge causing PETs to remain largely academic is their practicality—in both efficiency and
usability. Cryptographic mechanisms introduce a lot of overhead, which is mostly prohibitive,
and due to a lack of high-level tools are very hard to integrate for outsiders.

In this thesis, we move towards making PETs more effective and practical in protecting
privacy in numerous applications. We take a two-sided approach of first analyzing the
effective security (cryptanalysis) of candidate mechanisms and then building constructions
and tools (cryptographic engineering) for practical use in specified emerging applications in
the domain of machine learning crucial to modern use cases. In the process, we incorporate
an interdisciplinary perspective for analyzing mechanisms and by collaboratively building
privacy-preserving architectures with requirements from the application domains’ experts.

Cryptanalysis. While mechanisms like Homomorphic Encryption (HE) or Secure Multi-
Party Computation (SMPC) provably leak no additional information, Encrypted Search Algo-
rithms (ESAs) and Randomization-only Two-Party Computation (RoTPC) possess additional
properties that require cryptanalysis to determine effective privacy protection.

ESAs allow for search on encrypted data, an important functionality in many applications.
Most efficient ESAs possess some form of well-defined information leakage, which is crypt-
analyzed via a breadth of so-called leakage attacks proposed in the literature. However,
it is difficult to assess their practical effectiveness given that previous evaluations were
closed-source, used restricted data, and made assumptions about (among others) the query
distribution because real-world query data is very hard to find. For these reasons, we re-
implement known leakage attacks in an open-source framework and perform a systematic
empirical re-evaluation of them using a variety of new data sources that, for the first time, con-
tain real-world query data. We obtain many more complete and novel results where attacks
work much better or much worse than what was expected based on previous evaluations.

RoTPC mechanisms require cryptanalysis as they do not rely on established techniques and
security models, instead obfuscating messages using only randomizations. A prominent
protocol is a privacy-preserving scalar product protocol by Lu et al. (IEEE TPDS’13). We
show that this protocol is formally insecure and that this translates to practical insecurity
by presenting attacks that even allow to test for certain inputs, making the case for more
scrutiny of RoTPC protocols used as PETs.
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This part of the thesis is based on the following two publications:

[KKM+22] S. KAMARA, A. KATI, T. MOATAZ, T. SCHNEIDER, A. TREIBER, M. YONLI. “SoK: Crypt-
analysis of Encrypted Search with LEAKER - A framework for LEakage AttacK
Evaluation on Real-world data”. In: 7th IEEE European Symposium on Security and
Privacy (EuroS&P’22). Full version: https://ia.cr/2021/1035. Code: https://
encrypto.de/code/LEAKER. IEEE, 2022, pp. 90–108. Appendix A.

[ST20] T. SCHNEIDER, A. TREIBER. “A Comment on Privacy-Preserving Scalar Product Pro-
tocols as proposed in “SPOC””. In: IEEE Transactions on Parallel and Distributed
Systems (TPDS) 31.3 (2020). Full version: https://arxiv.org/abs/1906.04862.
Code: https://encrypto.de/code/SPOCattack, pp. 543–546. CORE Rank A*. Ap-
pendix B.

Cryptographic Engineering. Given the above results about cryptanalysis, we investigate
using the leakage-free and provably-secure cryptographic mechanisms of HE and SMPC to
protect privacy in machine learning applications. As much of the cryptographic community
has focused on PETs for neural network applications, we focus on two other important
applications and models: Speaker recognition and sum product networks. We particularly
show the efficiency of our solutions in possible real-world scenarios and provide tools usable
for non-domain experts.

In speaker recognition, a user’s voice data is matched with reference data stored at the service
provider. Using HE and SMPC, we build the first privacy-preserving speaker recognition
system that includes the state-of-the-art technique of cohort score normalization using cohort
pruning via SMPC. Then, we build a privacy-preserving speaker recognition system relying
solely on SMPC, which we show outperforms previous solutions based on HE by a factor of
up to 4 000×. We show that both our solutions comply with specific standards for biometric
information protection and, thus, are effective and practical PETs for speaker recognition.

Sum Product Networks (SPNs) are noteworthy probabilistic graphical models that—like
neural networks—also need efficient methods for privacy-preserving inference as a PET. We
present CryptoSPN, which uses SMPC for privacy-preserving inference of SPNs that (due to a
combination of machine learning and cryptographic techniques and contrary to most works
on neural networks) even hides the network structure. Our implementation is integrated into
the prominent SPN framework SPFlow and evaluates medium-sized SPNs within seconds.

This part of the thesis is based on the following three publications:

[NPT+19] A. NAUTSCH, J. PATINO, A. TREIBER, T. STAFYLAKIS, P. MIZERA, M. TODISCO, T. SCHNEIDER,
N. EVANS. “Privacy-Preserving Speaker Recognition with Cohort Score Normali-
sation”. In: 20th Conference of the International Speech Communication Association
(INTERSPEECH’19). Online: https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.03454. International
Speech Communication Association (ISCA), 2019, pp. 2868–2872. CORE Rank A.
Appendix C.
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[TNK+19] A. TREIBER, A. NAUTSCH, J. KOLBERG, T. SCHNEIDER, C. BUSCH. “Privacy-Preserving
PLDA Speaker Verification using Outsourced Secure Computation”. In: Speech Com-
munication 114 (2019). Online: https://encrypto.de/papers/TNKSB19.pdf. Code:
https://encrypto.de/code/PrivateASV, pp. 60–71. CORE Rank B. Appendix D.

[TMW+20] A. TREIBER, A. MOLINA, C. WEINERT, T. SCHNEIDER, K. KERSTING. “CryptoSPN: Privacy-
preserving Sum-Product Network Inference”. In: 24th European Conference on Ar-
tificial Intelligence (ECAI’20). Full version: https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.00801.
Code: https://encrypto.de/code/CryptoSPN. IOS Press, 2020, pp. 1946–1953.
CORE Rank A. Appendix E.

Overall, this thesis contributes to a broader security analysis of cryptographic mechanisms and
new systems and tools to effectively protect privacy in various sought-after applications.
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Zusammenfassung

Privatsphäre-Erweiternde Technologien (PETs) entstanden als technologiebasierte Antwort
auf die erhöhte Erhebung und Speicherung von Daten sowie der assoziierten Bedrohungen
der Privatsphäre von Individuen in modernen Anwendungen. Sie beruhen auf verschiedenen
kryptografischen Mechanismen, die sichere Berechnungen erlauben, ohne dass Wissen über
Klartextinformationen erlangt wird. Allerdings haben viele Herausforderungen bisher eine
effektive Nutzung in der realen Welt in vielen existierenden Anwendungen verhindert. Einer-
seits geben manche Mechanismen einige Informationen preis oder wurden außerhalb der in
der kryptografischen Gemeinschaft etablierten Sicherheitsmodelle vorgeschlagen, was offen
lässt, wie effektiv sie darin sind, in verschiedenen Anwendungen die Privatsphäre zu schüt-
zen. Zusätzlich ist eine hauptsächliche Herausforderung, die PETs größtenteils akademisch
bleiben lässt, ihre Praktikalität—sowohl für Effizienz als auch Nutzbarkeit. Kryptografische
Mechanismen verursachen einen großen Overhead, der meistens untragbar ist, und sind für
Außenstehende wegen eines Fehlens abstrakter Tools sehr schwer zu integrieren.

In dieser Dissertation richten wir uns danach, PETs effizienter und praktischer darin zu
gestalten, in verschiedenen Anwendungen die Privatsphäre zu schützen. Wir nutzen eine
zweiseitige Herangehensweise, die zuerst die effektive Sicherheit geeigneter Mechanismen
analysiert (Kryptoanalyse) und dann Konstruktionen und Tools für praktischen Nutzen in spe-
zifizierten, aufkommenden Anwendungen in der für moderne Anwendungen entscheidende
Domäne des maschinellen Lernens baut (kryptografische Entwicklung). Währenddessen bauen
wir eine interdisziplinäre Perspektive ein, sowohl für die Analyse von Mechanismen als auch
für das gemeinsame Bauen Privatsphäre-schützender Architekturen mit den Anforderungen
von den Experten der Anwendungsdomäne.

Kryptoanalyse. Während Mechanismen wie homomorphe Verschlüsselung (im Englischen
Homomorphic Encryption; HE) oder sichere Mehrparteienberechnung (im Englischen Secure
Multi-Party Computation; SMPC) beweisbar keine weiteren Informationen preisgeben, besit-
zen verschlüsselte Suchalgorithmen (im Englischen Encrypted Search Algorithms; ESAs) und
nur Randomisierung-basierte Zweiparteienberechnung (im Englischen Randomization-only
Two-Party Computation; RoTPC) weitere Eigenschaften, die Kryptoanalyse benötigen, um
effektiven Privatsphärenschutz festzustellen.

ESAs erlauben die Suche auf verschlüsselten Daten, was eine wichtige Funktionalität in vielen
Anwendungen ist. Die meisten effizienten ESAs besitzen eine Art von wohldefinierter Preis-
gabe von Informationen (im Englischen Leakage), die durch eine Breite an in der Literatur
vorgeschlagenen, sogenannten Leakage-Angriffen kryptoanalysiert wird. Es ist allerdings
schwer, deren praktische Effektivität festzustellen, da vorige Evaluationen keinen Quellcode
bereitgestellt haben, eingeschränkte Daten benutzt haben und viele Annahmen getroffen
haben, u.a. über die Verteilung der Suchanfragen, da echte Suchanfragedaten sehr schwer
zu finden sind. Aus diesen Gründen reimplementieren wir bekannte Leakage-Angriffe in
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einer offen verfügbaren Softwareplattform und führen eine systematische, empirische Ree-
valuation dieser Angriffe auf verschiedenen neuen Datenquellen aus, die zum ersten Mal
echte Suchanfragen enthalten. Wir bekommen viel komplettere und neue Resultate, wobei
Angriffe viel besser oder viel schlechter als basierend auf den vorigen Evaluationen erwartet
funktionieren.

RoTPC-Mechanismen brauchen Kryptoanalyse, weil sie nicht auf etablierten Techniken und
Sicherheitsmodellen basieren und stattdessen Nachrichten nur mit Randomisierung verschlei-
ern. Ein prominentes Protokoll ist ein Privatsphäre-schützendes Skalarproduktprotokoll von
Lu et al. (IEEE TPDS’13). Wir zeigen, dass dieses Protokoll formal unsicher ist und dass sich
das zu einer praktischen Unsicherheit übersetzt, indem wir Angriffe präsentieren, die es sogar
erlauben, auf bestimmte Eingaben zu testen, was Argumente für die genaueste Überprüfung
von RoTPC-Protokollen als PETs liefert.

Dieser Teil der Dissertation basiert auf den folgenden zwei Publikationen:

[KKM+22] S. KAMARA, A. KATI, T. MOATAZ, T. SCHNEIDER, A. TREIBER, M. YONLI. “SoK: Cryp-
tanalysis of Encrypted Search with LEAKER - A framework for LEakage AttacK
Evaluation on Real-world data”. In: 7th IEEE European Symposium on Security and
Privacy (EuroS&P’22). Full version: https://ia.cr/2021/1035. Code: https://
encrypto.de/code/LEAKER. IEEE, 2022, S. 90–108. Appendix A.

[ST20] T. SCHNEIDER, A. TREIBER. “A Comment on Privacy-Preserving Scalar Product Pro-
tocols as proposed in “SPOC””. In: IEEE Transactions on Parallel and Distributed
Systems (TPDS) 31.3 (2020). Full version: https://arxiv.org/abs/1906.04862.
Code: https://encrypto.de/code/SPOCattack, S. 543–546. CORE Rank A*. Appen-
dix B.

Kryptografische Entwicklung. Unter den obenstehenden Kryptoanalyse-Resultaten un-
tersuchen wir die Nutzung von Leakage-freien und beweisbar sicheren kryptografischen
Mechanismen HE und SMPC, um die Privatsphäre in Anwendungen des maschinellen Lernens
zu schützen. Da ein Großteil der kryptografischen Gemeinschaft sich auf PETs für Anwen-
dungen mit neuronalen Netzwerken fokussiert hat, fokussieren wir uns auf zwei weitere
Anwendungen und Modelle: Sprecherauthentifizierung und Summe-Produkt-Netzwerke. Wir
zeigen besonders die Effizienz unserer Lösungen in möglichen, echten Szenarien und stellen
Tools für außenstehende Experten zur Verfügung.

Bei der Sprecherauthentifizierung werden Sprachdaten eines Nutzenden mit Referenzdaten
verglichen, die bei einem Dienstleistungsanbieter gespeichert sind. Wir benutzen HE und
SMPC, um das erste Privatsphäre-schützende Sprecherauthentifizierungssystem zu bauen,
das die neusten Techniken mit Normalisierung von Scores mittels Kohorten durch eine Ko-
hortenkürzung mit SMPC beinhaltet. Dann bauen wir ein Privatsphäre-schützende Sprecher-
authentifizierungssystem, das nur auf SMPC basiert, und zeigen, dass es vorige HE-basierte
Lösungen um einen Faktor bis zu 4 000× übertrifft. Wir zeigen, dass unsere beide Lösungen
spezifische Standards zum Schutz biometrischer Daten erfüllen und daher effektive und
praktische PETs für Sprecherauthentifizierung sind.
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Summe-Produkt-Netzwerke (SPNs) sind nennenswerte probabilistische, grafische Model-
le die—wie neuronale Netzwerke—auch effiziente Methoden für Privatsphäre-schützende
Inferenz als eine PET benötigen. Wir präsentieren CryptoSPN, welches SMPC für Privatsphäre-
schützende Inferenz von SPNs nutzt, die (aufgrund einer Kombination von Techniken des
maschinellen Lernens und der Kryptografie) sogar die Netzwerkstruktur versteckt. Unsere
Implementierung ist in die prominente SPN-Softwareplattform SPFlow integriert und evaluiert
mittelgroße SPNs innerhalb von Sekunden.

Dieser Teil der Dissertation basiert auf den folgenden drei Publikationen:

[NPT+19] A. NAUTSCH, J. PATINO, A. TREIBER, T. STAFYLAKIS, P. MIZERA, M. TODISCO, T. SCHNEIDER,
N. EVANS. “Privacy-Preserving Speaker Recognition with Cohort Score Normali-
sation”. In: 20th Conference of the International Speech Communication Association
(INTERSPEECH’19). Online: https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.03454. International
Speech Communication Association (ISCA), 2019, S. 2868–2872. CORE Rank A.
Appendix C.

[TNK+19] A. TREIBER, A. NAUTSCH, J. KOLBERG, T. SCHNEIDER, C. BUSCH. “Privacy-Preserving
PLDA Speaker Verification using Outsourced Secure Computation”. In: Speech Com-
munication 114 (2019). Online: https://encrypto.de/papers/TNKSB19.pdf. Code:
https://encrypto.de/code/PrivateASV, S. 60–71. CORE Rank B. Appendix D.

[TMW+20] A. TREIBER, A. MOLINA, C. WEINERT, T. SCHNEIDER, K. KERSTING. “CryptoSPN: Privacy-
preserving Sum-Product Network Inference”. In: 24th European Conference on Ar-
tificial Intelligence (ECAI’20). Full version: https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.00801.
Code: https://encrypto.de/code/CryptoSPN. IOS Press, 2020, S. 1946–1953.
CORE Rank A. Appendix E.

Insgesamt trägt diese Thesis zu einer breiteren Sicherheitsanalyse kryptografischer Mechanis-
men und zu neuen Systemen und Tools zum effektiven Schutz der Privatsphäre in verschiede-
nen gefragten Anwendungen bei.
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1 Introduction

In many parts of the world, privacy is considered a basic human right, giving individuals the
control over information about themselves and thereby enabling them to express themselves
freely on their own terms, e.g., in Europe via the European Convention for the Protection
of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms [Eur68]. In Germany, privacy is derived
from the human dignity and right to personality. It is necessary to protect privacy and
personal information because knowledge of a lot of data about them encompasses power
over individuals and enables potential discriminating behavior towards subjects, hindering
the exercise of their fundamental freedoms.

Although privacy has been largely recognized as a right, it has also become apparent that
information technologies often stand at odds with it, leading to an erosion of privacy [WK97].
Even further, motivated by providing highly optimized and personalized products or adver-
tisements, modern service providers leverage the power of large amounts of personal data
collected to deploy more accurate Machine Learning (ML) models from the field of Artificial
Intelligence (AI). For instance, Amazon states in its “common questions about Alexa privacy”1

that it collects voice recordings of Alexa users because it is necessary to improve the Alexa ML
model. This practice has been criticized for privacy reasons, not least because the frequency
of data breach events poses a realistic risk of one’s collected data being exposed to other
entities. A striking example is that of Amazon, who mistakenly released 1 700 recordings of
an Alexa user to another user2 [Ble18]. It is especially problematic because these recordings
not only contain the very personal contents of the voice commands but, being speech data,
can be used to infer sensitive information such as gender [HC05], ethnicity [HRC13], native
language [ARK+16], health [GFR+09], and possibly sexual preferences [Gau94; MB07]—and
inherently comprise biometric data [KL10; HH15], intrinsically identifying individuals. More-
over, many digital services relying on ML have become essential for modern life, requiring
users to consent to giving personal data to service providers in order to be able to use such
services at all.

A major consequence of the erosion of privacy was the emergence of legal frameworks
like the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [Par16], prohibiting data
processing unless explicitly allowed, e.g., for some cases if the subject in question consents to
the processing, and pushing for using safeguards in data processing. While these frameworks
are built technology-neutral, a recent guidance report [LLH+21] by the EU Agency for
Cybersecurity investigated advanced techniques such as secure multi-party computation for

1https://www.amazon.com/b/?node=19149165011 – Alexa is Amazon’s smart home voice assistant.
2This other user had used their right to request the personal data Amazon had on file for them.
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safeguards, stating that “the research community should continue its efforts on advancing the
existing work” and should address “special challenges appearing from emerging technologies,
such as Artificial Intelligence”. Such technical means for safeguards in data processing and
ML that protect the privacy of affected parties are often referred to as Privacy-Enhancing
Technologies (PETs).

Surveyed in [HZNF15], PETs represent a promising complimentary technical solution to relax
the above conflict between modern services and privacy. They allow digital services while
maintaining privacy. This avoids situations where users have to give consent to processing
of their data to be able to benefit from a service and, even further, enables data usage in
service applications otherwise not allowed, such as analyzing medical records across dif-
ferent sources [KBT+22; SKS+22]. PETs encompass a multitude of technologies, ranging
from anonymous communication mechanisms over data/query manipulation such as dif-
ferential privacy [DR+14], obfuscation, and pseudo-/anonymization to mechanisms based
on cryptography for protecting privacy. Within this thesis, we are looking at cryptographic
mechanisms as they show a lot of promise to protect privacy in applications given that they
usually provide well-defined privacy guarantees without modifying data. More concretely,
according to the taxonomy of [HZNF15], we focus on mechanisms as PETs in scenarios with
untrusted servers or mutually untrusting parties that target the aspect of protecting content
and that are founded on cryptography. These aim at confidentiality of stored and processed
data without relying on a trusted third party, i.e., we focus on cryptographic mechanisms
allowing private processing of data without trusting a third party or hardware such as trusted
execution environments [SAB15]. [NJT+19] identified candidate mechanisms in this context
with practical relevancy and suitability for use in speech processing and general ML inference
tasks as Homomorphic Encryption (HE), Secure Multi-Party Computation (SMPC), Encrypted
Search Algorithms (ESAs), as well as Randomization-only Two-Party Computation (RoTPC)
protocols built outside well-established cryptographic security models.

Despite their high potential being acknowledged in industry, deployments of these mechanisms
as PETs are currently very rare, with a recent fintech report by the Federal Reserve Bank of San
Francisco [AS21] highlighting a “lack of incentive for businesses to implement” PETs due to
the costs to engineer them and them trading off usability for privacy. PETs are mostly in early
stages of maturity, almost exclusively subject to academic research, and not yet standardized.
Three major aspects contribute to this state of maturity: (i) For some applications, it is unclear
how effective the security of mechanisms is if used within different application scenarios. ESAs
often leak some well-defined information, which has been subjected to leakage attacks that,
in some cases, are able to uncover private information, and RoTPC outside well-known
models lack the established security guarantees, being theoretically open to attacks that
could violate privacy. (ii) Using cryptographic mechanisms in PETs incurs a loss in practicality,
both in performance and usability. The cryptographic operations performed within these
mechanisms are much more resource-intense than plaintext operations, often resulting in
unacceptable execution times for applications. Their secure usage requires domain experts
due to a lack of standardization and existing tools for these mechanisms offer limited usability
for experts from other fields. (iii) PETs and their applications are used as motivation for
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interesting cryptographic problems to solve with sophisticated cryptographic mechanisms,
but their research has largely been confined to separate communities. The cryptographic
community often works on these cryptographic problems because they are interesting but
without considering the unique overall environment of the application scenario. Conversely,
other communities recognize the need for privacy and at times deploy their own specific
secure computation solutions without the input from cryptography experts regarding security.
Therefore, to see if and how cryptographic mechanisms can usefully protect privacy in
applications, more interdisciplinary research that includes both fields—of cryptography and of
the application scenario and its overall context—is necessary.

This thesis is concerned with improving on existing analyses and usages of cryptographic
mechanisms as PETs within the highly sensitive applications of speech data processing and ML
inference. To do this, we first provide new security analyses of candidate mechanisms: We
evaluate leakage attacks on ESAs in many real-world scenarios to obtain a more practical
understanding of the risk of leakage in ESAs and give devastating practical attacks on a
RoTPC of scalar products by Lu et al. [LLS13; LZL+14] heavily used as a building block in non-
cryptographic communities to protect privacy in, among others, speech processing [RR17;
RSR+19] and ML inference [ZLLL16] applications. Then, considering our analyses, we
give several constructions and usable tools based on HE and SMPC to serve as PETs to
protect privacy in the applications of speaker recognition and inference of the Sum Product
Network (SPN) [PD11] class of ML models. Our constructions are developed with experts
from cryptography and the respective application domain and use techniques from both
cryptography and the domain—bridging gaps between the different communities.

In the following, we present the cryptographic mechanisms subject to this thesis in Section 1.1.
Then, in Section 1.2 we outline the application scenarios where we protect privacy by
adequately using the introduced cryptographic mechanisms. This thesis and its contributions
towards analyzing these mechanisms and protecting privacy in these applications are outlined
in Section 1.3. Finally, we describe the open science of this thesis in Section 1.4.

1.1 Cryptographic Mechanisms

Cryptographic mechanisms realize various privacy and security goals by applying different
cryptographic primitives. The mechanisms subject to this thesis allow a privacy-enhanced
application to process or use protected data in some form, i.e., specific or generic functionali-
ties can be computed without giving away sensitive information about the underlying data to
entities other than the one in possession of the data. If a specific functionality is computed in
such a manner, the underlying mechanism works in a white-box manner, whereas if it can
be applied for any functionality, it works in a black-box manner. Usually, such mechanisms
are proven secure in established security models [Lin17], guaranteeing that other parties
cannot obtain more information about the private data apart from what can be learned from
well-defined outputs and/or leakages. In order to find out what can be learned from leaked
information, cryptanalysis is performed. Because mechanisms with no or less leakage are
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often more resource intensive than mechanisms with more leakage, it often represents a trade
off between privacy and efficiency. The mechanisms we are concerned with in this thesis
work in the semi-honest security model, although most can be transformed into maliciously
secure versions that have some more overhead. In malicious security, protocol participants
are allowed to deviate from the protocol. The semi-honest security model, also known as
honest-but-curious or passive security, assumes that the parties involved in the mechanism
honestly follow its protocol description but try to deduce as much information as possible
about the underlying plaintext data from the transcript of the protocol. Within this model,
given that cryptanalysis of the leakage and the output does not indicate that privacy can
be violated, the following candidate mechanisms have the potential to protect privacy in
applications. Other cryptographic mechanisms than those covered in this thesis exist and can
protect privacy in applications as well, like Private Set Intersection (PSI) [HEK12; PSTY19],
Oblivious RAM (ORAM) [GO96], or Private Information Retrieval (PIR) [CGKS95]. Our selec-
tion of mechanisms stems from their potential to use in the emerging applications considered
in this thesis (see Section 1.2).

Encrypted Search Algorithms (ESAs) allow to process search queries on data that is pro-
tected via an encryption scheme. A survey on ESAs is given by Fuller et al. [FVY+17]. They
consist of a setup procedure and a query procedure. The procedure setup takes a data
collection C and encrypts it with a returned secret key sk. This data collection could comprise
text data, like an email database, or other data types, for instance numerical data in the
form of biometric reference points. This encryption can then be given to another entity, e.g.,
a service provider’s server. The quer y procedure uses the secret key sk and a query q of
the user together with the encrypted data collection at the server to return to the user all
entries q(C) = {e ∈ C : q(e)} from the data collection that satisfy the query. Different types of
queries are possible, like, e.g., looking for a specific keyword in the text data collection, a
specific point in numerical data, or all entries falling within a range query.

Provably secure ESAs can be built from various cryptographic primitives. Using fully homo-
morphic encryption [Gen09] or SMPC (see below), the resulting ESAs are leakage free, but
their search complexity is linear in the size of the data collection, which is considered impracti-
cal. Search based on Functional Encryption (FE) [BSW11] also has linear complexity. Optimal
solutions based on the primitives Searchable Symmetric Encryption (SSE)/Structured Encryp-
tion (STE) [SWP00; CGKO06; CK10] as well as sublinear solutions based on ORAM [GO96],
however, possess some form of information leakage. Cryptanalysis of this leakage, surveyed
as one of our contributions of [KKM+22], is conducted with leakage attacks that uncover
plaintext information given the observed leakage and, possibly, some auxiliary informa-
tion. However, the practical relevance of leakage attacks has been largely unclear, with
most attacks only working within empirical evaluation settings that are considered rather
theoretical [BKM20]. In this thesis, we provide a more practical cryptanalysis of ESAs.

This mechanism provides a specific functionality by giving the output of a private search and
hence has many natural applications to querying private databases [KMZZ20; ZKMZ21]. ESAs
have become major real-world products, with MongoDB recently releasing a preview of their
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product called Queryable Encryption3. They can also be used in a variety of PETs for other
applications like decentralized registries for, e.g., national gun registration systems [KMPQ21].
Also, for biometric matching applications such as speaker verification, hashing techniques
applicable to binarized voice representations can be used to obtain hashes that are equal or
close if biometric identities of speakers overlap. There are a lot such techniques for speaker
verification like [PR12] (see [NJT+19, Section 6.3] for an overview). These can be combined
with ESAs [KIK12] for biometric verification or identification [ABCK09; CAD+22].

Randomization-only Two-Party Computation (RoTPC) is our classification of certain cryp-
tographic protocols encountered by us within communities outside the realm of cryptography
and IT security. In these cases, these communities have picked up the important task of
addressing privacy concerns in their application scenarios with randomization techniques
sometimes found in cryptography—but without the input of cryptography experts. Because
of this, security issues may arise, as we exemplifyingly show in this thesis. To allow for
broader conclusions of what can go wrong with some of these approaches and to put them in
perspective, we classify them according to the following specification.

RoTPC protocols are specialized mechanisms built in a white-box manner to realize the secure
evaluation of specific functionalities f (a, b) with specified inputs a and b respectively from
two different parties. Crucially, to gain efficiency compared to techniques such as SMPC (see
below) that in parts leverage expensive techniques like public-key cryptography, these solu-
tions are built using only randomization. Although SMPC for two parties securely computing
additive functions comprising of only XOR or addition operations can be seen as using only
randomization, RoTPC tries to also leverage this for non-additive functions, where SMPC
relies on different cryptographic hardness assumptions. Consequently, this mechanism can
yield much better performance than those based on techniques with cryptographic hardness
assumptions. More concretely, messages here are randomly blinded and then exchanged be-
tween the parties, who then perform computations and in the end use algebraic relationships
between the accumulated randomizations and what needs to be computed by f to obtain the
final output f (a, b). The randomization here tries to obfuscate the protocol transcript such
that enough of the information of the plaintext is lost.

Besides not relying on cryptographic hardness assumptions like public-key cryptography, the
crucial difference to SMPC (see below) is that they are not proven secure in formal or standard
security models, i.e., contrary to all other cryptographic mechanisms presented in this section,
they are not provably secure. Many such protocols can be found in the literature and, due
to the white-box characteristics, they cannot be analyzed generically and their leakage is
unknown. Cryptanalysis is necessary here to analyze their security. As an important example
case, in this thesis, we focus on a widespread class of mechanisms relying on a central building
block for Privacy-Preserving Scalar Product (PPSP) computation in the SPOC system by Lu
et al. [LLS13; LZL+14], i.e., securely computing f (a⃗, b⃗) = a⃗ · b⃗ for input vector a⃗ from one
party and b⃗ from another party. Due to their usages of scalar product operations, the inner

3https://www.mongodb.com/products/queryable-encryption
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workings of this RoTPC protocol have been leveraged in many privacy-preserving applications
from healthcare [ZLLL17] over machine learning [ZLLL16] to speaker verification [RR17;
RSR+19]. In this thesis, we provide formal and practical attacks against the protocol of Lu et
al. [LLS13; LZL+14] that show it cannot be used to protect privacy.

Homomorphic Encryption (HE) is a mechanism that allows computations on encrypted
data. An overview of schemes and implementations can be found in [AAUC18]. An HE
scheme enc under a public key pk satisfies the property that some operation in the ciphertext
space yields an encryption of an operation performed in the plaintext space, i.e., there is a
homomorphism between the plaintext and ciphertext space. As an example, in an additively
homomorphic encryption scheme, one could use the encryptions encpk(a) and encpk(b) to
compute encpk(a) · encpk(b) = encpk(a+ b), the encryption of a+ b. The main flavors of HE
are Partially Homomorphic Encryption (PHE), Somewhat Homomorphic Encryption (SHE),
and Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE) [Gen09]. PHE only realizes either addition or
multiplication while FHE realizes both. SHE also realizes both operations, but multiplications
are only supported up to a certain amount. Well-known HE schemes are, e.g., the Pail-
lier [BDPR98; PP99; Pai99; DJ01] and ElGamal [ElG84] PHE schemes. The usage to preserve
privacy in applications is clear: Due to the homomorphic property, arbitrary computations on
private data can occur without access to the secret key or having to decrypt any ciphertext.
While this enables a breadth of provably secure PETs when used as a black-box, HE has the
drawbacks of high computational demands and large ciphertexts and keys. Especially FHE is
considered very computationally demanding, which is why usually PHE and SHE are used
within PETs, trying to rely on only one type of operation between two ciphertexts. As a
primitive, HE is free of leakage and can be used to build provably-secure privacy-preserving
computations. In this thesis, we use HE as part of a system to protect privacy in state-of-the-art
speaker recognition.

Secure Multi-Party Computation (SMPC) realizes the secure computation of any com-
putable function f (·) as an interactive protocol between multiple parties. Starting from
their inception in the 1980s [Yao82], protocols have improved from theoretical constructs
to being deployed in some real-world systems. Overviews about techniques can be found
in [CD+15; Lin20]. By participating in an SMPC protocol, a party does not learn any more
information about any other party’s input than what can be learned from its received output
of the protocol. In this thesis, we consider protocols for the case of two parties, i.e., Secure
Two-Party Computation (STPC) for f (a, b), where input a stems from the first party and
input b from the second party. In SMPC, the function f (·) is represented as a (arithmetic or
Boolean) circuit, and an SMPC protocol provides a method to securely evaluate basic gate
types, which composes to a secure evaluation of the overall circuit that in the end outputs
only the plaintext result to specified parties. Each intermediate result of each gate can be
seen as a randomized secret share that by itself reveals no information, as knowledge of a
sufficient amount of these secret shares distributed among the parties is required to obtain any
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knowledge about or recover the underlying plaintext. Contrary to RoTPC (see above), each
interactive computation in STPC uses at least some cryptographic hardness assumptions.

The most famous protocol is Yao’s Garbled Circuit (GC) [Yao86; LP09] for Boolean circuits,
which has a constant number of rounds. Another protocol for both arithmetic and Boolean
circuits is the Goldreich-Micali-Wigderson protocol (GMW) [GMW87], which has a number
of rounds linear in the multiplicative depth of the circuit. For this reason, the efficiency of
using SMPC can be influenced greatly by the choice of a mix of protocols and the underlying
circuit [HKS+10; DSZ15; BDST22]. Hence, despite its black-box characteristics, it is not
trivial to construct efficient PETs using SMPC, as different protocols can be much more
efficient for specific parts of the computation. Using secure conversions between well-suited
protocols can thus greatly improve the overall efficiency. Consequently, synthesis of mixed-
protocol circuits optimized for SMPC can yield efficiency gains [KSS14; BDK+18; IMZ19].
Given the right choice of protocols, PETs can, in a similar (but interactive) fashion to HE, be
realized with SMPC by securely computing the desired functionality within the application. In
general, compared to HE, the communication is the bottleneck in these protocols rather than
the computation, as they mostly use symmetric-key cryptography. An additional property
of SMPC is that other parties, for example two cloud servers, can perform the interactive
secure computation instead of the parties providing the inputs [KR11]. This is helpful if, e.g.,
the user device within the application scenario does not have the bandwidth or computational
resources to engage in the SMPC protocol. However, in this so-called outsourcing scenario,
the cloud servers are not allowed to collude. Under this assumption, the primitive of SMPC
does not possess any leakage, although one needs to ensure that the revealed output of the
computation does not contain sensitive information. In this thesis, we use STPC to protect
privacy in state-of-the-art speaker recognition and ML applications.

1.2 PETs for Emerging Applications

It is clear that ML and AI applications no longer are mere trends but have become ubiquitous
within our lives, starting every morning with the way we unlock our phones with biometric
information like our faces or fingerprints. Within AI technology, new models and applications
are emerging, providing better performance in some respects or enabling completely new
application scenarios. In contrast, PETs to protect privacy in these applications remain far
from being ubiquitous within our lives, with the applications being discussed here commonly
processing sensitive user data on a server of the service provider/vendor of the system. The
cost to develop, deploy, and run cryptographic protocols as PETs has, so far, restricted their
usage to large-scale organizations like Google [IKN+20], Meta4, and Mozilla5 working on,
e.g., securely measuring advertisement success within their advertisement platforms. Securely

4https://fb.me/pcp
5https://blog.mozilla.org/en/mozilla/privacy-preserving-attribution-for-advertising/
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computing AI tasks is much more expensive and while there is interest by industry6 for PETs
that enable this, privacy-preserving ML remains overwhelmingly academic and is largely
focused on neural networks. In the following, we describe the two emerging application
scenarios in which we will protect privacy.

Privacy-Preserving Speaker Recognition/Verification. As biometric information allows
to identify individuals, it is a convenient means to verify the identity of persons. Human
speech data is biometric information and, as such, can be used to recognize or verify a
speaker. Such technology for speaker recognition [KL10; HH15] is a popular use case for
identifying or authenticating users over the phone or VoIP, e.g., when in a call with a bank.
Speaker recognition encompasses both speaker verification and identification. The former
is a 1-to-1 comparison verifying that a fresh sample of an individual matches the biometric
characteristics of a specific reference sample. The latter is a 1-to-n comparison, checking
which of the n references matches the sample to identify the speaker. In this thesis, we focus
on speaker verification, as n invocations of it can also be composed to provide a speaker
identification and, thus, general speaker recognition. More precisely, in speaker verification,
a user device extracts a probe a⃗, a representation of the speaker’s speech. The server of
the vendor of the application has a speech reference b⃗ and uses a parameterized model to
compute the score S(a⃗, b⃗). This score encompasses the biometric relation between the two
voice representations a⃗ and b⃗. In state-of-the-art technologies, the score between probe and
reference is further post-processed via scores with cohort data. If the score between probe a⃗
and reference b⃗ surpasses a threshold η, i.e., if S(a⃗, b⃗)> η, the speaker is verified.

The reasons to protect privacy in speaker recognition applications are manifold. Performing
the computation on the server, as in current applications, requires the server to know the
plaintext sample of the speaker. Performing it on the user would leak sensitive reference infor-
mation and proprietary model parameters to the user. As mentioned already in the beginning
of Chapter 1, speech data contains information that is extremely sensitive and, therefore, the
GDPR may require additional safeguards when wanting to process speech data for speaker
recognition [NJK+19]. Being biometric information, data storage and processing in this appli-
cation scenario requires unique protection standards. The ISO/IEC 24745 standard [ISO11]
defines these as unlinkability, renewability, and irreversibility. Unlinkability requires that
no protected data can be compared across databases. Renewability guarantees that the
biometric reference data can be revoked and renewed without relying on re-enrollment.
Irreversibility ensures that, without knowledge of some secret data, no biometric information
can be obtained from protected biometric information that has been leaked. We give an
overview of techniques and perspectives on protecting privacy in speaker recognition (and,
more broadly, speech characterization) in [NJT+19]. In this thesis, we show how to protect
privacy in state-of-the-art speaker recognition applications.

6https://ai.facebook.com/blog/crypten-a-new-research-tool-for-secure-machine-learning-
with-pytorch/
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ML Inference. A more general application scenario that can be applied in a variety of
contexts, including speech processing, is that of ML as a service. Here, the user has some
data of features a⃗ and the server has some ML model P of the vendor. The task at hand is
to compute P(a⃗), i.e., performing inference on the data. For instance, P might be a model
to detect cancer from features a⃗, e.g., representing medical images such as MRI scans. A
class of models are Sum-Product Networks (SPNs) [PD11], surveyed in [SPD21]. These are
probabilistic graphical models that encode a joint probability distribution and can be used for
many different ML tasks that have been used in various applications—among others speech
modeling [PKMP14]. In these tasks, P(a⃗) is computed based on an SPN P with measurable
random variables a⃗ that numerically represent, e.g., images or speech.

In current inference applications, the user’s input data is just sent to the server, which then
locally computes and returns to the user the inference output. The erosion of privacy is clear
for any application that deals with sensitive data, as the user’s data is given in plain to the
server. Computing everything at the user would resolve this but would leak the proprietary
model P to the user, also potentially giving away sensitive information that was present in
the training data. Using cryptographic mechanisms to protect privacy in these scenarios by
securely computing the output of P(a⃗) on the user’s input has become a popular area in
research under the umbrella of Privacy-Preserving Machine Learning (PPML), e.g., recently
surveyed in [CP21; ZXW21]. However, the focus heavily lies on neural networks and decision
trees [KNL+19; TKK19], leaving open how to properly use cryptographic mechanisms for
private SPN inference. This is an important application because SPN inference use cases
range from speech modeling [PKMP14] and scene understanding [YWW+16] over activity
recognition [AT15] to database management systems [HSK+20]. In this thesis, we show how
to adequately perform private SPN inference.

1.3 Thesis Outline

The following chapters of this thesis respectively present our contributions towards a better
cryptanalysis of cryptographic mechanisms presented in Section 1.1 and, given these results,
adequately employing such mechanisms (cryptographic engineering) as PETs to protect
privacy in the emerging applications presented in Section 1.2. We also give the context of
subsequent works and impact of our works.

In the following, we summarize the remaining chapters of this thesis. An overview of this
thesis is given in Figure 1.1.

Chapter 2: In Section 2.1.1, we start off with the cryptanalysis of ESAs [KKM+22]. First, we
survey the wide range of existing leakage attacks on encrypted keyword and range
search and categorize them according to their targets, exploited leakage profile, required
adversarial information, and assumptions. As almost all implementations are closed-
source, we present an extensible open-source framework called LEAKER for evaluating
major attacks on arbitrary data. We uncover much broader datasets than previously
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This Thesis

Chapter 2 (Cryptanalysis)

Cryptographic Mechanisms (Section 1.1)

1. Encrypted Search Algorithms (ESAs)
with well-defined leakage

→ Leakage cryptanalysis in Section 2.1.1

2. Randomization-only Two-Party
Computation (RoTPC)
with unknown leakage

→ Cryptanalysis in Section 2.1.2

3. Homomorphic Encryption (HE)
without leakage

→ No cryptanalysis necessary

4. Secure Multi-Party Computation (SMPC)
without leakage

→ No cryptanalysis necessary

Chapter 3 (Cryptographic Engineering)

Emerging Applications (Section 1.2)

1. Privacy-Preserving Speaker Recognition

→ Constructions in Section 3.1.1

2. Privacy-Preserving ML with Sum-Product
Network (SPN) Inference

→ Construction in Section 3.1.2

As Privacy-Enhancing

Technologies (PETs)

Figure 1.1: Overview of this thesis.

considered and launch a systematic re-evaluation of known attacks. Crucially, our data
is the first to contain queries, whose purely artificial modeling in previous works yielded
very differing results and whose absence has been acknowledged as a major challenge in
the area [GJW19; RPH21]. Our findings are manifold, showing the benefits of our new
data: On it, many attacks worked much better or worse than previously anticipated.
The well-known keyword attacks of [IKK12] and [CGPR15] yield significantly less
success than reported in previous evaluations in more artificial settings while those
of [BKM20] work much better than expected, leading us to recommend hiding the
leakage of individual documents’ bit-volume or identifiers that is exploited by these
attacks. Our data also contradicts a prevalent prior assumption that users’ queries would
have a low frequency [BKM20; RPH21]. This displays the nuance of leakage in ESAs
and that the success of attacks does not only depend on the leakage and adversarial
knowledge but also heavily on the way the system is used.

In Section 2.1.2, we then turn towards cryptanalysis of the RoTPC protocol for PPSP com-
putation in the so-called SPOC system by Lu et al. [LLS13; LZL+14]. Its leakage is not
specified, so we perform a security analysis in established security models [ST20]. Our
analysis reveals that it violates a fundamental impossibility result by Impagliazzo and
Rudich [IR89] concerning the cryptographic primitive Oblivious Transfer (OT) [Rab81].
We show that PPSP is equivalent to OT and that therefore in established security models,
due to [IR89], PPSP cannot rely solely on symmetric-key cryptography or randomization
techniques. However, as an RoTPC protocol, the PPSP protocol by [LLS13; LZL+14]
only relies on randomization. We thus show that it is insecure and propose concrete
attacks that we demonstrate in our evaluation to enable an attacker to even test for
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specific inputs, violating any intuitive notion of privacy and underlining the value of
relying on formal security models, which are not considered in RoTPC.

Impact. Our work in [KKM+22] has been accepted as a contributed talk at the IACR
Real World Crypto Symposium 20227, establishing our results as common benchmarks
to be enhanced with more data and attacks towards a practical assessment of leakage
attacks. Unfortunately, our cryptanalysis for other communities [ST20] has not stopped
reliance on the insecure PPSP protocol of [LLS13; LZL+14]. Despite our efforts and
even contacts to authors and editors, our work has either not been seen or been ignored,
resulting in new insecure systems [ZC21; ZDW+21] based on this RoTPC years after
making our attacks public in 2019. Usage of this protocol as a PET in a ride-hailing
service [WZL+18] was then further cryptanalyzed by [KV21], presenting attacks that
even directly uncover private inputs.

Chapter 3: In Section 3.1.1, we first provide two constructions for privacy-preserving speaker
recognition/verification [NPT+19; TNK+19]. Prior work by Nautsch et al. [NIK+18]
used Paillier PHE in an outsourcing setting between two servers to achieve biometric
information protection via the ISO/IEC 24745 standard [ISO11]. We provide a sys-
tem [NPT+19] using Paillier PHE and SMPC via the GMW protocol [GMW87] that,
contrary to [NIK+18], also incorporates cohort score normalization using Probabilistic
Linear Discriminant Analysis (PLDA) as in state-of-the-art systems. We enable this feasi-
bly by performing cohort pruning and secure computation operations on special binary
voice representations, drawing techniques from both speech and privacy technology.
Moving from feasibility to efficiency, we propose a construction [TNK+19] in the same
setting as [NIK+18] using leakage-free mixed-protocol SMPC and show that this satisfies
the ISO/IEC 24745 standard [ISO11]. In our empirical evaluation, we demonstrate
that our system provides up to 4000× runtime improvements over [NIK+18].

Then, in Section 3.1.2, we move to privacy-preserving SPN inference in a user-server
setting with CryptoSPN [TMW+20b] using leakage-free SMPC via Yao’s GC [Yao86;
LP09]. We use techniques from both ML and cryptography to provide protection
guarantees, including information from the topology of the model, which may contain
sensitive training data [GP13] and is often leaked in related works on neural networks.
CryptoSPN is integrated into SPFlow [MVS+19], a Python library for SPN training and
evaluation, making it usable and available to ML experts. In an empirical evaluation,
we demonstrate that CryptoSPN can securely evaluate SPNs within seconds.

Impact. Our work in [TNK+19] was accepted as a poster at the Privacy-Preserving
Machine Learning (PPML) Workshop8 at the ACM Computer and Communication Se-
curity Conference (CCS) 2019. Our line of work was also part of major efforts that
launched the interdisciplinary special interest group Security and Privacy in Speech

7https://rwc.iacr.org/2022/ – Video at https://youtu.be/2HtDjB5xaho?t=2151
8https://ppml-workshop.github.io/ppml19/index.html
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Communication9 within the International Speech Communication Association. Follow-up
work [TART22] then also added privacy-preserving computation of the embeddings
used as inputs to our systems towards end-to-end privacy. CryptoSPN [TMW+20b]
was selected as contributed talk at the Theory and Practice of Multi-Party Compu-
tation (TPMPC) workshop10 and the PPML workshop at the IACR CRYPTO confer-
ence 202011. An extended version describing the implementation was accepted and
presented at the PPML in Practice Workshop (PPMLP) at CCS 2020 [TMW+20a]. Pri-
vate SPN learning was later considered in [ADKR21].

We conclude in Chapter 4 and give outlooks for future work.

1.4 Open Science

For reproducibility, we provide the implementations of most of our work as open source.
For our cryptanalysis, LEAKER is available at https://encrypto.de/code/LEAKER and our
attacks on the RoTPC protocol called SPOC are available at https://encrypto.de/code/
SPOCattack. For our constructions, private automatic speaker verification can be found
at https://encrypto.de/code/PrivateASV and CryptoSPN can be found at https://

encrypto.de/code/CryptoSPN. All of these implementations are licensed under the very
liberal MIT license. This focus on open science helps comparative research, as follow up
works can use or extend our implementations effortlessly to conduct evaluations in the same
frameworks or scenarios. The accepted or full versions of all our papers are available online
on various hosts like IACR ePrint12 and arXiv13.

9https://www.spsc-sig.org/
10https://www.multipartycomputation.com/tpmpc-2020
11https://crypto-ppml.github.io/2020/
12https://eprint.iacr.org/
13https://arxiv.org/
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Cryptographic mechanisms usually provide well-defined security guarantees in security models
via security proofs. Despite this, because seemingly benign information is (intentionally or
unintentionally) revealed within these models, cryptanalysis is a useful tool to show potential
insecurities. In cryptanalysis, the goal is to recover information about secret data that should
be protected based on information available to an attacker that is not kept secret. For well-
defined information leakage, cryptanalysis therefore allows to see how much sensitive data
can be recovered. Mechanisms lacking provable security require cryptanalysis as an indication
whether the protocol is insecure, as there is no formal manner to establish security.

Depending on the practicality of the cryptanalytic attacks and their adversarial knowledge,
a certain degree of insecurity can be established. If cryptanalytic attacks with practically
relevant adversarial knowledge and power are always successful, then the targeted mech-
anism clearly is inadequate to protect privacy. Otherwise, if attacks work with just some
knowledge or in some settings, the mechanism’s adequacy may depend on many factors. Here,
nuance might be necessary in individual design decisions to strike a sensible balance between
security/likelihood of successful attacks and the drawbacks of using different mechanisms.
Therefore, a well-founded scientific consensus on the cryptanalysis is necessary such that
informed design decisions can be taken.

Such decisions need to be taken when using cryptographic mechanisms to protect privacy in
applications, which we are concerned with in this thesis. Several cryptographic mechanisms
can be selected as underlying Privacy-Enhancing Technologies (PETs) for privacy-sensitive
applications that require storage and/or processing by untrusted actors. Candidates consid-
ered in this thesis are Encrypted Search Algorithms (ESAs), Randomization-only Two-Party
Computation (RoTPC), Homomorphic Encryption (HE), and Secure Multi-Party Computa-
tion (SMPC), see Section 1.1. These offer several trade-offs for efficiency, functionality,
and—due to leakage or unproven security—privacy.

ESAs. Practical ESAs possess well-defined leakage. For instance, commonly encountered
leakage patterns are the identities of returned entries, whether and when a query repeats,
or the size of the output. Cryptanalysis of ESAs tries to recover encrypted data from this
information and is conducted via leakage attacks. However, making sensible decisions based
on ESAs’ degree of privacy is sometimes hard due to the lack of consensus on attack practicality.
This is because of several limitations:
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Limitation 1 (Lack of Systematization): The area of leakage cryptanalysis has proposed
many attacks since its inception [IKK12; CGPR15; KKNO16; GLMP18; LMP18; GLMP19;
GJW19; BKM20; KPT20; KPT21; RPH21]. These use different leakages and make different
assumptions about adversaries and system usage. It is thus hard to see which attacks
would apply to which deployed solutions.

Limitation 2 (Lack of Accessibility): Almost all code is closed-source, making repro-
ducibility challenging. Conclusions are therefore mostly based on the evaluations done in
the experimental settings chosen by the original works.

Limitation 3 (Lack of Data): The empirical basis is restricted, as also evaluations made
a lot of assumptions often regarded as unrealistic and are based on very few data. Most
notably, because real query data is hard to find, evaluations instead assumed some behavior
of the user in querying the system, which can significantly affect attack results.

Limitation 4 (Lack of Comparative Evaluation): Due to the above limitations, attack
performance in different settings is unknown and some attacks are not even compared to
each other, making it sometimes hard to establish the state-of-the-art.

More open and practical cryptanalysis with a much larger empirical basis is necessary here
towards informed decisions on the leakage aspect of provably secure ESAs, which we conduct
as one of our contributions.

RoTPC. For RoTPC protocols, e.g., the Privacy-Preserving Scalar Product (PPSP) by Lu
et al. [LLS13; LZL+14], the focus on efficiency by using just randomization as protection
provides great runtime benefits compared to provably secure mechanisms [LZL+14], but the
security is entirely unclear. Here, cryptanalysis could potentially prove that protocols are not
secure, which we show as one of our contributions. The protocol by Lu et al. [LLS13; LZL+14]
is already used in works considering a lot of different applications [ZLJ+14; LLSB15; LLW15;
RR15; WLH15; WCJM15; HLZ+16; YLLT16; ZLLL16; RR17; ZLLL17; ZWL+17; LZLL18;
RYY+18; WZL+18; ZZL+18; KKB19; RSR+19], so the missing step of its cryptanalysis is
important because its insecurity also puts into question the security of these works.

HE and SMPC. For leakage-free and provably secure mechanisms, i.e., HE and SMPC, the
privacy aspect is clear when used in a black-box manner: Nothing besides the computation
output is revealed. Cryptanalysis to uncover encrypted information is not necessary for these
mechanisms (although of course outputs could be used to infer sensitive information).

Outline. In this chapter, to analyze candidates before making an adequate selection of
cryptographic mechanisms to protect privacy in Chapter 3, we therefore describe our contri-
butions towards a more practical and well-founded cryptanalysis of ESAs in Section 2.1.1
and to a useful and practical cryptanalysis of the RoTPC PPSP protocol by Lu et al. [LLS13;
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LZL+14] in Section 2.1.2. We then put our cryptanalytic works into context by presenting
related and subsequent works in Section 2.2.

2.1 Our Contributions

Towards improving the cryptanalysis of cryptographic mechanisms, we make two major
contributions. First, in Section 2.1.1, we provide a systematic re-evaluation of leakage attacks
against ESAs on a variety of real-world query data, relying on fewer assumptions than previous
evaluations and thereby providing an improved empirical foundation for attack practicality.
Then, turning to RoTPC protocols and the particular case of the protocol by Lu et al. [LLS13;
LZL+14] in Section 2.1.2, we provide the first cryptanalysis of this protocol, presenting formal
insecurity and practical attacks that we verify violate privacy.

2.1.1 Cryptanalysis of Encrypted Search Algorithms (ESAs)

This thesis contributed significantly to a considerably improved understanding of leakage
attacks on ESAs with a systematic empirical re-evaluation conducted within the following
publication found in Appendix A:

[KKM+22] S. KAMARA, A. KATI, T. MOATAZ, T. SCHNEIDER, A. TREIBER, M. YONLI. “SoK:
Cryptanalysis of Encrypted Search with LEAKER - A framework for LEak-
age AttacK Evaluation on Real-world data”. In: 7th IEEE European Sym-
posium on Security and Privacy (EuroS&P’22). Full version: https://ia.
cr/2021/1035. Code: https://encrypto.de/code/LEAKER. IEEE, 2022,
pp. 90–108. Appendix A.

In particular, aside from an open-source framework for attack evaluations and new data
sources, we offer unexpected insights about leakage cryptanalysis. Attack performance differs
greatly on the new, more realistic data we found compared to previous empirical settings,
leading to a new perspective on the evaluations usually conducted in the field. The well-
known attacks of [IKK12; CGPR15] using co-occurrence leakage work much worse on our data
than expected whereas the attacks of [BKM20] using identifier or bit-volume leakage work
much better than anticipated based on the previous evaluations, leading us to recommend
hiding these patterns. In the following, we give more details on our contributions alleviating
the practical limitations of ESA cryptanalysis identified in the above.

Survey of ESA Cryptanalysis. To mitigate Limitation 1 (Lack of Systematization), we
provide a classification of leakage attacks and categorize the existing literature accordingly.
Two major categories emerge: Attacks on keyword ESAs, where one queries for documents
that contain the queried keyword, and range ESAs, where one queries for a range on a
numerical collection, i.e., the query type q(C) = {e ∈ C : a ≤ e ≤ b} for a lower bound a
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and upper bound b. The remaining categories here are manifold: For the adversarial model,
there are snapshot adversaries that only obtain access to encrypted structures and persistent
adversaries that also can access transcripts of the operations. Concerning the attack target,
data reconstruction attacks try to recover information about the encrypted data collection
and query reconstruction attacks try to recover information about the underlying queries.
Here, one can further distinguish among data reconstruction attacks on numerical range ESAs
like [FJK+15; DPP+16]: Value data reconstruction attacks try to recover the values of the
collection, i.e., the collection C itself. Count data reconstruction attacks, on the other hand,
try to recover the histogram of the values of the collection. Concerning the category of
auxiliary data, here attacks can be sampled query/data attacks, where the adversary obtains
a sample drawn from a distribution that is close to the real query resp. data distribution.
Known query/data attacks obtain a subset of the underlying queries resp. data. Attacks that
do not require auxiliary data exist as well. The adversary power also varies: Active attacks can
interact with the system whereas passive attacks do not. In our work, we focus on persistent,
passive attacks with known data or no auxiliary information at all.

For more details, we refer to Section 4 of Appendix A, where according to the above dimensions
we describe and classify the literature on leakage attacks [IKK12; LZWT14; CGPR15; KKNO16;
ZKP16; GLMP18; LMP18; GLMP19; GJW19; BKM20; KPT20; PWLP20; DHP21; KPT21; OK21;
RPH21; GPP23]. A summary is also given in Table 1 of Appendix A.

The LEAKER Framework. We alleviate Limitation 2 (Lack of Accessibility) by providing
an open-source and extensible Python framework for leakage attack evaluation. Our frame-
work is called LEAKER (LEackage AttacK Evaluation on Real-world data) and is intended to
be used as a common referencing tool to evaluate and compare existing and new attacks on
arbitrary data sources. This can provide a continually improved understanding of leakage
cryptanalysis and may help with standardization processes of PETs, where reference tools are
explicitly requested [Nat21].

To achieve this, the design is oriented among several goals: Due to a modular design, it is easy
to integrate and evaluate new attacks, countermeasures, and data sources. For comparability
and to save on overhead of future research that would require major re-implementations, we
already include the major leakage attacks evaluated in our work [IKK12; CGPR15; GLMP18;
LMP18; GLMP19; GJW19; BKM20; KPT20; KPT21; RPH21]. For consistency of data sources,
standard pre-processing for arbitrary data is already provided in LEAKER, also allowing
practicioners with proprietary data to provide evaluation results without violating privacy of
subjects. LEAKER is usable for non-experts across platforms, significantly lowering the barrier
of contributing to this research field. We satisfy our open-source goals for open science (see
also Section 1.4) by publishing the framework under the very liberal MIT license.

Code examples are given in Appendix B of our paper in Appendix A and for more imple-
mentation details we refer to Section 5 of Appendix A. In short, LEAKER consists of several
modules for pre-processing to prepare and index data for efficient usage, a datastore to cache
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information in a way that enables many multiple attack invocations on the previously unfea-
sible data sizes we encounter in our evaluations, an attack and pattern library for the attacks
and leakage patterns, an evaluator that allows the various kinds of evaluations conducted, a
visualizer even compatible with LATEX to effortlessly incorporate results into research works,
and an analyzer to obtain statistics on data sources to gain a better sense of the reasons why
attacks do or do not work on different data.

New Data Sources. The empirical foundation of previous evaluations and conclusions of
leakage attack performance stems from just two use cases/data settings, leading to the above
identified Limitation 3 (Lack of Data). Concretely, these are the Enron dataset [Coh15] for
an e-mail1 use case in keyword ESAs and the HCUP dataset [Age88] for a medical use case
in range ESAs. Previous works have—rightly so— focused on improving attack performance
in order to obtain a better understanding of leakage in ESAs. However, not much focus was
put on improving evaluations, with the settings and data sources staying the same. Not only
would a wider data basis than just e-mail and HCUP be important for a better understanding
as well, but prior evaluation settings have also made some critical assumptions about the
user’s queries. While snapshot attacks on ESAs from property-preserving encryption [NKW15]
do not require any observed queries, persistent attacks applying to ESAs built on Searchable
Symmetric Encryption (SSE)/Structured Encryption (STE) [SWP00; CGKO06; CK10] or
Oblivious RAM (ORAM) [GO96] rely on leakage depending on queries. Hence, for their
evaluation, queries are required. However, assumptions have been made about them because
query data is hard to find, which has long been a well-known challenge in the field and was
explicitly noted by [GJW19; RPH21]. A natural reason is that querying behavior is extremely
personal (for instance, search terms were used to detect neurogenerative disorders [WDH18])
and released data can and has been exploited for de-anonymization [BZ06; JKPT07].

As a result, no real-world query data has been used in the evaluations of persistent attacks
and instead artificial query distributions were assumed, e.g., taking the most or least frequent
keywords in keyword attack evaluations. This, in turn, makes it hard to decide on attack
practicality, as results can vary greatly between different querying behaviors.

Therefore, we identify a multitude of different data sources relevant to the cryptanalysis
of ESAs that—for the first time—include real-world query data. As expected, it was very
hard to find such data. However, here the interdisciplinary approach of this thesis shows
its advantages, because cryptography is not the only scientific community interested in
understanding and analyzing the querying behavior of users. Fields close to Information
Retrieval (IR) work with such data much more frequently and we therefore reviewed their
work on query log analysis [Jan06; JS06; JPL13]. Unfortunately, most used data is proprietary
and most analysis not relevant to us. Despite this, in our efforts we found relevant data
sources from other domains and also performed our own study on data of participants.

We provide an overview of all used data covering a variety of settings and use cases in
Table 2.1. More information can be found in Section 6 and Appendix C.1 of our publication

1Some results here have also been confirmed on public e-mail information like [CL07].
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Query log Data collection Sources ESA type Use case

Google Mail activity Google Mail data Volunteers Keyword (Private) search engines

Google Drive activity Google Drive data Volunteers Keyword (Private) search engines

AOL [PCT06] Wikipedia [Wik14] AOL2 and Wikimedia Foundation3 Keyword (Public) search engines

TAIR log [ECW+14] TAIR data releases [Pho11; Pho13]
The Arabidopsis Information

Keyword Genetic
Resource (TAIR) [LDS+10]

SDSS log [SGT+07] SDSS data [SGT+07] Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)4 Range Scientific

− MIMIC-III [JPS+16] PhysioNet [GAG+00] Range Medical

Salaries of UK Attorney
−

General’s Office [Gov18]
data.uk.gov5 Range Human resources

− Walmart sales competition [Wal14] Walmart6 Range Sales

Insurance claims of New York
−

Department of Transportation [Cit18]
New York City Open Data7 Range Insurance

2 https://aol.com

3 https://wikimediafoundation.org

4 https://www.sdss.org

5 https://data.uk.gov

6 https://walmart.com

7 https://opendata.cityofnewyork.us/

Table 2.1: Data sources used in our systematic re-evaluation of leakage attacks against
Encrypted Search Algorithms (ESAs). In case no query log is available, we use an
artificial query distribution that stems from foundational observations about the
distribution of the SDSS query log.

in Appendix A. One particular used data source, incidentally, is an example why such data
should not be released lightly: The AOL query log, made public in a pseudonymized form
in 2006 [PCT06] and since then a frequent subject of IR research [MMO22], was heavily
criticized because sensitive searches were de-anonymized [BZ06]. In our study conducted on
the private Google data of voluntary participants, we were hence very careful in considering
their privacy. The advantage here is the usability of LEAKER: We designed evaluation scripts
that locally extract and index the data and then perform the evaluations of leakage attacks
against this data on the participant’s machine. The volunteers then just provided us with the
accuracy data and their data dimensions and consent to use this in our work. No personal
data was therefore made available to other parties. Furthermore, for some data in the range
case, no query logs are available. In these cases, because query data is so extremely scarce,
we re-purpose the distribution we found on the query logs of the SDSS data (see Table 2.1)
to the respective data and sampled queries from this distribution in our evaluations.

Systematic Re-Evaluation of Leakage Attacks. Given our implementations of leakage at-
tacks in LEAKER and our new data that includes queries relevant to persistent attacks against
ESAs built on SSE/STE [SWP00; CGKO06; CK10] or ORAM [GO96], we conduct a systematic
study of existing relevant attacks on our data. With this, we gain more interesting insights in
understanding when and why attacks do and do not work. Further, we compare all state-
of-the-art known-data attacks or attacks that do not require auxiliary knowledge in their
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Leakage pattern Meaning Abbr. Information given to adversary

Response identity Identities of responses rid ids(q1), . . . , ids(qt)

Query equality If and when queries repeat qeq M ∈ {0, 1}t×t , where M[i, j] = 1 iff qi = q j

Response length No. of matching entries rlen |ids(q1)|, . . . , |ids(qt)|

Co-occurrence No. of common identifiers co M ∈ [n]t×t , where M[i, j] = |ids(qi)∩ ids(q j)|

Volume Bit-length of matching entries vol
�

|e|b
�

e∈q1(C)
, . . . ,
�

|e|b
�

e∈qt (C)

Total Volume Total bit-length of matches tvol
∑︁

e∈q1(C)
|e|b, . . . ,
∑︁

e∈qt (C)
|e|b

Order∗ Order of elements order
�

id(e)
�

e∈sorted(C)

Rank∗ No. of entries smaller than value v rank | {e ∈ C : e ≤ v} |

Table 2.2: Commonly exploited leakage patterns of Encrypted Search Algorithms (ESAs).
The ESA is on a data collection C, which is a sequence of length n of data over
some plaintext space (e.g., integers or documents comprising sets of keywords). A
sequence q1, . . . , qt from a query space is issued by the user, where each qi yields
the reply qi(C) = {e ∈ C : qi(e)} of all entries of the collection that match the query.
The function ids(qi) outputs the corresponding identifiers of the entries within C
that match qi . The function id(e) outputs the identifier and the function |e|b the
bit-length of the entry e ∈ C. Patterns marked with ∗ require an order relation on
the plaintext space and are mostly related to numerical data collections.

respective settings. Therefore, we alleviate the previously identified Limitation 4 (Lack of
Comparative Evaluation).

Due to the large amount of attacks, data, settings, and parameters we consider, we refer to
Section 7 of our publication in Appendix A for all the details. A high-level abstraction of the
results for each considered attack is given in Table 1 of our publication in Appendix A. In
the following, we lay out the main significant findings of our study. These highly depend
on the well-defined information leakage that is exploited by the attacks, which we present
in Table 2.2. In general, the following leakage profiles can mainly be encountered [BKM20,
Appendix A]: (qeq, rid,vol) or (qeq, tvol) for ESAs based on SSE/STE [SWP00; CGKO06;
CK10] and (rlen, rid,vol) or (rlen, tvol) for ESAs based on ORAM [GO96].

An important finding of our evaluations sheds a new perspective on the conclusions drawn
from previous evaluations. We give an illustrative example in Figure 2.1 for the keyword
attacks of [BKM20]. There, we perform two kinds of evaluations on the TAIR dataset: One
in the prior style without query data, where the queries under attack are chosen from the
data collection artificially (Figure 2.1a), and one where the queries from a user of the TAIR
system stemming from the TAIR query log are attacked (Figure 2.1b). In both cases, the
queries are chosen to be low-frequency, i.e., those that occur the least frequently in the data
collection. The artificial low-frequency evaluation led to the conclusion in [BKM20] that
attacks would not work on such queries, as the results in that evaluation yielded low recovery
rates even for a large fraction of adversarial knowledge of the data collection, similar to
those in Figure 2.1a. However, with our results on real-world queries, which are similar
to those in Figure 2.1b, we show a different picture: Here, the so-called subgraph attacks
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(a) On queries from the data collection
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(b) On queries from the query log

Figure 2.1: Fraction of correctly uncovered queries for each of the attacks of [BKM20] on
the TAIR keyword dataset [ECW+14] using our LEAKER framework [KKM+22].
Queries are either (a) taken from the data collection (prior artificial style) or (b)
from a user’s query log (our real-world re-evaluation). Here, we use the keyword
queries of the respective source least frequent in the data collection, i.e., the term
frequency refers to the number of documents that contain the keyword. Only
queries that appear in the adversary’s knowledge are considered and queries are
not repeated.

yield significantly high recovery on all data points on real-world low-frequency queries. The
result also cannot just be explained by users querying for keywords with a higher frequency
in our setting than in the artificial setting, because we also show that some attacks even
work for the queries of our query logs with frequency 1 (see Figure 3 on all AOL users in
Appendix A), which is the lowest possible value. Another related intuitive assumption of
previous conclusions [BKM20; RPH21] was also that, in a real-world system, a user would
craft low-frequency queries because they would be interested in specific results. Our data
does not reflect this intuition. Instead, frequencies of queries in our data are comparatively
high (e.g., even on the small private Google Mail data, queries in the query log have an
average frequency of 326, see Appendix C.2.2 of our paper in Appendix A). Here as well, the
subgraph attacks of [BKM20] work well even with very little partial knowledge. This leads
to a very different conclusion in that these attacks can be considered much more practical
than previously thought. Since these rely on the response identity (rid) and volume (vol)
leakage patterns (see Table 2.2), we recommend to suppress/mitigate this leakage, e.g., with
techniques from [KMO18; KM19a; PPYY19; BKM20; GKL+20; APP+21; GKM21].

Other than the above highlights, our evaluation further confirms conclusions of previous
evaluations or shows that some attacks work worse than previously assumed on our data.
For instance, the volumetric attacks of [BKM20] relying on the response length (rlen) and/or
the total volume (tvol) patterns (see Table 2.2) work mostly as originally expected and
require high adversarial knowledge (≥ 75%) to perform well. A possible explanation of our
results is that the attacks that perform really well on our data concern rid and vol leakage,
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Category
Patterns (See

Relevant attacks Successful cases
Table 2.2)

Keyword

tvol [BKM20] High adversarial knowledge

tvol, rlen [BKM20] High adversarial knowledge

co [IKK12; CGPR15; RPH21] High adversarial knowledge

rid [BKM20] All

vol [BKM20] All

rlen [GLMP18; GJW19] None

rlen,qeq [KPT21] Data dependent

rid [LMP18; GLMP19] Data and query dependent

rid, rank [LMP18] Only dense data

rid,qeq [KPT20] Query dependent

Range

rid,qeq,order [KPT20] All

Table 2.3: High-level summary of the results of our systematic re-evaluation of leakage attacks
on ESAs for each used combination of leakage patterns. Adapted from [KKM+22,
Table 1].

which compared to the other leakages and attacks, are atomic leakages in the sense that they
concern individual documents. The well-known attacks of [IKK12] and [CGPR15], on the
other hand, perform worse than expected and only achieve significant recovery with a very
high adversarial knowledge. Furthermore, we find that query repetitions (relevant in case
one hides the query equality qeq; see Table 2.2) and allowing queries outside the adversary’s
knowledge lower recovery rates, but not to insignificant levels. We summarize our findings
in Table 2.3. Our results also indicate that the activity of a user, i.e., how many queries they
issue, does not noticeably influence attack efficacy.

All of these mentioned results are for keyword attacks. For range attacks, those performing
count data reconstruction based solely on rlen information [GLMP18; GJW19] do not work
at all on our data. The attack of [KPT21] based on rlen and qeq works in some instances de-
pending heavily on the data distribution. For the value data reconstruction attacks of [LMP18;
GLMP19], we find that the data distribution can significantly affect results, as attacks work on
some data but do not on others. Furthermore, the parameters of the used query distributions
influence results for [GLMP19]. The value data reconstruction attack of [KPT20] leverages
knowledge of the order between the numerical data collection’s entries. In case this is not
leaked directly, we use the order recovery attack given by [GLMP19]. We summarize all
these findings in Table 2.3, which give an indication of the cases in which an attack works
or does not work and may help improve attack design and understanding. The only case
where a range attack has consistent success is the one of [KPT20] if the response identities,
the query equality, and the order is leaked. However, the order is not a common leakage
pattern in range ESAs [FJK+15; DPP+16]. This is also the only instance where a range
attack works on our real-world SDSS query logs (see Table 2.1), which is the most realistic
evaluation instance. Hence, more research for order reconstruction attacks is necessary here.
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Furthermore, suppression techniques can be investigated for use in encrypted range search.
Additionally, evaluations of sampled-data and sampled-query attacks are not considered by us,
so a similar real-world re-evaluation of them may provide further insightful results.

Impact. We hope our framework and data can serve as a common open-source tool for
future evaluations of leakage attacks, lowering the barrier of entry. For impact towards
this beyond the original publication at EuroS&P’22 [KKM+22], we presented this work as a
contributed talk at the IACR Real World Crypto Symposium 20228 and hope new works can
leverage our efforts for an increased and practical understanding of leakage in ESAs.

2.1.2 Cryptanalysis of Lu et al.’s RoTPC Protocol

This thesis contributed significantly to a clear cryptanalysis of Lu et al.’s Randomization-
only Two-Party Computation (RoTPC) for Privacy-Preserving Scalar Product (PPSP) [LLS13;
LZL+14] by showing both fundamental impossibility of security and practical attacks that
violate also intuitive notions of privacy with the following publication found in Appendix B:

[ST20] T. SCHNEIDER, A. TREIBER. “A Comment on Privacy-Preserving Scalar Prod-
uct Protocols as proposed in “SPOC””. In: IEEE Transactions on Parallel and
Distributed Systems (TPDS) 31.3 (2020). Full version: https://arxiv.org/
abs/1906.04862. Code: https://encrypto.de/code/SPOCattack, pp. 543–
546. CORE Rank A*. Appendix B.

More concretely, we show that PPSP is equivalent to Oblivious Transfer (OT) [Rab81]. There-
fore, impossibility results concerning OT apply to PPSP as well. As shown by Impagliazzo and
Rudich [IR89], OT requires certain hardness assumptions not achievable by symmetric-key
cryptography or randomization alone. Hence, the protocol is formally insecure. We then
propose several attacks and in an experimental evaluation show that they can even test for
certain inputs, violating any sense of privacy. Since similar protocols under the classification
of RoTPC (see Section 1.1) that solely rely on randomization would suffer from the same
insufficiency, our results here underline that such protocols likely do not provide adequate
privacy guarantees. In what follows, we give more details on our contributions to a general
analysis of the protocol as well as showing formal and practical insecurity before describing
the impact of our work.

Protocol Analysis. The protocol is executed between two parties. Alice’s input is a⃗ =
(a1, . . . , an) ∈ Zn

q and Bob’s input is b⃗ = (b1, . . . , bn) ∈ Zn
q . The goal is to give the output a⃗ · b⃗ =

∑︁n
i=1 ai bi to Alice in a privacy-preserving manner. This is performed in Lu et al.’s protocol

with the following three major steps [LLS13; LZL+14], where the values k1, k2, k3, k4 are

8https://rwc.iacr.org/2022/ – Video at https://youtu.be/2HtDjB5xaho?t=2151
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provided as security parameters (originally set to k1 = 512, k2 = 200, k3 = k4 = 128 for a
vector space with n= q = 232):

Step 1: Alice appends an+1 = an+2 = 0 to a⃗. She chooses a k1-bit prime p and a k2-bit
prime α. Then, she chooses s ∈ Zp uniformly at random and k3-bit values c1, . . . , cn+2
uniformly at random. She sends α and p to Bob. Finally, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n+ 2}, she

sends to Bob the value Ci =

(

s · ci mod p ai = 0

s · (α · ai + ci) mod p ai ̸= 0
.

Step 2: Bob appends bn+1 = bn+2 = 0 to b⃗ and chooses k4-bit values r1, . . . , rn+2 uni-

formly at random. Then, for i ∈ {1, . . . , n+ 2} Bob sets Di =

(

ri · Ci mod p bi = 0

bi ·α · Ci mod p bi ̸= 0
.

He finally sends D =
∑︁n+2

i=1 Di mod p to Alice.

Step 3: Upon receiving D, Alice calculates E = s−1 · D mod p and, as the final part of the

protocol, obtains the output a⃗ · b⃗ = E−(E mod α2)
α2 .

Our analysis of this protocol provides several insights. First, correctness stems from the
differences in the individual addends of D based on whether ai = 0 and whether bi = 0.
Putting the calculations together after removal of the randomization via s [LZL+14]:

E =
∑︂

ai ̸=0,bi ̸=0

ai biα
2 +
∑︂

ai=0,bi ̸=0

biciα+
∑︂

ai ̸=0,bi=0

ri(aiα+ ci) +
∑︂

ai=0,bi=0

rici .

So if (and only if) both ai , bi are non-zero, the corresponding terms are their products as

a multiple of α2. Thus, E−(E mod α2)
α2 = a⃗ · b⃗. This only holds under very specific relations

between all parameters k1, k2, k3, k4. Our precise calculation of constraints can be found in
Section 3.1 of our paper in Appendix B. Importantly, k1 and k2 do not perform any masking
and instead cover correctness, while k3 and k4 describe the length of the randomizations.

The security here is therefore based on the randomizations with the values s and all ci of
Step 1 and all ri of Step 2. The randomizations of Step 1 hide any information about a⃗ to
Bob because the randomizations here provide information-theoretical security, making it
impossible for Bob to uncover any information about a⃗. The idea of the protocol is to do
this similarly in Step 2 via the ri values randomizing the overall value Di if bi = 0, ensuring
that such randomizations definitely occur because bn+1 = bn+2 = 0. For correctness, no
randomizations occur on the addends corresponding to bi ̸= 0. Therefore, one can see that
no cryptographic hardness assumptions are made in this protocol. Instead, only values picked
uniformly at random are added or multiplied as blinds, making this protocol an RoTPC.

Formal Insecurity. We show that this protocol is not secure in the established formal
security models. First, to prevent further instances of such insecure protocols being proposed
and used, we provide a primer on the security models of secure computation techniques,
in this case Secure Two-Party Computation (STPC), for the non-cryptographic communities
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where this protocol appeared. This can be found in Section 2.1 of our paper in Appendix B.
Importantly, contrary to the security argument used by [LLS13; LZL+14], security here is
based on formal indistinguishability of what can be learned from the protocol transcript
and what can be learned from just the function output. As a consequence, being able to
distinguish between different inputs based on the transcript that are not distinguishable from
the function output9 violates security.

Then, we show that PPSP protocols in this model require cryptographic hardness assump-
tions via two steps. First, we show that PPSP is equivalent to OT [Rab81]. In OT, Alice
has as input a bit b and Bob has as input two bits (x0, x1). OT securely computes the func-
tion f (b, (x0, x1)) = xb for Alice, i.e., Alice will obtain one of Bob’s inputs of her choice.
However, Bob will not learn which choice she made, i.e., information about b, and Alice will
not learn any more information about Bob’s input, i.e., x1−b. We show that this is equivalent
to PPSP, which securely computes a⃗ · b⃗, revealed to Alice, on inputs a⃗ of Alice and b⃗ of
Bob, both in Zn

q . To show that PPSP suffices for OT, one can compute f (b, (x0, x1)) = xb by

giving Alice the input a⃗ = (¬b, b) and Bob the input b⃗ = (x0, x1) in the PPSP, both in Z2
2. To

show necessity, one can use OT to realize PPSP. OT is shown to imply STPC [Kil88], which
allows the secure computation of any function. Thus, one can use OT to securely compute
the function yielding a⃗ · b⃗ for Alice on inputs a⃗ of Alice and b⃗ of Bob, i.e., to give a PPSP.
Considering this equivalence, results about OT apply to PPSP as well. In particular, OT also
implies the primitive of Secret Key Exchange (SKE) [Rab81; Blu83], which allows two parties
to establish a common key in a secure manner. Therefore, impossibility results affecting
SKE apply to OT (and, as we have shown, PPSP) as well. One impossibility result is that of
Impagliazzo and Rudich [IR89], who in 1989 showed that a reduction of SKE to one-way
functions yields P ̸= N P. As such, basing OT and PPSP on one-way functions, which are
the basis of symmetric cryptography, or on constructions without cryptographic hardness
assumptions, cannot be secure (or a proof of P ̸= N P would be found). Instead, OT and
PPSP require complexity-theoretic assumptions like those made in public-key cryptography.
However, these are not made in Lu et al.’s protocol [LLS13; LZL+14], which must therefore be
insecure. Similar RoTPC protocols are also insecure if their computation allows to compute
OT, because then the mentioned results apply as well.

Practical Insecurity. Given the above formal analyses, attacks that break privacy seem
possible. Indeed, we found many concrete attacks that violate formal security by enabling Alice
to distinguish between different inputs of Bob. Crucially, however, they do not merely violate
some abstract security definition based on indistinguishability but, because the protocol cannot
provide any formal guarantees, practically relevant private information might be obtained.
Therefore, we show that these attacks are practical in both theoretical and experimental
evaluations. Our attacks can even allow Alice to test if Bob has a certain input, which we
believe shows that the insecurity here is not just formal but defeats any notion one might have
of a “privacy-preserving” computation. In the following, we present two of our attacks, those

9E.g., if a⃗ = 0⃗, a⃗ · b⃗ = 0⃗ does not yield any information about b⃗.
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that allow Alice to check for any of Bob’s input, before giving an overview of our analyses of
the attacks. All attacks are in Section 3.2 in our paper found in Appendix B.

Attack 1: In this attack, Alice supplies an input a⃗ = 0⃗. To check whether a candidate
input b⃗ = (b1, . . . , bn) has been used, Alice just checks whether E

α ≈
∑︁

i bici for some
specified bit-precision.

Attack 2: Here, Alice has an arbitrary input a⃗ = (a1, . . . , an). To check whether a candi-
date input b⃗ = (b1, . . . , bn) has been used, Alice just checks whether E

α ≈
∑︁

ai ̸=0 ai biα+
∑︁

ai=0 bici for some specified bit-precision.

We provide theoretical analyses of our attacks in Section 3.2.1 (for Attack 1) and Sec-
tion 3.2.2 (for Attack 2) of our paper in Appendix B. In summary, we show a relation
between correctness and security: To thwart our attacks, adjustments of the security parame-
ters are necessary. However, we show that these adjustments always violate the constraints
necessary for correctness identified in our previous general analysis of the protocol. To
showcase the attacks’ practicality, we implement them and run an experimental evaluation
for different inputs. The full results are discussed in Section 3.2.3 of Appendix B. Particularly,
our attacks also try to distinguish two inputs by Bob that only vary by 1 in one position, i.e.,
inputs b⃗ and b′⃗ only vary at one position i by |bi−b′i | = 1. With success in this case, because of

the minimal difference between the inputs b⃗ and b′⃗, the attack’s check for any candidate input
would always be correct. Our experiments verify that our Attack 1 works perfectly in this
setting for the standard parameter choices. Attack 2 further also works in this setting for all
parameter choices that result in a correct output. Furthermore, our evaluation confirms that
all our attacks can still successfully distinguish between different random b, b′ and only drop
in accuracy if correctness is violated. All these attack instances can be regarded as breaking
privacy: Alice can check if Bob has a certain input (e.g., medical data showing a specific
cancer) or can distinguish between different inputs (e.g., if different medical issues now
affect Bob). Hence, this RoTPC protocol [LLS13; LZL+14] and its usages [ZLJ+14; LLSB15;
LLW15; RR15; WLH15; WCJM15; HLZ+16; YLLT16; ZLLL16; RR17; ZLLL17; ZWL+17;
LZLL18; RYY+18; WZL+18; ZZL+18; KKB19; RSR+19] are insecure and should not be used.
Further, due to the nature of the insecurity stemming from solely using randomization, similar
deficiencies should be expected in other RoTPC protocols. This underlines that established
security models should be used when protecting privacy in applications.

Impact. The intention of our work comes from an interdisciplinary perspective: Working
with different communities of the applications considered in Chapter 3 such that we do not
make erroneous assumptions about applications when building privacy-preserving solutions,
we noticed protocols like the one by Lu et al. [LLS13; LZL+14] that make erroneous as-
sumptions about cryptographic security. Interdisciplinarity goes both ways: Cryptographic
communities building PETs benefit from correct usage assumptions and analyses, and other
communities can benefit from proper security analyses. The latter is the goal of our work
with the intended impact beyond the original publication at IEEE TPDS’20 [ST20] that such
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insecure RoTPC protocols will cease to appear and proper security analyses be carried out
in the future. However, despite making preliminary results of our work available already
in 201910 and after publication of the full results in 2020, several subsequent works keep
appearing (see Section 2.2.2) that use the protocol. After noticing this in some instances with
preprints, we even contacted authors and editors that the insecurities of this protocol and its
usage should be highlighted. Unfortunately, the responses we received did not result in any
changes in these papers. We hope further exchanges between different scientific communities
outside their own “bubbles” might create a broader and lasting impact to minimize usage of
such severely insecure protocols.

2.2 RelatedWork

In the following, we provide the context of our work with prior and subsequent works.

2.2.1 Encrypted Search Leakage Cryptanalysis

Since a contribution of our work (see Section 2.1.1) already contains a systematization of
existing attacks, we here begin with a quick history of leakage attacks and classify prior
existing attacks. Then, we show previous surveys of leakage cryptanalysis and related studies
from the information retrieval community. Finally, we discuss subsequent works.

Leakage Attacks. Cryptanalysis of ESAs was initiated by Islam et al. [IKK12] with a persis-
tent attack on keyword ESAs using the co-occurrence pattern (see Table 2.2). Subsequent
known-data keyword attacks on different leakages were given by [CGPR15; BKM20; RPH21].
Snapshot attacks on property-preserving encryption, which contrary to the ESAs considered in
our work already leaks during setup phase, were given by Naveed et al. [NKW15]. Persistent
range attacks were first proposed by [KKNO16] using the response identity or response length
patterns (see Table 2.2) and followed by attacks using different leakages [GLMP18; LMP18;
GLMP19; GJW19; KPT20; KPT21]. In our work, we consider these major persistent leakage
attacks. Further, attacks we did not consider in our evaluations are the following. Sampled-
data and sampled-query attacks, which are given by [LZWT14; GLMP18; LMP18; GLMP19;
GJW19; DHP21; OK21], require a distinct but close dataset as attacker knowledge. Active
attacks are given by [ZKP16; BKM20; PWLP20] and attacks on specific ESA constructions are
given by [PW16; VMÖ17; AAGG18; NHP+21]. Attacks on other ESA query settings concern
k-NN queries [KPT19; KPT20] and two-dimensional range queries [FMA+20; MFST21].

10The preliminary version posted on arXiv can be accessed at https://arxiv.org/abs/1906.04862v1.
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Previous Surveys. The survey of ESAs by Fuller et al. [FVY+17] contains an overview of
some leakage attacks, and the work of Yao et al. [YZGW20] provides a survey of some other
leakage attacks. However, these mainly focus on leakage attacks applicable to property-
preserving encryption. Our work is concerned with those applicable to SSE, STE, and
ORAM (see Section 1.1) and, crucially, in addition provides a new framework, new data, and
new evaluations.

Query Log Analysis. Works in query log analysis within information retrieval and related
fields are also tasked with understanding querying behavior. This is surveyed in [Jan06;
JS06; JPL13]. Relevant works analyze (proprietary) query logs in specific systems like
libraries [JCMB00], web searches [JS06], blog searches [MD06], people searches [WBK+11],
and data portal searches [KKI+17]. Although query logs are of great interest for leakage
attack evaluations, no data here was directly available to use for our work.

Subsequent Works. Since our work, new sampled-data attacks were published. Gui et al.
propose new sampled-data attacks [GPP23], similarly to [IKK12] relying on simulated anneal-
ing [KGV83] but also aiming to defeat specific countermeasures. Oya and Kerschbaum [OK22]
propose new sampled-data and sampled-query attacks called IHOP, also aiming to defeat
countermeasures. A new aspect of their work is that they also consider a setting where queries
depend on each other and adapt their IHOP attack to exploit this with just query equality
leakage, whereas all previous attacks and works (including ours in [KKM+22]) assumed
queries to be independent. New multi-dimensional range attacks were given by Falzon et
al. [FMET22] and new attacks on conjunctive encrypted keyword search were presented by
Dijkslag et al. [DDHP22]. A follow-up to attacks on specific constructions leaking at setup
was given by Lambregts et al. [LCNL22]. So far, subsequent works have not used our valuable
query logs11 and for keyword attacks, like previous evaluations, overwhelmingly relied on
just the Enron dataset as data collection. We hope our available query logs and tools may
yield broader evaluations in the future. A particular example is that of IHOP [OK22] in the
query-dependent setting, where no query log is used but instead, to get query correlations,
the Wikipedia clickstream dataset12 is used such that a sequence of clicks on Wikipedia pages
emulates searches in ESAs. As most applications of ESAs would not query for page titles,
real-world query logs of search domains such as the ones identified by us may yield additional
insightful results on attack practicality in the possibly more realistic setting that queries
depend on each other. LEAKER has, so far, been extended with and used for passive and
active attacks on encrypted two-dimensional databases supporting two-dimensional range
queries by Sierink [Sie22].

11A reason might be that these works were conducted concurrently to ours.
12https://dumps.wikimedia.org/other/clickstream/
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2.2.2 RoTPC Protocol Cryptanalysis

Some protocols for secure computations proposed in other communities have been broken
as well, e.g., in image processing [SS14] because of re-using randomness in constructions
with HE. But to the best of our knowledge, we are not aware of protocols being identified
and cryptanalyzed because they violate fundamental impossibility results by only relying on
randomizations. We distinguish these RoTPC protocols to those of provable security [Lin17],
recommending the latter because we show the former is insecure. However, using any
notion of provable security does not mean that it is meaningful or free of deficiencies. While
no reliance on any formal notion for secure computation tasks may well result in blatant
insecurities like we uncovered in our work, provable security does not always prevent this. In
fact, the term “provable security” is even critically discussed in the cryptographic community.
For this, Koblitz and Menezes [KM19b] provide an overview of the discussion and different
cases of security controversies in provable security.

As mentioned in Section 2.1.2, despite its obvious insecurity, the protocol by Lu et al. [LLS13;
LZL+14] continues to be used. In the following, we present new works still using the protocol
before presenting subsequent work on our cryptanalysis.

New Works Using the Protocol. Since our work appeared, the following additional pa-
pers making use of the protocol by Lu et al. [LLS13; LZL+14] were published: Zhang and
Chen [ZC21] leverage the protocol for secure task assignment in mobile crowd-sensing
and Zhao et al. [ZDW+21] for private IoT data monitoring. Furthermore, other works
like [RDS+20] compare themselves to [LLS13; LZL+14], legitimizing the RoTPC approach
without disclosing the security flaws that we published and setting questionable standards
for new protocols that need to be compared to the supposed state-of-the-art.

Subsequent Works. After our work, another derivative of Lu et al.’s protocol was cryptan-
alyzed further. Concretely, the privacy-preserving querying system for ride-hailing service
applications called TRACE by Wang et al. [WZL+18], which is based on [LLS13; LZL+14],
was cryptanalyzed by Kumaraswamy and Srinivas [KV21]. Compared to our distinguishing
and testing attacks, they present attacks that can directly uncover the original private inputs,
further strengthening our indications that ad-hoc RoTPC constructions and security analyses
as conducted in [LLS13; LZL+14] should not be used for private computations.
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With our contributions to an improved cryptanalysis of cryptographic mechanisms of Chap-
ter 2, we now turn to using mechanisms in constructions to protect privacy in the emerging
privacy-sensitive applications that have been presented in Section 1.2. The applications we
consider here are in the realm of Machine Learning (ML) dealing with sometimes inexact
inputs and uncertainty: biometric speech processing and inference of a Sum Product Net-
work (SPN) [PD11]. Speaker recognition, the former application, leverages ML techniques
to recognize individuals from variable channel data that contains speech, represented as
probabilistic embeddings in modern approaches. This technology is used in important sce-
narios where adequate recognition performance is crucial, such as remotely verifying one’s
identity towards a bank via phone or VoIP. State-of-the-art models perform score post-processing
and center data to compare the uncertainty of biometric similarity against the biometric
dissimilarity, see [NJT+19, Chapter 5] for an overview. The latter application, SPN inference,
is more generic and allows to perform evaluation of an SPN ML model for general ML tasks,
including speech modeling [PKMP14], dealing with uncertainty and providing tractable
probabilistic reasoning (see [SPD21] for an overview on SPNs). Both of these application
scenarios are executed between a user’s device and a server of the vendor of the application.
Within them, runtimes from the point of starting the application with fresh user inputs, i.e., a
new speaker sample or new to-be-evaluated user data, are crucial. If runtimes are infeasible
due to overhead by used cryptographic mechanisms, the system cannot be used in practice
with corresponding privacy protection. These systems may also receive variable loads of
requests, resulting in times with low demands like at night where, instead, pre-computations
can be conducted as preparation for future tasks.

Speaker Recognition. Recall the computation performed for speaker recognition (see
Section 1.2): On inputs a⃗, b⃗, η, and some possible model parameters, the binary out-
put S(a⃗, b⃗) > η is computed. a⃗ and b⃗ are the embeddings to be compared, η is a Bayesian
threshold, and S defines a score computation, possibly using model parameters. The embed-
dings stem from individual users while the threshold and model parameters stem from the
vendor. The output corresponds to verification that the samples a⃗ and b⃗ originate from the
same individual. The embeddings a⃗ and b⃗ can be a fresh probe sample and a stored reference
sample in order to verify that a speaker is a certain individual enrolled with the reference
sample. The score S(a⃗, b⃗) can also be used to compare probes and references to cohort
data (speech samples from different identities), where a⃗ is a probe or reference embedding
and b⃗ is an embedding of a cohort speaker. These scores are used in score post-processing
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to normalize scores between a probe and a reference sample. Reference and cohort data are
stored on a server whereas the probe is freshly extracted at the user’s device.

As laid out in Chapter 1, speech is especially sensitive information as it is biometric data and re-
quires protection according to international standards. The ISO/IEC 24745 standard [ISO11]
defines biometric information protection as:

• Unlinkability: Protected biometric reference data stored on a server cannot be linked
with other references of other databases.

• Renewability: Protected reference data can be revoked and updated without a need
for complete re-enrollment in the system.

• Irreversibility: No biometric information can be inferred from protected reference
data without knowing secret data.

Hence, to satisfy privacy protection, these requirements need to be met for the biometric
information, i.e., the embeddings. Furthermore, the vendor may want to protect its intellectual
property of the threshold value and model parameters. As shown by [NIK+18], this can be
realized by providing the secure computation of S(a⃗, b⃗) on private inputs a⃗, b⃗ and, if needed,
private model parameters. This can then be used with cohort data to normalize the score
between a probe and a reference using scores with cohorts. An end-to-end secure computation
of S(a⃗, b⃗)> η can also realize this, where only the final binary output is revealed.

A challenge is that in traditional secure computation use cases, involved parties know their
plaintext inputs. This would violate the [ISO11] standard in a speaker verification scenario
between a user and a server of the vendor because the server would know the reference
embedding b⃗ to securely compute S(a⃗, b⃗) > η with a probe a⃗. That can be avoided by
distributing the secure computation between multiple non-colluding servers in an outsourcing
scenario [KR11], each of which obtains no information about the inputs. Said assumption
can be argued to be realistic if the servers stem from different, specific kinds of organizations
trusted to fulfill non-collusion. For instance, the nonprofit organization Internet Security
Research Group (ISRG) offers to act as one non-colluding party as a service1 implementing
the Prio system by [CB17] for private aggregate statistics based on secret shares. Privacy-
preserving speaker recognition satisfying the [ISO11] standard in such a setting was thus
considered by Nautsch et al. [NIK+18]. They use Partially Homomorphic Encryption (PHE)
with the Paillier cryptosystem [Pai99; DJ01] between the user and two non-colluding servers to
securely calculate a Probabilistic Linear Discriminant Analysis (PLDA) score S(a⃗, b⃗) between
the user’s new probe embedding a⃗ and the protected reference embedding b⃗ stored on
a server given the vendor model. Though the considered voice representations, i.e., the
embeddings, are state-of-the-art i-vectors [DKD+11], two main aspects can be improved upon:
First, state-of-the-art score post-processing requires the use of cohort data that also need to be
protected. The secure score computation provided by [NIK+18] can also be used for this by
invoking it on probe/reference and cohort embeddings. However, the runtimes of [NIK+18]
are in the order of hundreds of milliseconds even if the vendor model is leaked to obtain a

1https://divviup.org/
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more runtime-efficient trade off. This may be feasible for the single one-to-one comparison
considered but would become prohibitive for the amount of comparisons of about 10 000 on
cohort data of modern score post-processing. Second, the runtimes of [NIK+18] if the vendor
model is protected can reach dozens of minutes, which is very demanding. We contribute the
corresponding improvements in this thesis.

SPN Inference. Moving to more general private ML inference, there has been a lot of re-
search in the area of Privacy-Preserving Machine Learning (PPML), e.g., recently surveyed
in [CP21; ZXW21]. Recall the computation performed for private ML inference (see Sec-
tion 1.2) between a user and a server of a vendor: P(a⃗) is evaluated on a model P of a vendor
with features a⃗ given by the user. Only the output evaluating P(a⃗) should be revealed to
the user, while no other information about the model P should be given to the user and
no information should be obtained by the server. This research area has recently crafted
usable tools that are even integrated into practical ML toolkits. However, the focus has been
overwhelmingly on Neural Networks (NNs) and not on probabilistic graphical models like
SPNs [PD11]. SPNs can deal with probabilistic reasoning and uncertainty in the data. This
class of models hence provides many properties desired in ML tasks, such as tractable, exact
inference for many different queries. They encode a joint probability distribution, which
can be used for outlier detection tasks, but can also efficiently perform conditional inference
such as classification or regression and computation of marginals with missing data. More
concretely, an SPN is defined recursively as a rooted directed acyclic graph of leaf, product,
and sum nodes: A tractable univariate distribution of a measurable random variable is an SPN.
An SPN is also a product P(a⃗, b⃗) = P(a⃗)P(b⃗) over SPNs of distributions over different random
variables, representing a factorization of independent distributions. Lastly, an SPN is also a
weighted sum P(a⃗, b⃗) = w1P1(a⃗)+w2P2(b⃗) over SPNs over distributions of the same random
variables, which represents a mixture. A node of an SPN is hence either a sum, a product,
or a leaf (a univariate distribution). An edge of an SPN is therefore a bottom-up connection
between nodes, feeding an SPN to another one defined over it. The scope of an SPN refers
to the set of random variables of the distributions the SPN is defined over. For tractable
inference of the joint probability P(a⃗, b⃗), a bottom-up evaluation outputting the root node
value is conducted given input data of the user in the form of numerical assignments of the
random variables. This input data could, e.g., be a representation of an image or speech. For
missing data, i.e., marginals, the corresponding leaf values can be set to 1. This also allows
to compute the marginal probability P(a⃗), which can then be used with the joint probability

to compute the conditional query of P(b⃗ | a⃗) = P(a⃗,b⃗)
P(a⃗) . Hence, a wide range of queries can be

efficiently computed with an SPN. Practical toolkits like SPFlow [MVS+19] in Python allow
to leverage the power of SPNs within implementations. These advantages have been used
in applications like speech modeling [PKMP14], scene understanding [YWW+16], activity
recognition [AT15], or database management systems [HSK+20]. PPML for SPN inference,
i.e., securely computing probabilities P(a⃗) on assignments of the random variables a⃗ from
the user and the SPN P from a server, consequently needs to be considered as well to protect
privacy in its applications, which is a contribution of this thesis.
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Overview. In this chapter, to provide improved and new constructions and tools for pro-
tecting privacy in the emerging applications outlined above, we describe our contributions
towards more practical state-of-the-art private speaker recognition in Section 3.1.1 and to-
wards practical and usable PPML for SPN inference in Section 3.1.2. Subsequently, we put
our cryptographic construction works into the context of the literature in Section 3.2.

3.1 Our Contributions

We make two main improvements to protect privacy in the discussed emerging applications.
First, for privacy-preserving speaker verification, in Section 3.1.1 we improve on the work
of [NIK+18] by allowing to use highly accurate state-of-the-art score post-processing via novel,
private cohort pruning approaches and by significantly improving on efficiency with a new
architecture relying on mixed-protocol Secure Multi-Party Computation (SMPC). Then, for
PPML with SPN inference, we describe in Section 3.1.2 our corresponding architecture called
CryptoSPN that allows for accurate and efficient private SPN evaluation and is integrated for
usability in the SPFlow Python toolkit [MVS+19].

3.1.1 Privacy-Preserving Speaker Recognition

This thesis contributed significantly to considerably improved privacy-preserving speaker
recognition techniques, both in terms of accuracy with score post-processing via cohort
score normalization and of efficiency in runtimes with the following publications found in
Appendices C and D, respectively:

[NPT+19] A. NAUTSCH, J. PATINO, A. TREIBER, T. STAFYLAKIS, P. MIZERA, M. TODISCO,
T. SCHNEIDER, N. EVANS. “Privacy-Preserving Speaker Recognition with
Cohort Score Normalisation”. In: 20th Conference of the International Speech
Communication Association (INTERSPEECH’19). Online: https://arxiv.org/
abs/1907.03454. International Speech Communication Association (ISCA),
2019, pp. 2868–2872. CORE Rank A. Appendix C.

[TNK+19] A. TREIBER, A. NAUTSCH, J. KOLBERG, T. SCHNEIDER, C. BUSCH. “Privacy-
Preserving PLDA Speaker Verification using Outsourced Secure Compu-
tation”. In: Speech Communication 114 (2019). Online: https://encrypto.
de/papers/TNKSB19.pdf. Code: https://encrypto.de/code/PrivateASV,
pp. 60–71. CORE Rank B. Appendix D.

In particular, we propose to replace the existing speaker representations for cohort score nor-
malization with a binary key representation more suitable for using cryptographic mechanisms
to protect privacy. Using this, we show how to perform a privacy-preserving cohort pruning
using SMPC, which we then show and experimentally verify to be usable with Homomorphic
Encryption (HE) as in [NIK+18] for feasible and private speaker recognition with cohort score
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normalization. To also obtain acceptable runtimes when the vendor model is protected, which
are very demanding using [NIK+18], we propose a new architecture for general biometric
information protection and speaker verification using mixed-protocol SMPC. We provide
theoretical and experimental analyses of our system for both biometric and runtime per-
formance. Further, we show that all our architectures satisfy the relevant ISO/IEC 24745
standard [ISO11]. Note that all of these contributions are interdisciplinary in nature, using
cryptographic and speech techniques for feasible privacy protection and evaluating accuracy
with experts and metrics from the domain of speaker recognition.

Before presenting more concrete highlights of our contributions based on the cryptographic
mechanisms HE and SMPC, we highlight that the other candidates of Randomization-only
Two-Party Computation (RoTPC) and Encrypted Search Algorithms (ESAs), which we crypt-
analyzed in Chapter 2, could also be used. As we show in Section 2.1.2, RoTPC protocols
cannot provide privacy protection and their usage for private speaker verification as in [RR17;
RSR+19] should hence not be continued. For ESAs, we advanced the cryptanalysis in Sec-
tion 2.1.1 to get a better understanding of leakage and saw that attack success is very nuanced
and highly depends on the application. More evaluations for the biometric case with biometric
data like speech embeddings is necessary to obtain a better understanding of suitability for
this use case. Further, ESAs for this application [ABCK09; KIK12; CAD+22] have additional,
specific leakage patterns where further cryptanalysis needs to be conducted to shed a better
light on their leakage. Hence, given the absence of leakage with HE and SMPC as well as
their black-box characteristics fitting the different kinds of computations encountered in the
speaker recognition application scenario, we opt for these mechanisms.

Binary Key Voice Representations. To incorporate cohort score normalization, we propose
an approach based on Binary Keys (BKs) for speaker verification [AB10]. This is a compressed
voice representation in a less universal and more speaker-discriminatory manner. Instead
of the common approach with a universal background model [Rey97], a Key Background
Model (KBM) of a specific number of speaker-dependent models is used to extract BKs. From
the acoustic features of the voice sample, likelihoods of KBM components are calculated and
then the most frequent activations are determined via the top component posteriors, yielding
corresponding binary features. Using the components with another top selection of elements
gives us a binary representation of voice. Despite introducing possible losses in precision,
this binary representation allows for more efficient secure computations via cryptographic
mechanisms like SMPC, which is our proposed approach. We present more details on this
binary key representation in Section 3 of our paper in Appendix C.

System for Privacy-Preserving Cohort Pruning. In a state-of-the-art speaker recognition
system, cohort data is used for normalization in score post-processing by also performing Prob-
abilistic Linear Discriminant Analysis (PLDA) computations between cohorts and the probe
of the speaker as well as between cohorts and the reference data. Auxiliary PLDA scores for
so-called zero-normalization are calculated between the reference sample b⃗ and characteristics
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of cohort data matching the probe, yielding the mean µR and standard deviation σR from the
Gaussian distribution of calculated scores. Similarly, for so-called test-normalization, scores
between the probe sample a⃗ and reference-alike cohort characteristics are computed, yielding
the mean µP and standard deviation σP . For i-vectors [DKD+11], usually these values are
derived by a top-n selection of scores. Then, they are used to normalize the score S(a⃗, b⃗)
calculated between just probe and reference samples, which is the calculation considered
by [NIK+18], to yield

S′(a⃗, b⃗) =
1
2

�

S(a⃗, b⃗)−µR
σR

+
S(a⃗, b⃗)−µP

σP

�

.

In a state-of-the-art privacy-preserving speaker recognition system, not only probe, reference,
and model data needs to be protected, but cohort data as well. Naively running the system of
Nautsch et al. [NIK+18] to also calculate all the PLDA scores between cohorts and samples for
a top n selection to obtain

�

σR,µR,σP ,µP
�

necessary for cohort score normalization would
require a lot of invocations. According to experiments performed by us, this would result in
approximately 50 minutes runtime even if the vendor’s PLDA model is not protected to gain
efficiency, which is infeasible for the application. Our approach is to use BKs to reduce the
amount of invocations. Instead of relying on [NIK+18] on conventional voice representations
for obtaining all cohort-sample scores to then perform the top-n selection, we directly perform
this top-n pruning securely with scores on BKs. In the binary voice representation selected by us,
the Hamming weight on the binary AND between cohort and sample data represents a score
to perform pruning. The Boolean Goldreich-Micali-Wigderson protocol (GMW) [GMW87]
SMPC protocol is the perfect fit for this task because it can operate in the outsourcing setting
of [NIK+18] and is very efficient for the types of operations required here. As we are in
the setting of [NIK+18] with two servers, we use the GMW protocol with two servers as
well, i.e., perform Secure Two-Party Computation (STPC). Yao’s Garbled Circuit (GC) STPC
protocol [Yao86] could be used as well, but we opt for GMW because we are in a setting with
well-connected servers where the round complexity of GMW is not a drawback.

To summarize, our system performs the following steps. From the probe and reference
samples, embeddings as well as BKs are extracted. Embeddings are protected via HE at
two non-colluding servers as in [NIK+18]. Reference, probe, and cohort BKs are secret
shared as basis of the GMW protocol between the servers. For the purpose of this contri-
bution, S(a⃗, b⃗) is calculated between the servers and the user via the existing technique
based on HE by [NIK+18]. Other techniques like STPC could be used for this as well, which
we study as the contribution of our new private PLDA computation and speaker recogni-
tion architecture [TNK+19] presented below. The servers securely evaluate two circuits
in the semi-honest GMW protocol that, each for reference and probe data, first compute a
binary AND between probe/reference and the corresponding cohort BKs. Then, the Hamming
weight circuit of Boyar and Peralta [BP05] is invoked on this for each pair. Top n pruning is
performed using the optimization of Järvinen et al. [JLL+19]. This top n output containing
cohort identifiers is then used via HE [NIK+18] to securely compute PLDA scores necessary
to obtain
�

σR,µR,σP ,µP
�

and normalize the score S(a⃗, b⃗). This leaks the identifiers of the
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n 50 100 150 200 250 300 400

Naive (s) 3725 (all comparisons must be conducted)

Ours (s) 201 237 274 312 355 396 439Runtime

Improvement 19× 16× 14× 12× 10× 9× 8×

Conventional EER 4.6 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.4 4.4 4.4
Recognition

Our EER 4.4 4.3 4.3 4.1 4.2 4.1 4.2

Table 3.1: Highlights of the empirical accuracy and runtime evaluation of our privacy-
preserving speaker recognition system with cohort score normalization. The
top-n cohorts are selected via Secure Multi-Party Computation (SMPC) and used
for score post-processing of reference data. Probabilistic Linear Discriminant
Analysis (PLDA) values are securely computed with [NIK+18]. We compare to
the naive approach invoking [NIK+18] for all possible comparisons. Biometric
performance is shown as Equal Error Rate (EER), where a lower rate corresponds
to better performance. Adapted from [NPT+19, Table 1].

top n cohorts as well as their PLDA scores with the reference/probe. Due to the provable
security of HE and SMPC, no other information is revealed. We give more information on
our system in Section 4 of our paper in Appendix C.

As we will see next, with an appropriate calibration, this can reduce the amount of PLDA
computations to demanding but feasible runtimes with the benefit of still giving adequate
normalized biometric recognition performance.

Evaluation of Privacy-Preserving Cohort Pruning. For biometric information protection,
we show that our system satisfies the ISO/IEC 24745 standard [ISO11]. In brief, due to
the provable security of the Boolean GMW secret shares, unlinkability and irreversibility are
provided. Re-randomization of these shares is also possible, granting renewability.

We implement our system and analyze it both for biometric accuracy and runtimes. It is based
on i-vector embeddings with 400 dimensions extracted via the KALDI toolkit [PGB+11] and a
KBM trained in Matlab. The cohort set comprises 11640 voice samples of 3812 speakers.
Accuracy is evaluated on the 2010 NIST Speaker Recognition Evaluation (SRE) [MG10]
common condition 5. For runtime evaluation, we implement our privacy-preserving cohort
pruning in C++ using the ABY STPC framework by [DSZ15]. The HE-based private PLDA
computation is conducted using the implementation of [NIK+18] in Python Paillier [Tho17],
which invokes efficient C multi-precision arithmetic. Our benchmarks were performed
between two separate machines with Intel Core i9-7960X CPUs and 128 GBs of RAM and
a network connection restricted to 1 Gbit/s and 1 ms round trip time, which is fitting for
well-connected servers. Since the other parts do not involve multiple rounds or occur locally,
runtimes are then calculated as the sum of all involved steps.
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Here, we present accuracy results only on the Equal Error Rate (EER), which is the point
where the false rejection rate equals the false acceptance rate. The results are provided in
Table 3.1 and confirm that accuracy is similar, and perhaps surprisingly, can even be better
with our approach compared to the conventional approach. This is encouraging also for other
purposes than ours, but we leave open a precise treatment of these instances with increased
performance according to some metrics.

Regarding runtimes, these are also provided in Table 3.1, here restricted to just the reference-
cohort comparison scoring. Our evaluation is on the online phase that is executed once
the sample has been extracted and omits an input-independent offline phase necessary to
launch the online phase, which can already be executed during times with low demands.
Hence, only the online runtime is relevant to the time it takes from extracting samples to
obtaining a score/verifying a person. It is unclear how the naive approach can be adapted to
the offline/online setting, as it is not trivial how to transform the protocol of [NIK+18] into
this setting and not known which efficiency benefits this would yield. Hence, we count the
whole duration of executing [NIK+18] as part of the online phase for both the naive approach
and ours. Briefly summarizing the results, our approach reduces verification runtimes from
an hour of the only previously possible naive approach to a few minutes, which is demanding
but, for the first time, feasible with cohort score normalization. Since the naive invocations
of [NIK+18] take the same amount of time independent of the size of the top-n selection, our
solution scales more favorably the smaller n is (up to 19× improvement) because it depends
on the amount of pruned cohorts.

We have thus demonstrated that our system provides biometric accuracy with score normal-
ization and feasible runtimes. For more details and metrics we refer to Section 5 of our
paper in Appendix C. We expect possible future optimizations via parallelization may provide
additional improvements.

New STPC-based Architecture for Biometric/Speaker Verification. Like all privacy-
preserving solutions, the one of [NIK+18] introduces some overhead to the speaker verification
process. This efficiency drawback becomes particularly demanding if, in contrast to the
setting of the previous paragraph, the vendor’s model parameters are protected via HE as
well. Experimentally, this increases the runtime from 320 ms to 16 min for embeddings with
a dimension of 400. The overhead results from the computational expenses of HE. Since
the model parameters encompass intellectual property, these need to be efficiently protected
as well to make deployments of privacy-preserving speaker recognition systems viable. We
thus propose a new, more efficient system that we show provides biometric information
protection for any biometric verification system. We instantiate it for embedding-based
speaker verification while hiding model parameters.

Our architecture is in the same setting as [NIK+18] and satisfies the same task of private
speaker verification, i.e., securely computing whether S(a⃗, b⃗)> η given some vendor model
parameters, where S(a⃗, b⃗) is a comparison score between the freshly extracted probe em-
bedding a⃗ and the stored reference embedding b⃗ and η is a Bayesian threshold. It can also
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be generalized to other biometric traits where probe and reference data are compared for
verification. We realize this by secret sharing b⃗ during enrollment between the two servers,
e.g., using an arithmetic secret sharing that is the basis of the arithmetic GMW [GMW87]
protocol. This guarantees that no information about b⃗ can be obtained by either server alone.
In the verification phase, a⃗ is extracted and secret shared among the servers, too. Vendor
model parameters and η are similarly secret shared. Then, the two servers engage in an STPC
protocol based on these secret shares and securely calculate the single bit output S(a⃗, b⃗)> η.
Hence, the threshold computation is also performed in STPC. Because the user can only
provide the input shares of a⃗, we have the additional advantage that a malicious user cannot
break authentication compared to [NIK+18] (though this could also be guaranteed with some
modifications to their protocol). In contrast to servers of organizations in the outsourcing
setting, it is much harder to ensure semi-honest behavior in user devices, so malicious security
for users is important. Due to the black-box characteristics of STPC, any biometric verification
can be performed with our system. It can also be composed to tasks recognizing individuals
among a set of references with the probe sample, i.e., a one to many comparison.

A right mix of STPC protocols then needs to be found to optimize runtimes for the given
biometric use case, which we provide for different comparison scores S used in state-of-the-art
speaker recognition systems based on i-vector [DKD+11] or x-vector [SGP+16] embeddings.
These can already be compared with a simple cosine distance. More involved scores concern
PLDA comparisons as log-expectations that involve parameters of within and total variance
of speakers derived from an underlying subspace model. In case the underlying subspace
has the same dimensionality as the embeddings, the model parameters differ and result in
the so-called Two Covariance (2Cov) score [CL14], though the computations stay the same.
Moreover, depending on whether the embeddings are centered (assuming a mean of 0) or not,
the computation of these scores differ. We use STPC to securely compute cosine and centered
as well as non-centered PLDA/2Cov scores2. In our system, we propose to convert between
protocols, as the cosine and PLDA computation steps can be realized very efficiently in the
arithmetic GMW protocol, but the comparisons requires Boolean operations, e.g., conducted
using Yao’s GC [Yao86]. In this case, the floating-point embeddings need to be scaled and
truncated as arithmetic GMW operates in the algebraic ring Z2l for l-bit values. For more
precision, we also use synthesized circuits for floating point arithmetic [DDK+15] in the
Boolean GMW protocol. We will however demonstrate next that this increased precision is
not necessary because our more efficient scaled solution retains biometric accuracy. More
details on our architecture can be found in Sections 5.1 (cosine score) and 5.2 (PLDA/2Cov
score) of our publication found in Appendix D.

Analyses of our new STPC-based Architecture for Biometric/Speaker Verification. We
perform several analyses of our system to confirm biometric information protection, biometric
accuracy, and runtime efficiency.

2The prior work of [NIK+18] only considered non-centered data.
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For biometric information protection, we show that the ISO/IEC 24745 standard [ISO11]
is satisfied for reasons similar to those discussed earlier in our system for cohort score
normalization. The full analysis can be found in Section 5 of our paper in Appendix D.

For biometric accuracy, our full floating point solution yields complete accuracy because it
corresponds exactly to the plaintext computation. To show that our more efficient scaled
solution is viable, we compare the plaintext error trade-offs [MDK+97] to those of our scaled
solution for all comparators and different embedding dimensions. We use the implementation
of [NMR+17] on the 2013-2014 NIST i-vector machine learning challenge [Nat14]. These
results are equivalent in all cases. So while the score values of our scaled solution differ to
the plaintext ones, the resulting biometric performance for speaker verification is not altered
and remains identical. Our scaling also reduces the precision one can use in the threshold η,
but the level here is in accordance to the demands of current systems. Hence, our scaled
solution is perfectly viable for use in the speaker verification application scenario. All results
are presented in Section 6.2 of our publication found in Appendix D.

For runtime efficiency, we first provide a theoretical complexity analysis w.r.t. communication
costs, storage requirements, and amount of different types of computational operations, both
for our solution and of the prior work by [NIK+18]. It shows that for computational effort,
communication bandwidth, and storage space, our solution is significantly more efficient.
The only drawback are 2 additional rounds of interaction, which we think is reasonable
given the usual quality of connectivity between servers. All complexity analysis results are
presented in Table 1 in Section 5 of our work in Appendix D. Then, we implement our system
as a prototype in C++ within the ABY framework [DSZ15] that provides implementations
of STPC protocols and conversions between them. Our implementation includes single
instruction multiple data (SIMD) optimizations and, for the scaled solution, incorporates
a two’s complement representation and a fitting comparator gate with the optimizations
of [PSSW09; Sch12] for three-input functionalities. We perform an experimental evaluation
for runtimes with our implementation, which we conduct between two distinct machines
with Intel Core i7-4770K CPUs and 128 GB of memory with a restricted network connectivity
of 1 Gbit/s and a round trip time of 1 ms to simulate well-connected servers. We compare
these results to those of [NIK+18] (for cosine and non-centered PLDA/2Cov scores) on the
same machines. Though our implementation is in C++ and the one of [NIK+18] is in Python,
as mentioned earlier the underlying Paillier HE implementation of [Tho17] makes use of
efficient multi-precision operations in C. We present highlights in Figure 3.1 and refer to
Section 6.3 of our paper (see Appendix D) for all results. Our comparison considers the online
phase. In short, for cosine verification, our online runtimes range from 3.7 ms to 4.2 ms
depending on the embedding dimension. This is an improvement over [NIK+18] of 6× to 47×.
For non-centered PLDA/2Cov scoring, which we present as a highlight in Figure 3.1, our
runtimes still remain below 1 s, ranging from 11.2 ms to 529.8 ms, which is an improvement
of up to 4099× compared to [NIK+18] if vendor model parameters need to be hidden.
For centered PLDA/2Cov scoring, runtimes are slightly decreased, ranging from 10.5 ms
to 411.4 ms. Accounting for the offline phase, we obtain total (online plus offline) runtimes
between 191.8 ms to 19.4 s, which still improves upon [NIK+18] by up to 112×. Thereby,
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Figure 3.1: Runtime evaluation of our new architecture and [NIK+18] for privacy-preserving
speaker verification. Online runtimes are presented in ms (log scale) for different
values of the embedding dimension F . Here, we just present the results on privacy-
preserving non-centered PLDA/2Cov computations that also hide vendor model
parameters. Experiments are conducted with our solution scaling floating point
values onto the algebraic ring Z264 for 64-bit values. Adapted from [TNK+19,
Table 1].

we achieve much more efficient runtimes than previous architectures, showing that a right
choice of protocols for STPC can significantly outperform Paillier HE-based solutions in this
use case. Additionally, although our scaled solution does not decline in biometric verification
accuracy, we present a full-precision floating point solution and evaluate it analogously
to the scaled solution. We find that starting with a dimension of 150, we already obtain
runtimes in the order of minutes for both 32-bit and 64-bit precision. Hence, for adequate
verification times and because of its retained accuracy, we propose to use our scaled solution
for privacy-preserving automatic speaker recognition.

Combining Results. With the aforementioned contributions, we have presented a new
system for privacy-preserving speaker recognition with cohort score normalization making
use of [NIK+18] as a sub-protocol for privately computing PLDA scores in [NPT+19]. We also
presented a new system for privately computing (and comparing) PLDA scores improving
over [NIK+18] w.r.t. efficiency in [TNK+19]. A natural next step is then to combine these for
more efficient privacy-preserving speaker verification with cohort score normalization, as the
considered settings are compatible. We perform this in Table 3.2, where we plug in the ap-
propriate evaluation numbers of [TNK+19] into the reference and probe data normalization
runtimes for different top-n pruning as presented in the evaluation results of [NPT+19] in-
stead of the originally used runtimes of using [NIK+18], similar to Table 3.1. One can see that
using our contributions of [NPT+19] still makes sense also when relying on our contribution
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n 50 100 150 200 250 300 400

Naive (s) 2 872 (all comparisons must be conducted)

Ours (s) 197 230 263 297 337 371 410Reference data

Improvement 15× 13× 11× 10× 9× 8× 7×

Naive (s) 940 (all comparisons must be conducted)

Ours (s) 81 102 120 139 161 180 210Probe data

Improvement 12× 9× 8× 7× 6× 5× 5×

Table 3.2: Combined runtimes of our new privacy-preserving speaker recognition system with
our proposed score normalization. The top n cohorts are chosen with our system
from [NPT+19] but, instead of using [NIK+18] as in our original work, PLDA scor-
ing is performed via our compatible STPC-based architecture from [TNK+19] (and
the corresponding runtimes from [TNK+19] are used instead). The improvement
is calculated compared to a naive invocation of our architecture from [TNK+19].
Calculated from [NPT+19, Table 1] and [TNK+19, Table 1].

of [TNK+19] instead of the original [NIK+18] system for score computation, as improvements
over the naive solution between 5× and 15× are observed. Note that the values presented
in Table 3.2 only give an estimate of expected runtimes because no new experiments are
conducted and, instead, calculations based on the experiments of [NPT+19] and [TNK+19]
are performed. They are also not comparable to the original results of [NPT+19] and Ta-
ble 3.1 w.r.t. privacy guarantees, as the PLDA computation runtimes of [NIK+18] reported
in [NPT+19] and Table 3.1 pertain to the version that does not hide vendor model parame-
ters (while our method of [TNK+19] does). The runtimes reported in [TNK+19] include the
additional threshold comparison step of [TNK+19] and, hence, slightly inflate the runtimes
presented here. Nonetheless, this still gives the indication that our proposed cohort pruning
remains sensible also with significantly more efficient private PLDA computation and was not
merely a necessity due to previously high private PLDA runtimes. Further, due to the compos-
ability of different STPC protocols, our works in [NPT+19] and [TNK+19] can be combined
into one system without intermediate leakage of cohort identifiers or even parameters of the
distribution of cohort scores, which we leave as open future work.

Impact. Beyond the publication of the original papers at Interspeech’19 [NPT+19] and
Speech Communication’19 [TNK+19], our privacy-preserving speaker verification architecture
based on outsourced STPC [TNK+19] (see Appendix D) was accepted as a poster at the Privacy-
Preserving Machine Learning (PPML) Workshop3 at the ACM Computer and Communication
Security Conference (CCS) 2019. The interdisciplinary contributions presented here also
comprised efforts within the newly formed interdisciplinary special interest group Security and

3https://ppml-workshop.github.io/ppml19/index.html
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Privacy in Speech Communication4 within the International Speech Communication Association.
This group aims to foster interdisciplinary research regarding speech and privacy and is
concerned with growing the topic of privacy preservation in speech applications.

3.1.2 Privacy-Preserving SPN Inference

This thesis proposes for the first time privacy-preserving SPN inference. It provides a concrete
architecture called CryptoSPN that is integrated into the SPFlow [MVS+19] SPN Python
framework for usability in the following publication found in Appendix E:

[TMW+20] A. TREIBER, A. MOLINA, C. WEINERT, T. SCHNEIDER, K. KERSTING. “CryptoSPN:
Privacy-preserving Sum-Product Network Inference”. In: 24th European
Conference on Artificial Intelligence (ECAI’20). Full version: https://arxiv.
org/abs/2002.00801. Code: https://encrypto.de/code/CryptoSPN. IOS
Press, 2020, pp. 1946–1953. CORE Rank A. Appendix E.

In particular, we provide CryptoSPN to privately supply the inference result of P(a⃗) to
the user. The inputs are the SPN P of the server and concrete value assignments of the
random variables a⃗ of the user. CryptoSPN does not rely on private quantized/fixed-point
computations like most works on Privacy-Preserving Machine Learning (PPML), but is highly
accurate by using floating point operations. Furthermore, it hides information encoded in the
SPN’s structure, which is usually revealed in most works on PPML. For usability, we integrate
CryptoSPN into the SPFlow framework [MVS+19] realizing SPNs in Python. Using this
integration, we demonstrate with a practical evaluation on standard datasets that CryptoSPN
achieves reasonable efficiency in the order of seconds.

Before delineating our contributions further, we note that the above aspects of most works
on PPML can work adequately in many use cases of NNs. However, these approaches are not
easily transferable to our case of SPNs. Concerning quantization, this is usually applied to gain
efficiency but may degrade model performance to unusable accuracy in cases where model
weights have a very dynamic domain range [RBS+22]. Also, when using quantized models,
attacks might be crafted that target misclassification [HPKD21]. But, most importantly, SPNs
provide guarantees on exact and tractable inference for a variety of tasks. Hence, quantization
techniques would not be adequate for the tractable and normalized probabilistic inference per-
formed via SPNs. Here, we benefit from our interdisciplinary approach between cryptography
and ML/Artificial Intelligence (AI): While we found with speech experts in Section 3.1.1 that
a binary key representation or a scaled fixed-point computation provide adequate biometric
performance for the application of speaker recognition, in this work we see with experts from
ML and AI that, in general, the “usual” quantization approach cannot adequately be taken
with SPNs. Structure leakage may reveal sensitive information of the training data encoded
in the topology as an SPN’s structure depends on the training data [GP13]. Furthermore,
this may reveal information about the server’s model, such as correlations between random

4https://www.spsc-sig.org/
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Figure 3.2: CryptoSPN architecture for a miniature SPN with the following steps: (1) The
user’s inputs are assignments of the random variables a⃗ = a1, . . . , a4 and the
server’s inputs are weights w1, w2 and distribution parametersφ1, . . . ,φ4 for spec-
ified leaf distributions, (2) private bottom-up evaluation of the SPN via STPC, (3)
result is revealed to the user. Everything in the dashed rectangle represents
secure computation in STPC. An oblivious selection network optionally pri-
vately feeds any leaf distribution node the relevant random variable. Adapted
from [TMW+20b].

variables. In the following, we present how we provide CryptoSPN’s protection guarantees,
its integration into SPFlow, and our empirical evaluation.

CryptoSPN Architecture. We provide an overview of the CryptoSPN architecture in Fig-
ure 3.2 and refer to Section 3 of our publication in Appendix E for the full details. In short,
the given SPN is evaluated by executing Yao’s Garbled Circuit (GC) STPC protocol [Yao86]
between the user and the server. The user’s input to the protocol is a vector of assignments
of the random variables a⃗. The server’s inputs are the model parameters, i.e., weights of
addition nodes and the parameters of the leaf distributions. The model itself (the structure)
is known to both parties, so a secure evaluation of the SPN with the private inputs is possible
using the GC protocol. To provide full accuracy, we securely evaluate floating point circuits
of [DDK+15] within CryptoSPN.

However, to avoid revealing sensitive information because we make the model public, we
use the Random-And-Tensorized SPN (RAT-SPN) [PVS+19] model. In brief, RAT-SPNs are
learned such that the structure is determined randomly and independent of the training
data. Only the parameters, which are hidden in CryptoSPN, depend on the training data.
Since RAT-SPNs can provide sufficient accuracy, we propose to use this ML technique instead
of more expensive cryptographic approaches like evaluating universal circuits [Val76] in
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SMPC [SS08; KS16; AGKS20] to hide information stemming from the topology. This again
leverages our interdisciplinary approach between cryptography and ML/AI. Additionally, in
the case that one is unable to re-train the given SPN or possible leakage of training data via
the topology is considered acceptable, we provide a method for hiding the scope of an SPN,
i.e., which random variables are fed into which node. We base this on securely evaluating a
selection network [KS08] that obliviously feeds a leaf distribution node j ∈ {1, . . . , m} the
intended random variable aπ( j), where π : {1, . . . , m} → {1, . . . , |a⃗|} maps to each of the m
leaf nodes one of the random variables.

With this, one can accurately and securely evaluate any SPN. In addition, to speed up
evaluation times, we provide optimizations. First, we perform computations in log2 space via
the log-sum-exp trick. This is usually done in natural logarithm space, but log2 gives us smaller
circuits. Then, we provide specific optimizations for several leaf distributions (Gaussian,
Poisson, Bernoulli) that reduce the amount of conducted resource-intense STPC.

We provide theoretical complexity analyses of CryptoSPN by exactly specifying the costs in
circuit size as well as offline and online communication depending on a given SPN. These are
derived for the case of using the Half-Gates GC protocol [ZRE15] for STPC and the underlying
Oblivious Transfer (OT) extension protocol of [ALSZ13] in the semi-honest security model.

Regarding analyzing security, the security guarantees of STPC provably leak no information to
the user about the used parameters besides what can be learned from the output. The model
is known, but does not depend on sensitive information if a RAT-SPNs [PVS+19] is used. The
server learns no information. In our implementation, we use STPC in the semi-honest security
model. Servers of organizations may face scrutiny and audits, which makes a semi-honest
security model feasible. However, this is not the case for user devices. Luckily, in CryptoSPN
one can add malicious security for the user because the server acts as garbler in the GC
protocol, meaning that the user only takes part in some OTs during the entire interactive
process. Using a maliciously secure OT with little performance overhead like [ALSZ17]
therefore protects against malicious users.

SPFlow Intergation. To make our efforts in protecting privacy in SPN inference usable
and available to ML experts and researchers or users of SPNs, we contribute an open-source
integration of CryptoSPN in the SPFlow framework for SPN training and evaluation in
Python [MVS+19]. It is based on the ABY framework [DSZ15] for STPC in C++ and uses
the oblivious selection network implementation of [KNL+19]. Very briefly, it unrolls a given
SPFlow SPN in Python and transforms it into our optimized log2 space computations in ABY
and C++, which are automatically compiled into an executable that can readily be used for
private SPN inference between a user and a server.

Our goal is usability, as SMPC frameworks usually require expert knowledge to execute
privacy-preserving programs. The barrier of entry into PPML works such as ours would
therefore be high for the other discipline of ML, hindering interdisciplinary collaboration.
Thus, CryptoSPN is very easy in usage, which as demonstrated with an example in Figure 3.3
requires very little domain knowledge. Given an SPN instance, one just needs to invoke the
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1 # Learn/load SPN instance ’spn’ in SPFlow
2

3 # Automatically create CryptoSPN executable for private inference
4 CryptoSPN.spn_to_aby_exec(spn, name="example")

Figure 3.3: Example of CryptoSPN’s easy usability for creating an executable for privacy-
preserving inference of an SPN given in the SPFlow [MVS+19] Python framework.

one presented method to obtain a corresponding privacy-preserving CryptoSPN executable.
The brevity of the example hence shows CryptoSPN’s simple usability. Additional, optional
parameters like using a selection network and specifying precision can be given.

CryptoSPN Evaluation. Using our implementation, we perform a broad evaluation on real
SPNs to study efficiency and accuracy. We conduct it on standard datasets of [GP13] and a
dataset used by [MNK17], using both 32-bit and 64-bit precision. We use two machines with
Intel Core i9-7960X CPUs and 128 GBs of RAM in a network restricted to 100 Mbit/s and
100 ms round trip time, emulating a connection between a user and a server. We refer to
Section 5 of our paper provided in Appendix E for the full results, as we obtain quite a complex
picture of CryptoSPN’s performance. In short, with online runtimes in the order of seconds and
up to a minute, CryptoSPN’s efficiency is feasible. For small SPNs with between 3 000 to 9 000
edges, online runtimes between 2.7 s and 8.5 s are observed for 32-bit precision (between 5.8 s
and 20.8 s for 64-bit precision). For SPNs with between 15000 to 45000 edges, online
runtimes between 9.8 s and 29.1 s are encountered for 32-bit precision (between 22.3 s
and 69.0 s for 64-bit precision). However, some minutes of offline phase are required prior
to this. The online communication spans some MBs, while in the offline phase some GBs are
exchanged. We also find that using an oblivious selection network to hide the SPN scope
only adds insignificant overhead. Our evaluation shows that not one single metric of the
models is decisive in determining efficiency. Variances within metrics such as number of
nodes obviously affect runtimes, but these are not definitive. Rather, many aspects can
influence costs, although the density (amount of edges per node) is the most influential factor
in our experiments. This is also in line with our complexity analysis, as costs depend on the
number of nodes, edges, and random variables. To show accuracy, we compute the root mean
squared error to the plain SPFlow log probability evaluations, which is insignificant (4.2 ·10−9

for 32-bit precision and 2.3 · 10−17 for 64-bit precision) and stems from using the log2 space
that is more efficient for us instead of the natural logarithm space.

Impact. Beyond the publication of the original paper at ECAI’20 [TMW+20b], CryptoSPN
has been selected as a contributed talk at the Theory and Practice of Multi-Party Computa-
tion (TPMPC) workshop5. Furthermore, the PPML workshop at the IACR CRYPTO confer-

5https://www.multipartycomputation.com/tpmpc-2020
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ence 20206 accepted it as a contributed talk. Also, at the PPML in Practice Workshop (PPMLP)
at CCS 2020 [TMW+20a], we describe CryptoSPN’s implementation in more detail, making
the case for usable and integrated PPML implementations and interdisciplinary approaches
towards accurate and practical PPML.

3.2 RelatedWork

In what follows, we give prior and subsequent works related to ours.

Building Block Improvements. Since our contributions of this chapter, several improve-
ments on the STPC building blocks we relied on in our constructions have appeared, which
in turn can improve our constructions. First, silent OT [BCG+19a; BCG+19b] provides much
more communication-efficient OT than the “classic” OT extension [IKNP03; ALSZ13] we rely
on within our constructions. However, using these techniques adds computational require-
ments, which recent works further trade off in a more balanced manner for more practical
OT [YWL+20; CRR21; Roy22]. Our constructions benefit if these protocols are plugged
in because OT is performed as part of the underlying STPC. For our speaker recognition
architectures (see Section 3.1.1), most OTs are performed in the offline phase due to heavy
reliance on the GMW protocol [GMW87], where these new techniques may reduce costs.
CryptoSPN (see Section 3.1.2) includes OTs for the user’s inputs, so these improvements may
help its performance. Furthermore, recently a GC improvement that reduces the size of the
GC from the previous 2κ bits per AND gate [ZRE15] that we use, where κ is a symmetrical
security parameter, to 1.5κ was given by [RR21]. This would correspondingly reduce the
size of the GCs in our constructions, particularly that of CryptoSPN due to its sole reliance
on GCs. However, in a first implementation of this scheme by [HKST22] within the MOTION
SMPC framework [BDST22], it was found that the practical impact are slower runtimes
compared to the implementation of [ZRE15] by [BCS21] despite reduced bandwidth due
to required computational efforts (although implementation differences between the two
implementations may play a role here [HKST22, Appendix B]).

3.2.1 Privacy-Preserving Speaker Recognition

We start with prior work before presenting work subsequent to ours.

Prior Works. Preserving privacy in biometric applications between a user and a server
where the server knows reference values in plain have been considered for general private
biometric distance benchmarks [HKS+10; DSZ15; BDK+18], iris [BG11; BCP13; BCF+14],
face [EFG+09; SSW09; HKS+10; OPJM10; BCF+14], and fingerprints [BG11; EHKM11;

6https://crypto-ppml.github.io/2020/
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BCF+14]. Only the architecture by [BA12] for iris matching and the general biometric
authentication architectures by [CEL+14; HLW+18] protect reference information, which is
what we consider in our work. Privacy-preserving speaker recognition was first considered
by [SS07] using HE for verification via a Hidden Markov Model (HMM). STPC for private
verification via a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) was considered by [PRAT14]. These works,
however, require that the sensitive HMM or GMM of the user are known to the server. A line
of work uses HE and STPC that also protect the HMM or GMM of the user [PRSR11; PR11;
Pat12; AB13; PR13; PRRS13]. Aliasgari et al. in [ABB17] consider an outsourcing setting
for securely evaluating HMMs via SMPC. We consider this setting for embedding-based
speaker verification with i-vectors [DKD+11] or x-vectors [SGP+16]. For this, we build on
the privacy-preserving speaker recognition in this setting by Nautsch et al. [NIK+18], which
we have already presented in the beginning of Chapter 3.

Subsequent Works. As a next step building on our work, Teixeira et al. [TART22] move
towards end-to-end private speaker recognition. In our contributions, we have focused on
making the score computation, normalization, and comparison privacy-preserving. However,
we assume the embeddings can be locally extracted. This can be problematic because
embeddings themselves are extracted with ML models that may be proprietary information,
as is the case for the PLDA model parameters we protect. Furthermore, it was found that
knowledge of the models can be used to craft adversarial samples to break the verification
system [DTKL20; VZD20]. Therefore, [TART22] consider a speaking user privately obtaining
embeddings from a model of a vendor, either using STPC between the user and the vendor, or
SMPC for multiple parties between user, vendor, and additional non-colluding computational
servers. Their implementation is based on the MP-SPDZ [Kel20] SMPC framework and
computes on a fixed-point number representation. The results of [TART22] show insignificant
accuracy degradation and online runtimes in the order of seconds, though the two-party case
suffers from very high offline phase costs. While our system does verification in milliseconds,
their significantly increased overhead can be expected when a private evaluation of ML
models needs to be performed to obtain the plain or already secret shared embeddings input
to our system for verification7.

3.2.2 Privacy-Preserving SPN Inference

For our Privacy-Preserving Machine Learning (PPML) inference of SPNs via CryptoSPN, there
are no prior works regarding privacy and SPNs to the best of our knowledge. Instead, we
briefly overview the general area of PPML before presenting subsequent works.

7While the MP-SPDZ implementation of [TART22] is not directly usable with our architecture, one could
exchange the underlying SMPC protocols in the same settings and combine them for an end-to-end private
speaker recognition system.
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PriorWorksonPPML. CryptoSPN is part of the larger area of PPML, which is concerned with
privacy in ML applications. The literature on this prominent topic is vast, so we refer to recent
surveys [CP21; ZXW21] and highlight particularly relevant works. Most focus on NNs and use
SMPC and/or HE to perform private inference. This was initially considered by [OPB07; SS08;
BFL+11], which were followed by many works targeting the most efficient private evaluation of
NNs with sophisticated optimizations and quantization of the models, e.g., [GDL+16; LJLA17;
JVC18; MR18; RWT+18; RSC+19; MLS+20]. Some of these systems also recognize the need
for usability and are integrated into corresponding ML frameworks, which we have provided
for the case of SPNs. This includes TensorFlow with SMPC [DMD+18; DEK20; KRC+20]
and HE [EPI19], PyTorch with SMPC [RTD+18], and Intel’s nGraph compiler [CBB+18] with
HE [BCCW19] and SMPC [BCD+20]. While training is a more complex task than the inference
we focus on, it has also been considered for NNs [MZ17]. Additionally, works also consider
private decision tree evaluations [BFK+09; KNL+19; TKK19].

Subsequent Works. As we are the first to consider private SPN inference, a natural next
step is to consider private training of SPNs. This is considered by Althaus et al. [ADKR21],
who show how to use a secure computation of the division via SMPC or HE for private
learning of SPN model parameters. More concretely, they assume that the training data is
partitioned between multiple parties, and the SPN parameters are learned jointly and securely.
This yields secret shares that could then be used for private inference, e.g., by composing it
with CryptoSPN8. Private learning of an SPN’s structure is left open as future work.

The broader area of PPML has since been significantly extended, so we refer to recent sur-
veys [CP21; ZXW21] for a complete overview. Like our work, more ML framework integrations
for usability appeared: Rosetta by Chen et al. [CHS+20] with TensorFlow, CryptFLow2 by
Rathee et al. [RRK+20] with TensorFlow, and CrypTen by Knott et al. [KVH+21] with PyTorch.
MOTION2NX by Braun et al. [BCS21] supports the Open Neural Network Exchange (ONNX)
file format for compatibility with, e.g., TensorFlow or PyTorch. In general, PPML is moving
more and more towards practicality, with recent works performing very (online) efficient
secure computations for PPML inference and at times training, e.g., via GPUs [NC21; TKTW21;
WWP22], specialized chip architectures [ZXWG22], or non-generic optimizations for specific
ML functions [RRG+21]. On the other hand, practical challenges like prohibitively large
accumulated storage costs of garbled circuits from the offline phase under realistic workloads
have recently been identified [GGJ+22], which is an issue from which CryptoSPN may suffer
as well and which future work may investigate and improve upon.

8Here, the secret shares need to be given to the user or another non-colluding server and need to be converted
to be compatible.
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In this chapter, we conclude this thesis with a summary in Section 4.1 and an outlook for
potential future work in Section 4.2.

4.1 Summary

This thesis has contributed to an increased understanding of the cryptanalysis of crypto-
graphic mechanisms and to architectures and tools that protect privacy in emerging ap-
plications. Concretely, we provide a more realistic re-evaluation of the cryptanalysis of
Encrypted Search Algorithms (ESAs) and a full break of the Randomization-only Two-Party
Computation (RoTPC) protocol for a Privacy-Preserving Scalar Product (PPSP) by Lu et
al. [LLS13; LZL+14], and use Homomorphic Encryption (HE) and Secure Multi-Party Compu-
tation (SMPC) for protecting privacy in speaker recognition and Sum Product Network (SPN)
inference applications. SPN inference applications cover, e.g., speech modelling [PKMP14],
scene understanding [YWW+16], activity recognition [AT15], or database management
systems [HSK+20]. In the following, we summarize the respective contributions.

4.1.1 Analyzing Cryptographic Mechanisms

Our cryptanalytic contributions concern the cryptographic mechanisms of ESAs and RoTPC.

Encrypted Search Algorithms (ESAs). We alleviate many of the main challenges of leakage
cryptanalysis of ESAs by conducting a large-scale, systematic re-evaluation of existing leakage
attacks on real-world data in [KKM+22]. This includes a survey and categorization of leakage
attacks, a new open-source Python framework for easy attack evaluations on arbitrary data,
a collection of new data sources covering different use cases for ESAs that—for the first
time—includes hard-to-find query data, and a systematic re-evaluation of the attacks on
our new data. Our findings underline the nuance of leakage in ESAs and the importance
of the way attacks are evaluated. First, depending on the leakage pattern, some attacks
like the subgraph attacks of [BKM20] can uncover significant information with relatively
little adversarial knowledge. However, many prominent attacks like [IKK12; CGPR15] also
require a lot of assumptions and attacker knowledge to be successful that may be regarded as
unrealistic. Furthermore, range attacks [GLMP18; LMP18; GLMP19; GJW19; KPT20; KPT21]
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are not as successful on our data as keyword attacks and in addition to the targeted leakage
pattern are also heavily influenced by the underlying use case/data. Hence, we offer an
increased empirical understanding of attack practicality and its current limitations towards
making informed decisions when trading off leakage and efficiency in possible instantiations
of ESAs. Second, many attacks worked much better or much worse on our data than what
was expected from previous evaluations on other data and without real-world queries. Our
hope is consequently that our framework and additional data provide a future common basis
for practically evaluating leakage attacks.

Randomization-only Two-Party Computation (RoTPC). In [ST20], we provide the first
cryptanalysis of the frequently used Privacy-Preserving Scalar Product (PPSP) protocol by
Lu et al. [LLS13; LZL+14] relying solely on randomizations. Our formal analysis shows an
impossibility of security and we provide several attacks that we verify both theoretically and
empirically violate privacy. Our attacks can successfully test whether a party has a specific
input and, therefore, the protocol is insecure. The results we obtain apply to any RoTPC
protocol and underline that this is not a feasible approach for solving secure computation tasks.
They also apply to any Privacy-Enhancing Technologies (PETs) architecture using them, such
as [ZLJ+14; LLSB15; LLW15; RR15; WLH15; WCJM15; HLZ+16; YLLT16; ZLLL16; RR17;
ZLLL17; ZWL+17; LZLL18; RYY+18; WZL+18; ZZL+18; KKB19; RSR+19; ZC21; ZDW+21].

4.1.2 Protecting Privacy in Emerging Applications

Our contributions for cryptographic engineering concern developing systems to protect privacy
in the emerging applications of speaker recognition and SPN inference. All of these works
are multidisciplinary and have been developed with experts from the respective domain.

Speaker Recognition. We build on the prior work by [NIK+18] that protects privacy ac-
cording to the applicable ISO/IEC 24745 standard [ISO11] within embedding-based speaker
recognition using HE in an outsourcing setting between two servers. Our improvements are
two-fold: In [NPT+19] we give an architecture to feasibly include the state-of-the art tech-
nique of cohort score normalization in privacy-preserving speaker recognition by combining
a binary speech representation with privacy-preserving cohort pruning via Secure Two-Party
Computation (STPC) and the architecture of [NIK+18]. Our empirical evaluation shows that
this preserves state-of-the-art recognition performance with feasible runtimes. Towards prac-
ticality, in [TNK+19] we provide an STPC-based architecture for speaker verification in the
same setting as [NIK+18] that we show outperforms the previous work by up to 4 000× w.r.t.
runtime while maintaining plaintext verification accuracy. We show biometric information
protection compliance with [ISO11] in all our constructions.
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Sum Product Network (SPN) Inference. We provide CryptoSPN in [TMW+20b], which is
the first protocol and system for privacy-preserving SPN inference. It works in a user-server
setting and is based on STPC and Machine Learning (ML) techniques to hide sensitive infor-
mation while maintaining the ML performance guarantees expected from SPNs. For usability,
we integrate it into the SPFlow [MVS+19] SPN Python framework. Our empirical evaluation
demonstrates feasible runtimes in the order of seconds for medium-sized networks.

4.2 Future Work

A lot of challenges remain towards protecting privacy in data-sensitive applications with
cryptographic mechanisms. We present future work for the analysis and advancement of
cryptographic mechanisms in Section 4.2.1, for using them to protect privacy in emerging
applications in Section 4.2.2, and for more interdisciplinary and society-aware research
considerations in Section 4.2.3.

4.2.1 Cryptographic Mechanisms

The analysis and construction of the different cryptographic mechanisms considered in this
thesis can be worked on regarding several aspects.

Analysis of ESAs. The conclusions from our extensive re-evaluation of leakage cryptanalysis
of ESAs (see Section 4.1.1) are far from final. More studies of the effects of leakage and of
techniques to suppress it are necessary for a proper understanding of leakage and, thereby,
for enabling informed decisions about the trade offs regarding leakage when deploying ESAs.
Concrete techniques to hide or mitigate leakage [KMO18; KM19a; PPYY19; GKL+20; APP+21;
GKM21] need to be worked on further, e.g., by applying them to the range setting or im-
proving overheads. Theoretical efforts, e.g., regarding lower bounds for leakage suppression
like [PPY20] for the query equality pattern or [AG22] for the response length pattern, and
practical approaches like ours regarding attack efficacy both need to be continued. Despite
their improvements, the evaluations in our approach are limited due to a lack of data. Here,
collaborations with industry partners that can use our LEAKER framework to locally run
evaluations on proprietary data without harming privacy may be fruitful in widening the em-
pirical basis of leakage cryptanalysis. Attacks under usage of biometric data in ESAs [ABCK09;
KIK12; CAD+22] can be evaluated on real-world biometric query data to establish efficacy in
this use case. Additionally, evaluating sampled-query and sampled-data attacks [LZWT14;
GLMP18; LMP18; GLMP19; GJW19; DHP21; OK21; OK22] as well as attacks in the presence
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of leakage mitigation techniques1 on broad real-world datasets remain important aspects we
leave open. More use cases than those of our data can also be considered in future work.

Analysis of RoTPC. Our results indicate that RoTPC approaches like the protocol for PPSP
by Lu et al. [LLS13; LZL+14] are not adequate to protect privacy in applications. Further study
of similar cases and increased collaboration between disciplines when wanting to protect
privacy in a reasonable manner may help in subsiding usage of such insecure protocols in other
communities. Since some publications using this broken protocol emerged after publication
of our break and within at times reputed venues, improvements to the peer-reviewing process
could also be thought of to address this problem.

HE and SMPC Constructions. For these mechanisms, promising future work are improve-
ments in efficiency and usability. Increased performance via new techniques started by
recent new garbled circuit [RR21] or silent Oblivious Transfer (OT) [BCG+19a; BCG+19b;
YWL+20; CRR21; Roy22] constructions may push some privacy-preserving applications to-
wards practicality. Usable frameworks like SEAL [Res22] for HE or MOTION [BDST22] for
SMPC and compilers adjusted for SMPC [KSS14; BDK+18; IMZ19; PSSY22] can be developed
and extended for different protocols towards making solutions deployable. Corresponding
improvements for maliciously secure protocols and conversions between them may help
in settings where parties cannot be trusted to honestly follow protocol specifications like,
e.g., if user devices that may easily be compromised take part. Furthermore, the IT security
community is preparing for the deployment of post-quantum cryptography. Cryptographic
mechanisms and their usage to protect privacy in applications, as considered in this thesis for
the classical world, should also be adequately prepared for a post-quantum world. This pro-
cess has already started with Yao’s Garbled Circuit (GC) [BDK+20] and for privacy-preserving
iris biometric verification applications [BKD+20].

4.2.2 Protecting Privacy in Emerging Applications

We point to potential future work regarding protecting privacy in applications in general as
well as the specific emerging applications focused on in this thesis.

General Privacy Protection. We have shown how to protect privacy in several emerging
applications together with domain experts of the application (see Section 4.1.2). Many more
applications may also benefit from such privacy protection. Despite their common black-box
characteristics, using cryptographic mechanisms in applications to protect privacy is far from
trivial and needs further and also interdisciplinary studies. Even leakage-free and provably

1While leakage suppression techniques like [KMO18; KM19a; PPYY19; APP+21; GKM21] provably hide leakage
patterns, mitigation techniques like [CLRZ18; PPYY19; GKL+20; SOPK21] alter the pattern to heuristically lower
the efficacy of attacks.
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secure mechanisms like SMPC can be used in a manner that does not protect privacy. For
instance, in Privacy-Preserving Machine Learning (PPML) inference, the server’s model has
been shown to be extractable just by the outputs of the SMPC that the user obtains [RST19;
CJM20; JCB+20]. Defenses against this have been shown to be inherently limited, so far for
the case of decision trees [CK21; Kar22]. In future work using cryptographic mechanisms
to protect privacy, the sensitivity of the output should therefore also be considered. E.g., in
cases where the output may be sensitive, approaches based on differential privacy [DR+14]
that protect privacy within the computation output are better suited for this task, as pointed
out by Katz [Kat21]. Hence, the provided security guarantees and assumptions made when
cryptographically protecting privacy need to match the actual use case requirements and any
changes to the computation or setting conducted need to be sensible. To ensure this, such
future work may benefit from input and evaluations from the application domain’s experts.

Speaker Recognition. Our works in [NPT+19; TNK+19] on protecting privacy in speaker
recognition can be extended in several ways. While we provide a brief theoretical combination
of the two works towards end-to-end private speaker recognition with state-of-the-art score
post-processing in Section 3.1.1, the actual system remains to be built and evaluated concretely.
A combination with privacy-preserving embedding extraction [TART22] would be sensible
as well. Moreover, moving away from the outsourcing setting by requiring two servers
remains important for settings where a non-collusion assumption would be deemed unrealistic.
Towards usability, framework integration as common now with PPML tools would benefit
privacy research in speech processing, e.g., with the popular KALDI toolkit [PGB+11].

Sum Product Network (SPN) Inference. In our first work on privacy in SPN inference
called CryptoSPN [TMW+20b], we opt to not use the common PPML approach of fixed-point
arithmetic due to the typical accuracy demands for SPNs. Future work can investigate SPN
cases and training techniques where integer computation (which is more efficient in SMPC)
may be used with acceptable ML performance. More efficient floating point calculations like
in [RBS+22] may be fruitful for decreasing CryptoSPN’s runtimes. Additionally, for SPNs that
unlike the Random-And-Tensorized SPN (RAT-SPN) [PVS+19] we use have a structure that
reveals sensitive information, efficiently hiding this information remains an open problem.
Furthermore, moving from inference to learning is important future work: While parameter
training of SPNs was already considered by [ADKR21], structure learning and learning of
RAT-SPNs remain open. As with Neural Networks (NNs) [CJM20; JCB+20], it is also crucial
open work to evaluate CryptoSPN’s susceptibility to model extraction attacks.

4.2.3 Interdisciplinary and Societal Considerations

Compared to plaintext computations as performed currently, the cryptographic mechanisms
considered here can bring great benefits by protecting privacy in applications, as we have
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demonstrated in this thesis. PETs using, e.g., SMPC also give us the tools to conduct compu-
tations in scenarios not possible before due to privacy or data protection concerns. Existing,
emerging, and new applications can hence be performed without disclosing user or proprietary
information. Still, despite privacy being a positive value, “private” computations may not be
regarded as purely positive. Hence, cautionary voices must be considered as well to translate
research progress into societal benefit via technology. Though cryptographic mechanisms
can protect sensitive user data within applications, values may still be harmed as a result
of the functionality, i.e., (securely) computing the answer to a question in an application.
E.g., discrimination within privacy-preserving ad targeting or ML tasks may be propagated
or created if new or existing application scenarios are made privacy-preserving via PETs.
It is also apparent that many application scenarios considered for PETs, like ad targeting,
perform tasks determined by companies. These may not necessarily overlap with those society
would want to focus on for its own benefit or may even harm it, which can result in pushes
against such PETs. A relevant cautionary tale is that of Apple, which was heavily criticized
for securely computing the detection of child sexual abuse content [GS21] and subsequently
indefinitely delayed deployment. The critiques here are the dangers that other functionalities
may be used “securely” to scan user content and that essentially the single entity of the
Apple corporation can decide for more than a billion users which functionality is computed
“securely” on their private data. In his invited talk at the IEEE European Symposium on
Security and Privacy (EuroS&P) 2022 [Vea22], Michael Veale therefore posed the question
“who decides what can be asked?” w.r.t. PETs like SMPC.

So as the cryptographic privacy research community progresses in how to perform efficient,
usable, and secure computations, the course also needs to be set such that mechanisms will
be used to answer the right kinds of questions. This is a demanding task: The problem
these mechanisms solve (using data without “seeing” it) has not even occurred to many
as such. Therefore, these technologies comprise a fundamentally new concept that society
needs to adequately be prepared for regarding all aspects. Not just by research enabling
technical feasibility or efficiency, but by providing a wide understanding of the technologies’
concepts, proper use, benefits, and dangers so that acceptance of the technologies is informed.
We have recently identified this as an important prerequisite for using such technologies
to solve tensions between privacy and public security [TMSS22]. Otherwise, “there is a
risk that privacy-preserving computation becomes not just a technical but a technocratic
solution imposed on populations without popular consent” [ABV+21, Section 5.3]. Relevant
challenges and research questions have recently started to be identified [ABV+21]. Still,
more interdisciplinary efforts are also indispensable for this. While our incorporation of
application domain experts within different computer science realms in this thesis already
increases interdisciplinary exchange, answering the question and setting the groundwork
of how cryptographic mechanisms can effectively benefit society may require cryptographic
expertise and more extensive inputs from many more fields like human computer interaction,
humanities, and legal studies (similar to [TMSS22]). These interdisciplinary and societal
aspects should ideally not stay as mere pointers to future work as done here. A prevalent
emergence of such future works may also require increased incentives for interdisciplinary
research so that cryptographic mechanisms can be used to their full beneficial potential.
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Abstract—An encrypted search algorithm (ESA) allows a
user to encrypt its data while preserving the ability to
search over it. As all practical solutions leak some infor-
mation, cryptanalysis plays an important role in the area
of encrypted search. Starting with the work of Islam et
al. (NDSS’12), many attacks have been proposed that exploit
different leakage profiles under various assumptions. While
these attacks improve our understanding of leakage, it can
sometimes be difficult to draw definite conclusions about
their practical performance. This is due to several reasons,
including a lack of open-source implementations (which are
needed to reproduce results), empirical evaluations that are
conducted on restricted datasets, and in some cases reliance
on relatively strong assumptions that can significantly affect
accuracy.

In this work, we address these limitations. First, we
design and implement LEAKER, an open-source framework
that evaluates the major leakage attacks against any dataset
and that we hope will serve the community as a common
way to evaluate leakage attacks. We identify new real-world
datasets that capture different use cases for ESAs and, for
the first time, include real-world user queries. Finally, we use
LEAKER to systematically evaluate known attacks on our
datasets, uncovering sometimes unexpected properties that
increase or diminish accuracy. Our evaluation shows that
some attacks work better on real-world data than previously
thought and that others perform worse.

1. Introduction

Encrypted search algorithms (ESAs) allow a user to
encrypt its data while preserving the ability to search over
it. ESAs have received a lot of attention due to applications
to cloud storage and database security (see the survey by
Fuller et al. [23] for an overview). At a high level, ESAs
consist of two algorithms: a setup algorithm that encrypts a
data collection (or database) and a search/query algorithm
that is used to query it. Dynamic ESAs also have an update
algorithm to add or remove data.

ESAs are designed via various, sometimes inter-
secting cryptographic techniques: property-preserving
encryption (PPE) [4], [8], fully-homomorphic encryp-
tion (FHE) [24], searchable/structured symmetric encryp-
tion (SSE/STE) [15], [17], [76], functional encryption [11],
or ORAM [28]. They have varying tradeoffs between
efficiency, expressiveness of the search, and security.

Efficiency. When evaluating the efficiency of an ESA, we
usually focus on the query or search time; that is the time
needed to search over the encrypted data. ESAs based
on FHE require linear time in the size of the data so they
are usually considered impractical. For practical purposes,
one needs sub-linear ESAs which can be achieved with
ORAM in opt · logO(1) n time, STE in opt time or PPE
also in opt time, where opt is the optimal time to search
and n is the number of items in the data collection.

Adversarial models and leakage. ESAs can be analyzed
in different adversarial models. The most common are
the snapshot and persistent models. A snapshot adversary
receives a copy of the encrypted data at various times
and tries to recover information about the data collection.
A persistent adversary receives the encrypted data and
a transcript of the query operations and tries to recover
information about the data collection and the queries. The
information an adversary can recover about the data or
queries is referred to as leakage and, ideally, one would
prefer a zero-leakage solution, which can be achieved in
several ways. In the snapshot model, it is possible to design
very efficient zero-leakage ESAs using structured encryp-
tion [5], whereas in the persistent model zero-leakage
ESAs can be designed using FHE at the cost of linear-
time queries. In the persistent model oblivious, structured,
and property-preserving ESAs all leak some information;
though recent work has shown how to suppress some of
this leakage for certain encrypted data structures [6], [25],
[46], [47], [68]. For instance, prominent leakage profiles
include the response identity (or access) pattern, which
reveals the response to a query, or the query equality (or
search) pattern, which reveals whether and when a query
repeats.

Leakage attacks. Because sub-linear solutions leak infor-
mation, cryptanalysis plays an important role in the area
of encrypted search. By designing leakage attacks one can
try to ascertain whether a leakage profile is exploitable.
Starting with the work of Islam et al. [38], leakage attacks
were first designed against structured ESAs in the persistent
model. Later, Naveed et al. [63] designed attacks against
PPE in the snapshot model and Kellaris et al. [50] showed
attacks against oblivious ESAs in the persistent model.

These works were improved by a series of papers [9],
[12], [32]–[34], [53]–[55], [66], [73]. While the attacks im-
prove our understanding of leakage, it can sometimes be dif-
ficult to draw definite conclusions about their performance
in practical settings. This is due to several limitations: (1)
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none of the implementations are open-source (with the
exception of [73]) which makes it burdensome to reproduce
results, especially in new empirical settings; (2) most of
the prior evaluations are based on a few and often small
datasets without real query logs; (3) some attacks and/or
their evaluations are based on assumptions which may
or may not be realistic, depending on the application
scenario. We stress that some of these limitations are
due to the fact that obtaining real-world query logs is
very challenging. In fact, this has been recognized as
an important impediment to the evaluation of attacks for
some time [34], [73]. A consequence of this is that prior
evaluations vary greatly in what assumptions they make
about queries, e.g., some evaluations of keyword attacks
use the most frequent keywords [12], [38] while others
use the least frequent keywords [9], [73], a choice that
can significantly affect results.

Our contributions. We broaden the scope of ESA crypt-
analysis with the following contributions:
1) We design and implement an open-source Python

framework called LEAKER that evaluates the major
leakage attacks against keyword and range (oblivious
or structured) ESAs on arbitrary datasets. It is intended
as an easy-to-use reference tool for research on leakage
attacks and mitigations. With LEAKER we enable
and invite the community to contribute additional
attacks and evaluations to continually advance our
understanding of leakage.

2) We uncover a wide set of real-world datasets that
capture different realistic use cases for ESAs and, for
the first time, include real user queries (query logs),
which has long been a well-known challenge in the field.
For keyword search, this includes search engine and
genetic data. For range search, this includes scientific,
medical, human resources, sales, and insurance data.
The datasets we consider cover significantly more
settings than those used in previous work and can serve
the community for future benchmarks.

3) We use LEAKER to systematically evaluate attacks on
oblivious and structured ESAs on real-world data. Our
analysis is an important step towards understanding the
practicality of many well-known leakage attacks and
provides some new insights which were not obtained
by previous evaluations. For example, we find that the
BKM attacks1 of Blackstone et al. [9] can achieve
higher recovery rates than previously reported when
evaluated with real query logs. On the other hand, the
recovery rates of the IKK attack of Islam et al. [38]
and of the COUNT attacks of Cash et al. [12] were
lower on our datasets. Similarly, the recovery rates
of many well-known range attacks were (expectedly)
lower on our real-world query logs and data collections.
However, when using synthetic query distributions
based on statistics from our query logs, the recovery
rates improved enough to be considered practical.

Guidance on how to interpret our results. We stress that
the goal of our work is to better understand the state-of-the-
art leakage attacks and not to provide a security analysis
of various leakage profiles. In other words, the fact that an
attack has low recovery rates on a given leakage profile

1. Throughout, we denote attacks by first letter of author names.

under real-world queries and data says nothing about the
security of that leakage profile. Understanding whether an
attack improves on real-world data or does worse, however,
is important for several reasons. First, since the recovery
rates of leakage attacks often depend (strongly) on the
query and data distributions, it is natural to ask how they
perform on a variety of distributions and especially on
distributions that capture real-world scenarios. Second,
understanding how attacks perform on real-world data
allows designers to improve their intuition about their
designs and whether there is enough of a “security margin”
for practical deployment or whether they should switch to
a scheme with a different leakage profile. What constitutes
the right “security margin” here is, of course, subjective and
different opinions are possible but making such evaluations
available to the community is important. A third reason that
evaluating state-of-the-art attacks on a variety of datasets
is important is that it can help us to uncover new data and
query characteristics that affect recovery rates.
Outline. We give related work in §2, preliminaries in §3,
and a general overview of leakage attacks in §4. In §5, we
detail the design of our LEAKER framework for evaluating
leakage attacks. Our real-world datasets are presented in §6
and our evaluation of attacks is shown in §7. We conclude
in §8.

2. Related Work

Our work is on the evaluation of leakage attacks. Since
these are described in §4, we focus here on ESAs and
query log analysis.
Encrypted search algorithms. We use the term
encrypted search algorithm to refer to any crypto-
graphic primitive/protocol that allows one to execute
search algorithms on encrypted data. ESAs can be
built using a variety of techniques including fully-
homomorphic encryption (FHE) [24], property-preserving
encryption (PPE) [4], [8], functional encryption [11],
oblivious RAMs (ORAM) [28], secure multi-party compu-
tation (MPC) [27], [84], and SSE/STE (see below). In this
work we refer to ESAs built from ORAM as oblivious
ESAs and to ESAs built from SSE/STE as structured ESAs.
Note, however, that the line between these notions is blurry
as one can also view ORAM as a (low-leakage) structured
encryption scheme for arrays [47].
Searchable/structured encryption. Searching on en-
crypted data was first explicitly considered by Song, Wag-
ner and Perrig [76], though previous work by Goldreich
and Ostrovsky on ORAM [28] could also be used. Boneh
et al. [10] then considered the problem of public-key
searchable encryption. Security definitions for searchable
symmetric encryption (SSE) were proposed by Goh [26]
and Chang and Mitzenmacher [13]. Curtmola et al. [17]
introduced the now standard notion of adaptive security
for SSE, proposed the first optimal-time solution and were
the first to identify and formalize leakage. The index-
based SSE constructions of [17] were later generalized as
structured encryption (STE) by Chase and Kamara [15].
The purpose of STE (referred to as structure-only STE
in [15]) is to encrypt data structures in such a way that they
can be privately queried. This is different than the purpose
of SSE which is to encrypt data collections so that they
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can support private keyword search. Of course, STE and,
specifically the special case of encrypted multi-maps, are
a building block for optimal SSE schemes. STE, however,
has other applications beyond SSE including various kinds
of encrypted databases [2], [47]–[49], [88].
Other SoKs. Fuller et al. [23] provide a survey of
encrypted search and Yao et al. [85] provide a survey
of leakage attacks, largely focusing on property-preserving
encryption. Our work focuses on leakage attacks against
structured and oblivious ESAs and provides a new software
framework and datasets to evaluate these attacks.
Query log analysis. Researchers across different fields
have tried to better understand users’ search behavior. This
is known as query log analysis, and is surveyed in [40]–
[42].

Many works analyze query logs gathered by proprietary
systems that only the authors had access to. Unfortunately,
almost none of these works [41], [44], [45], [61], [80] had
data we felt was appropriate to evaluate leakage attacks.
We also reached out to multiple services for relevant
statistics, but none were willing to provide us with even
basic information. As no information relevant to leakage
attacks was available, we thus identified novel, real-world
query data sources (cf. §6) and performed our own analyses
of leakage attacks on them (cf. §7).

3. Preliminaries

With [n] we denote the set {1, . . . , n}, with 2[n] its
power set, and with |s|b the bit length of a string s.
Document collections. A document collection D over
a keyword space W is a sequence of documents
(D1, . . . , Dn), each of which is a set Di ⊆ W. Given
a keyword w ∈ Q from a query space Q ⊆ W, a
keyword search returns the documents that contain w
which we denote as D(w) = {D ∈ D : w ∈ D}. The
function ids : W → 2[n] takes a keyword as input and
returns the identifiers of the documents in D(w). The
frequency of a keyword w is the number of entries that
contain w.
Numerical collections. A numerical collection N over
the universe [N ] is a (multi) sequence of positive inte-
gers (e1, . . . , en), each of which is an integer ei ∈ [N ].
The density of a numerical collection N is defined as
δ(N) = #{e ∈ N}/N ; i.e., the number of unique values
in N over the universe size.

Given a range r = (a, b), where a, b ∈ [N ] and a ≤ b,
a range query returns N(r) = {e ∈ N : a ≤ e ≤ b}. We
overload the function ids : [N ]× [N ] → 2[n] which takes
a range as input and returns the identifiers of the elements
that are within the range r = (a, b). The width of a range
query r = (a, b) is the value b− a + 1.
Leakage. The leakage profile of an ESA is a set of leakage
patterns which are functions that map the collection and
queries to some target space. We denote a (document or
numerical) collection of data entries as C, and a query
which can be either a keyword or a range as q. We recall
common leakage patterns as defined in [9]:
• The response identity pattern rid (or access pat-

tern) reveals the identifiers: rid(C, q1, . . . , qt) =(
ids(q1), . . . , ids(qt)

)
.

• The query equality pattern qeq (or search pattern) reveals
if and when queries are equal: qeq(C, q1, . . . , qt) =
M ∈ {0, 1}t×t, where M [i, j] = 1 iff qi = qj .

• The response length pattern rlen leaks the num-
ber of matching entries: rlen (C, q1, . . . , qt) =
(|ids(q1)|, . . . , |ids(qt)|).

• The co-occurrence pattern co leaks how often
keywords co-occur within the same document:
co (D, w1, . . . , wt) = M ∈ [n]t×t, where M [i, j] =
|ids(wi) ∩ ids(wj)|. This information is implied by rid
and implies rlen.

• The volume pattern vol leaks the bit length
of matching entries: vol (C, q1, . . . , qt) =(
(|e|b)e∈C(q1)

, . . . , (|e|b)e∈C(qt)

)
.

• The total volume pattern tvol leaks the total bit
length of matching entries: tvol (C, q1, . . . , qt) =(∑

e∈C(q1)
|e|b, . . . ,

∑
e∈C(qt)

|e|b
)

.

Additional patterns include order(N), the order of the
elements, and rankv(N), the number of entries that are
less than or equal to a given value v.

4. Existing Leakage Attacks

Here, we provide an overview of leakage attacks against
oblivious and structured keyword (point) and range ESAs
and classify them according to the following properties.
Adversarial model. The two main adversarial models
considered against ESAs are snapshot and persistent
adversaries. A snapshot adversary has only access to the
encrypted structures and any associated ciphertexts. This
captures attackers that, e.g., corrupt a server and read its
memory. A persistent adversary has access to the encrypted
structures, ciphertexts, and to the transcripts of query and
update operations. This captures an attacker that corrupts
a server and observes all interactions.
Target. Different information can be targeted. In a data
reconstruction attack, the adversary tries to recover infor-
mation about the data, whereas in a query reconstruction
attack, it tries to recover information about the queries.
Auxiliary data. Many leakage attacks require some auxil-
iary data or knowledge. A sampled-data attack requires
a sample from a distribution that is close to the data’s
distribution and a sampled-query attack requires one from
a distribution close to the queries. On the other hand, a
known-data attack requires explicit knowledge of a subset
of the data (partial knowledge). A known-query attack
requires knowledge of a subset of the queries.
Passive or active. In a passive attack, the adversary does
not choose any data or queries. In an active attack, it is
able to interact with the user, e.g., by injecting data.
This work. We focus on the evaluation of persistent query-
and data-recovery attacks that require either no auxiliary
data, known data or known queries. More precisely, in
the case of keyword search we evaluate query-recovery
attacks with known-data and in the case of ranges we
evaluate data-recovery attacks. We leave the evaluation of
sampled-data and sampled-query attacks under real-world
data as future work. Properly modeling real-world auxiliary
data is challenging since the auxiliary data needs to come
from a real-world distribution that is “close” to real-world
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Table 1: Major leakage attacks and our perceived risk. The target is either Keyword query (K) or Range data (Value/
Count, RV/RC) reconstruction. B is the maximum width and k the amount of missing queries per width. A denotes
that all possible response lengths occur (only within all widths ≤ B for AB , or k missing therein for AB,k). �� shows
no success on our real-world datasets, �� denotes some success (K for high partial Knowledge ≥ 75%, D for Dense
data, W for large Widths close to N , S for Specific data values, E for Evenly and ¬E for unevenly distributed data
collections), �� is severe risk across all of our evaluated instances.

Attack Target Leakage Auxiliary Data Assumptions Risk (§7)
Profile (§3) Queries Data Queries Data

IKK [38] K co Partial Partial Non-rep. − ��
DETIKK [73] K co − Partial Non-rep. − �� K

COUNT V.2 [12] K co − Partial Non-rep. − �� K

SUBGRAPH-ID [9] K rid − Partial Non-rep. − ��
SUBGRAPH-VL [9] K vol − Partial Non-rep. − ��
VOLAN [9] K tvol − Partial − − �� K

SELVOLAN [9] K tvol, rlen − Partial − − �� K

LMP-RK [55] RV rid, rank − − − Dense �� D

LMP-ID [55] RV rid − − − Dense �� D

LMP-APP [55] RV rid − − − Dense �� D

GENKKNO [33] RV rid − − Uniform − �� W∨¬E

APPROXVALUE [33] RV rid − − Uniform Specific �� S∧(W∨¬E)

ARR [53] RV rid, qeq − − − − �� W

ARR-OR RV rid, qeq, order − − − − ��
GLMP [32] RC rlen − − A − ��
GJW-BASIC [34] RC rlen B − AB − ��
GJW-MISSING [34] RC rlen B, k − AB,k − ��
APA [54] RC rlen, qeq − − − − �� E

query or data distribution. Collections of datasets with
these properties are hard to find.
Risk factors. We summarize our findings in Tab. 1,
where we consider query-recovery attacks that recover
more than 15% of the queries and data-recovery attacks
with reconstruction error less than 15% on our datasets as
successful. This threshold is, of course, subjective so the
reader can use our detailed empirical results from §7 to
formulate their own interpretation and conclusions. Note
that the recovery rate of an attack depends on a wide range
of factors which we identify in §7. For example, in the case
of ranges, these factors include the adversary’s knowledge
of the data, the query width, and characteristics of the
data such as density and whether specific values appear. In
addition, we also observed that a skew in the data towards
endpoints (1 or N ) can result in very different recovery
rates (see details in App. C.2.1).

4.1. Attacks Against Keyword ESAs

For keyword search, most attacks are known-data
attacks which require some partial knowledge of the data
collection.
The IKK attacks. The first leakage attack was described
by Islam et al. [38], who proposed a query reconstruction
attack in the persistent model using the co-occurrence
pattern co and a known fraction of the queries. Known
as IKK it, roughly speaking, solves an optimization prob-
lem minimizing a distance between candidate and observed
co-occurrence. Since finding the optimal solution is NP-
complete, IKK uses simulated annealing [51] to probabilis-
tically find an approximation. Originally introduced as a
sampled-data attack, we evaluate it as a known-data attack
as in [12]. Recently, Roessink et al. [73] showed how
IKK can be improved with deterministic techniques from
the COUNT attack [12] (described next). This modified

attack, which we refer to as DETIKK, reduces the search
space for the annealing process and, compared to IKK,
requires no query knowledge.

The Count attacks. A simpler attack called the COUNT
attack was proposed by Cash et al. [12]. Like IKK, COUNT
is a query reconstruction attack that exploits the co-
occurrence pattern co. There are two versions of it. The
first, which we refer to as COUNT V.1, requires knowledge
of some fraction of the data and queries. Its original descrip-
tion contained a bug which was addressed in an updated
version of the paper and lead to an improved variant of
the attack, COUNT V.2, which only requires knowledge
of some fraction of the data. COUNT V.2 constructs a
co-occurrence matrix and compares it to the observed co-
occurrences from co. Candidate matches are identified via
confidence intervals, and are iteratively eliminated if they
are inconsistent with previously confirmed matches.

The BKM attacks. Recently, Blackstone et al. [9] intro-
duced three new passive query reconstruction attacks. The
first, VOLAN, exploits the total volume pattern tvol and
matches a query to the keyword with the closest expected
total volume from the adversary’s known data. The second
attack, SELVOLAN, extends this by further identifying
candidates with a total volume in the known data falling
within a window of the expected volume based on tvol. It
then selects the best candidate using the response length
pattern rlen.

The third attack, SUBGRAPH, is a framework used to
design several attacks using any atomic leakage pattern,
i.e., any pattern leaking information about individual
documents. It constructs two bipartite graphs: one from the
observed leakage and the other from the known data. It then
filters candidates via inconsistencies between the graphs,
confidence intervals (the leakage roughly has to match the
expected value), and an optional cross-filtering that tries to
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invert the leakage and checks if the candidate appears in
all resulting entries. Two concrete attacks that result from
the framework are SUBGRAPH-ID and SUBGRAPH-VL,
which exploit the response identity pattern rid and the
volume pattern vol, respectively.

Other attacks not covered. An attack that exploits qeq
with auxiliary data was given by Liu et al. [57], and
was recently improved by Oya and Kerschbaum [66] also
using rid. Recently, Damie et al. [18] and Gui et al. [35]
proposed sampled-data attacks. Active file-injection attacks
are considered by Zhang et al. [87], Blackstone et al. [9],
as well as Poddar et al. [71]. Additional specialized attacks
against specific ESA instantiations were considered in [1],
[72], [77]. We focus on general passive attacks that do not
rely on auxiliary data.

4.2. Attacks Against Range ESAs

We now turn to attacks against oblivious or structured
range ESAs. In this setting, there are three variants of
attacks: reconstruction attacks, approximate reconstruction
attacks and count reconstruction attacks. More precisely,
a reconstruction attack recovers the exact values in a nu-
merical collection whereas an approximate reconstruction
attack only recovers an approximation of the values. A
count reconstruction attack recovers the (approximate)
number of times the values occur. Range attacks tend to
work “up to reflection”, meaning that the attack recovers
either the original numerical collection (e1, . . . , en) or
its reflection (N − e1 + 1, . . . , N − en + 1). This can be
viewed as a loss of 1 bit of information. In our experiments
in §7 we always report the minimum error rate over either
the original collection or its reflection.

The KKNO attacks. The first attacks against encrypted
range schemes were proposed by Kellaris et al. [50]. Two
attacks were described, both of which are data reconstruc-
tion attacks in the persistent model. The first, KKNO-1,
exploits the response identity pattern rid and assumes that
queries are chosen uniformly at random. At a high level, it
determines an entry as having minimal (or maximal) value
if it is not contained in the largest proper subset of all iden-
tifiers, and determines other entries based on co-occurrence
with that entry. The second attack, KKNO-2, only needs
the response length pattern rlen but still assumes uniform
queries. Intuitively, the attack solves a system of quadratic
equations of distances between values and the amount of
observed queries with the corresponding response length
to uncover the distances between entries. Because both
attacks were directly improved upon (described next), we
did not evaluate them in our work.

The (G)LMP attacks. Lacharité et al. [55] im-
proved KKNO-1, proposing three attacks which we refer
to as LMP-RK, LMP-ID, and LMP-APP. These are data
recovery attacks in the persistent model exploiting the
response identity pattern rid, with LMP-RK also using
the rank pattern. The third attack only recovers an approx-
imation of the values based on reconstructed intervals, but
all attacks assume dense numerical collections. In general,
the attacks identify the left endpoints of the queries (e.g.,
via rank) and assign these values to entries by excluding
differing entries seen in the response.

Grubbs et al. [32] also improved on the KKNO-2
attack with a new attack we refer to as GLMP that only
requires the response length rlen. GLMP, however, only
recovers the frequency (or value counts) of values as
opposed to the values themselves. The attack relies on
the assumption that the queries are made in such a way
that all response lengths are observed. At a high level,
it reduces the observed response lengths to “elementary”
queries (in the sense that they have the form (1, y)) and
uses graph theory to reconstruct counts based on basic
properties of elementary queries.
The GJW attacks. Gui et al. [34] proposed attacks in the
persistent model that only exploit the response length rlen
for count reconstruction. The main attack, called GJW-
BASIC, works when the query width is bounded. It builds
an initial solution similar to GLMP and uses a breadth-
first search that incrementally extends solutions consistent
with the leakage. Modifications were introduced for miss-
ing queries (GJW-MISSING) and other countermeasures,
which we consider outside the scope of this work.
Approximate reconstruction attacks. Several works at-
tempted to weaken the assumptions needed by the KKNO
attacks and their extensions. Grubbs et al. [33] describe
three attacks that do not require density but still as-
sume uniform queries. The first is GENKKNO, which
extends KKNO-1 to an approximate data reconstruction
attack by assigning values to entries based on a comparison
of the observed and expected amount of occurrences in the
leakage. Due to these estimations being individually sym-
metric with regard to the endpoints (1 and N ), queries close
to one endpoint are used to establish a global reflection. The
second attack is APPROXVAL, which assumes the existence
of at least one entry with values occurring in a specific
data range, and uses a single favorably-located entry as
an anchor that can be identified more easily than other
entries. The values around the anchor are then estimated
similarly to the GENKKNO attack. The third attack is
called APPROXORDER and uses the PQ-tree data structure
to approximate the order of the data collection based on
the response identity pattern rid, assuming that the data is
not heavily concentrated over a few values.
The KPT attacks. Kornaropoulos et al. [53] describe an
approximate value reconstruction attack in the persistent
model that is agnostic to the query distribution, denoted
as ARR (agnostic reconstruction range). It reduces to
the problem of support size estimation, in which the
number of outcomes not observed is estimated from the
frequency of observed outcomes. By estimating support
sizes of identifier subsets using the response identity and
query equality patterns (rid and qeq), the corresponding
distances and, therefore, the values can be uncovered and
are assigned according to an order, which can be uncovered
via APPROXORDER. While ARR does not require density
or uniform queries, the instantiation of [53] assumes that
the values are all unique. They suggest alternatives for
dealing with the more general case of repeating values,
which we use in our work. We provide more details on this
in App. A. In our evaluation, ARR uses APPROXORDER
to uncover the order, but we also investigate the case where
it is directly leaked, which we denote by ARR-OR.

Very recently, Kornaropoulos et al. [54] also applied
support size estimation to the setting where only the re-
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sponse length and query equality patterns (rlen and qeq) are
available, resulting in an approximate count reconstruction
attack. It generalizes previous rlen attacks to estimating the
number of queries for specific response lengths and solving
their relation to value distances, including observations
about state-of-the-art encrypted range search schemes [19],
[21]. As a result, the attack is parameterized by the ESA,
and denoted by APA (agnostic parameterized attack).
Crucially, APA requires no assumptions about the query
distribution and also deals with non-dense data.
Other attacks not covered. The above works also in-
troduced sampled-data variants: A version of LMP [55]
uses auxiliary data information to require fewer queries,
while Grubbs et al. [32] also incorporate frequency informa-
tion. APPROXDATA [33] demonstrates how to use APPROX-
ORDER to uncover exact values if density and an auxiliary
data distribution are given, and [34] show how GJW-
BASIC can be improved with auxiliary information about
the data. [32] also recover values of update operations in
case the frequencies have already been determined. k-NN
queries are considered in [52], [53] and Falzon et al. [22]
and Markatou et al. [59] recently proposed attacks on two-
dimensional ranges. Also we did not consider the attack of
Markatou et al. [60] which targets one-dimensional range
queries but assumes that all possible queries are issued.

5. The LEAKER Framework

We designed and implemented LEAKER with the
following goals in mind:
• integration: LEAKER makes the integration and evalua-

tion of new attacks effortless. Researchers can focus on
the design and leave the evaluation process to LEAKER.
This ranges from interfacing with various data sources
to plotting and visualizing the results.

• comparisons: LEAKER includes implementations of the
main leakage attacks for both point/keyword and range
queries. By having attacks implemented in the same
framework, they are easier to compare.

• data sources: practitioners with proprietary data can
use LEAKER to evaluate attacks on their specific data,
leading to a tailored evaluation.

• usability: LEAKER runs on many platforms and does
not require domain-specific knowledge—one only needs
to specify the data sources and evaluation criteria.

• open-source: LEAKER (including its evaluation scripts)
are freely available as open source software at https:
//encrypto.de/code/LEAKER.

5.1. Architecture

For interoperability, we implemented LEAKER in
Python 3.8. It has 8 149 lines of code (1 148 are tests).
LEAKER evaluates a leakage attack on a data collection
using queries from a query log and outputs a visualization
of the results. It consists of several modules described next:
a pre-processor, a datastore, an attack and pattern library,
an evaluator, a visualizer, and a statistical analyzer.
Pre-processor. The pre-processor parses and prepares data
collections and query logs for use by the other LEAKER
modules. It includes a set of parsers that can be arbitrarily
combined to build a data collection or query log from a

directory of files. Currently, LEAKER includes file parsers
for .csv, .json, .xml, .txt, .mbox, .pdf, .docx
and .pptx files. In the query logs that we identified,
range queries were often part of a larger SQL query so
we implemented a SQL parser that identifies and extracts
range queries contained in complex SQL queries.

Once parsed, LEAKER uses standard information
retrieval techniques to tokenize strings into keywords,
extract stems, remove stop words, and identify numerical
values. Due to its modular design, the pre-processor can
be easily extended for new file types.

Datastore and cache. After a file has been processed, it
is passed to an indexer which stores the data in a set of
internal data structures for later use. Numerical data is
additionally discretized before being stored. Our choice of
data structures to store and manage data collections and
query logs is important because one of our main goals is to
evaluate attacks on large datasets. For example, compared
to previous evaluations of co-occurrence attacks, which
used datasets with 500 [12], 1 500 [73], or up to 2 500
keywords [38], LEAKER evaluates the same attacks on
datasets with more than 250 000 keywords (cf. §6). To
achieve this, we use NumPy [37] arrays to store and process
numerical data and Whoosh [14] to store and process
keyword data. We chose Whoosh because of its Python
compatibilitiy and ability to store additional metadata such
as document volume in the index.

To get significant results, a single LEAKER analysis
can require a large number of repeated evaluations. We
speed up NumPy operations by integrating the optimized
just-in-time compiler Numba [7]. To address the costly
repeated querying of Whoosh structures on large datasets,
we use memoization and store the results of Whoosh
queries in a cache so we can reuse them across evaluations.

Attack & pattern library. LEAKER comes with a library
of attacks and leakage patterns that can be called on any
data collection and query log. We implemented the main
attacks from Tab. 1 and—with the exception of GLMP
and GJW2—verified their correctness by replicating the
results from the original papers. The attack library is easily
extendable to new attacks. One just has to realize an
interface performing recovery given the observed required
leakage. Examples are given in Listings 1 and 2 in App. B.

All attacks in LEAKER’s library are purely in Python
except for APPROXORDER [33], where we use a C++
implementation of PQ-trees [30]. Since we could not
find any public Python-compatible implementations of
the Jackknife or Valiant-Valiant estimators used in the
ARR and APA attacks [53], [54] we implemented them
ourselves in Python.

Evaluator. This module evaluates attacks. Given an attack
and a leakage pattern from the library and a data collection
and query log from the datastore, LEAKER proceeds as
follows. It creates the observed leakage of the leakage
patterns on the data collection and query log. Since this
can be expensive (e.g., the co-occurrence pattern requires
O(#W · (#W + n)) storage and time) it is also cached.
Then, it executes the attack on the observed leakage a
number of times (in parallel) and stores the results. To

2. We used synthetic data to verify the correctness of these two attacks
because we did not have the original data that was used.
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Table 2: Overview of our keyword search use cases and
dataset properties. #QD is the size of the entire log and
#Q the amount of unique queries. n is the amount of
documents and #W the amount of unique keywords.

Case Data Query log Data collection
#users #QD #Q n #W

Web AOL [67] 656k 52M 2.9M 151k 268k
Genetic TAIR [20] 1.3k 650k 54k 115k 690k
Email GMail (ours) 6 – 16-100 6k-47k 60k-895k
Cloud Drive (ours) 1 – 45 200 19k

evaluate attacks that require known data and/or queries, it
first executes an attack-specific sampling algorithm for the
known data.
Visualizer. Once all results have been collected, they
are used to compute the desired accuracy results (e.g.,
depending on a choice of available errors) and passed
to a visualizer. The visualizer then translates them into
graphical .png and TikZ plots, which can easily be
extended to different error or visualization types. All plots
in this work were generated with LEAKER.
Statistical analyzer. LEAKER also includes a statistical
analyzer module which computes and plots statistics over
its data sources. This is useful to get a better understanding
of a data collection’s and a query log’s characteristics.

6. Data Collections & Query Logs

We describe new datasets including query logs that
we believe capture a broad range of realistic scenarios.
The datasets include both publicly-available and private
data collections and query logs. We provide in App. C.1
a list of other possible data sources that could be used
with LEAKER. In App. C.1 we also describe how we
pre-processed our data and in App. C.2 we provide some
statistics of our datasets.
Data availability. All data is publicly available, except
for the private datasets we collected from our volunteers.
All our data pre-processing is integrated into LEAKER.

6.1. Keyword Data

We present an overview of all of our keyword data
in Tab. 2 and give more background in the following.
Search engines. A major proposed application for ESAs
are encrypted search engines, e.g., for desktop search
applications or to add search capabilities to email clients
or file managers. Due to privacy concerns, we were not
able to find public datasets matching these settings so we
proceeded as follows.

First, we evaluated attacks on the private data of 7
volunteers by providing scripts to locally extract their
GMail and Google Drive query logs and data collections.
Out of these participants, 6 evaluated the attacks on their
GMail accounts and 1 on their Google Drive account. They
returned to us basic statistics of their data, the accuracy of
the attacks, and their consent to use and publish the results.
We will note the average results of all evaluations as well
as the worst and best cases. No personal information is
included in this work or in LEAKER.

Because the number of private users we had access
to was small and because we cannot release their data,

Table 3: Summary of our scientific data range query logs
on the PhotoObjAll.dec collection [74] (n = 5 242 134
entries with domain N = 10 456, density 95.82%, and an
even data distribution). #QD is the size of the entire log
and #Q the amount of unique queries.

Data #users #QD #Q
SDSS-S 1 1.4k 215
SDSS-M 1 13.4k 5 562
SDSS-L 1 38.2k 8 220

we also used public search engine data. Specifically, we
used Wikipedia [81] as a data collection and the AOL
query log [67]. We recognize, of course, that Wikipedia
is public so it is not completely representative of the
scenarios mentioned above in which one often queries
private data. Furthermore, it is clear that using AOL queries
on a Wikipedia data collection is not ideal but, given the
scarcity of real-world data with matching query logs, this
is the best one can do at the current time.

Genetic. We were also interested in domain-specific in-
stances that might be queried in a totally different manner.
As a prominent case, consider a lab querying large-scale
human genetic data for health research, e.g., looking
for expressions of specific proteins in gene annotations.
Because this query data is very sensitive and not publicly
available, we used the following approach.

We performed evaluations on publicly available data
that can be seen as related to the above case. Concretely,
we use The Arabidopsis Information Resource (TAIR)
database [56] as a data collection as well as its publicly
released query log [20]. The data contains genetic an-
notations and expression information of the Arabidopsis
Thaliana plant, which itself is not sensitive. However, we
believe it provides a close model for querying in genomic
research, as similar information might be queried in the
sensitive case of human genomic data.

6.2. Numerical Data

We found five datasets that capture scientific, medical,
human resources, sales, and insurance scenarios. The
dataset characteristics are summarized in Tab. 3 and Tab. 4.
The data is discretized by scaling3, rounding, and mapping
to integers which allows us to evaluate attacks without
losing too much precision. We display selected data
distributions in Fig. 5 in App. C.2.1, from which we derive
the general risk factors of different distributions.

Scientific data. Data from scientific research can often be
sensitive. This is the case, e.g., with data generated from
satellites, drug and medical studies, or nuclear experiments.
For this, we use the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS),
which contains a variety of astronomical data [74]. In
addition to astronomy, the SDSS has also been used to
investigate user behavior [64], [86]. We used the SDSS
to create one data collection and 3 query logs (cf. Tab. 3)
using a scale factor of 100.

Medical. Due to high sensitivity, medical data has long
been proposed as an ESA application and many works
used health data like HCUP [3] to evaluate attacks [32],

3. To scale a value we multiply it by a scale factor 10a, where a ∈ Z.
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Table 4: Summary of our range use cases and data with n
entries, domain size N , and density δ. E and ¬E denote
even and uneven data distributions, respectively (cf. §4).

Case Data collection Scale n N δ (%) Distr.

Medical
MIMIC-T4 [43] ×10 8 058 73 80.8 ¬E
MIMIC-PC [43] ×10 7 709 2 684 8.6 ¬E
MIMIC-CEA [43] ×1 2 844 9 978 3.3 ¬E

HR Salaries [29] ×0.01 536 395 2.3 E

Sales Sales [79] ×1 143 6 288 2.3 E

Insurance Insurance [16] ×1 886 25 425 1.2 ¬E

[34], [50], [54], [55], [63]. While HCUP is a real-world
dataset with millions of patients, its attributes usually have
small domain, e.g., a patient’s age. While evaluation on
small domains is important, we also wanted to know
how various attacks performed on varying and large
domains so we considered the Medical Information Mart
for Intensive Care (MIMIC) dataset [43] which includes
records of medical blood and urine tests performed on ICU
patients of the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center
between 2001 and 2012. We used MIMIC to create
three data collections: (1) MIMIC-T4 for patients’ free
thyroxine, used to evaluate thryroid function; (2) MIMIC-
PC for patients’ protein/creatine ratio to detect kidney
damage or pregnancy; and (3) MIMIC-CEA for patients’
carcinoembyronic antigen to detect cancer.
Human resources. Human resource databases contain
personally identifiable information like salaries and de-
mographic information. To capture this, we used a March
2018 snapshot of minimum salaries of the UK Attorney
General’s Office junior civil servants [29].
Sales. Sales data can also be sensitive as it contains trade
secrets. We use data released by Walmart for a prediction
competition [79], containing weekly sales of department 1
of store 36 from 2010 to 2012.
Insurance. Insurance data may be sensitive since it can
reveal financial or health challenges. We use a dataset of
property damage insurance claims [16] released by the
New York Department of Transportation. They were filed
with Allstate in September 2018.

6.3. Privacy Considerations

The experiments described in this work were exempt
of IRB approval from our institutions. None of the datasets
used were de-anonymized and we stress that LEAKER
cannot be used to de-anonymize data; its only use is to
evaluate the efficacy of leakage attacks. All the datasets
we use are public with the exception of the private data
for the search engine scenario. We obtained consent from
all involved parties to publish the attack evaluations and
some statistics. Access to PhysioNet’s MIMIC [43] data
is constrained and was only handled by approved authors
who completed the required training courses and strictly
adhered to PhysioNet’s data use agreement.

7. Empirical Evaluation

In this section, we use LEAKER to evaluate all the
attacks described in §4 on the datasets from §6 and identify
the main characteristics that impact each attack’s recovery
rate.

7.1. Keyword Attacks

We present results for the private GMail and Drive
logs in Fig. 1 and results for the public AOL and TAIR
query logs in Figs. 2 and 3. Further plots are given
in App. D. Prior to describing our results, we introduce
relevant parameters and our experimental setting.

Frequency. Each query in the query log matches a number
of entries in the data collection which is its frequency.
We investigated two settings: high frequency and low
frequency. The former includes an average frequency
ranging from 1 806 to 5 707, whereas the latter ranges
from 1 to 859.

Number of users. When it comes to the number of
users, there are two main settings in which structured and
oblivious ESAs can be deployed: single-user or multi-user.
The former characterizes a setting in which a single user
queries its dataset, while in the latter multiple users query
the same dataset. In the single-user case, we evaluated the
attacks by taking the average recovery rate over the queries
of 5 users each of which made at least 2 000 queries. In
the multi-user setting, we evaluate attacks on a sample
of the query logs which, in the case of AOL consists of
656 038 users and in the case of TAIR consists of 1 263
users. For the private Google data, we only evaluated the
attacks in the single-user setting since each user queried
their own data collection. While the number of users in
our private Google dataset is low, the experiments on AOL
and TAIR can give some indications as to how the attacks
would perform on datasets with a large number of users.

User activity. We noticed that users have different query
activities, with some issuing a lot of queries while others
are less active. Over all of our datasets, with the exception
of the Google data, the most active user issued 6 389
queries while the least active user issued 2 000 queries.
Since we did not find any noticeable difference in recovery
rates (for all attacks) against the most active and the least
active users, we only report the least active case in Fig. 3.
The most active case is provided in Fig. 7 in App. D.

Query sampling. Real-world query logs can be extremely
large, and given the computational complexity of some
attacks, we had to limit the number of queries we used. To
do this we sampled the query logs using two approaches
which we refer to as full sampling and partial sampling.
Full sampling outputs a new, smaller query log composed
of keywords sampled independently of whether they exist
in the adversary’s known-data set or not; in other words,
it is possible that a keyword appears in the query log
but is unknown to the adversary. In contrast, partial
sampling generates a new and smaller query log that is
only composed of keywords in the adversary’s known-data
set. This captures a worst-case scenario where the user
only queries for keywords in documents known to the
adversary.

For each of the public query logs, we sampled logs of
size 500, 2500 and 5000. Since we did not observe any
major deviations in the recovery rates of the attacks based
on size we only show the results for (sampled) query logs
of size 500. Since the private query logs were already
small, we did not sample them.

Query repetition. We observed that some of the queries
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in the log are repeated whereas some previous works
assumed distinct queries. This assumption makes sense if
the adversary can distinguish between queries based on
the query equality (which is disclosed by many structured
ESAs) and ignore repeated queries but the assumption no
longer holds for oblivious ESAs or structured ESAs that
do not leak the query equality [25], [47]. Given that some
attacks apply to both structured and oblivious ESAs and
may be affected by this, it was important to evaluate both
settings: with and without repetition.

Experimental setting. For public datasets, all our eval-
uations were run on an Ubuntu 20.04 machine
with 390GB memory and 1TB disk space. Unless explicitly
specified, every attack is evaluated as follows: given a query
log, a data collection, and a specific combination of the
parameters highlighted above, we sample a new query
log and data collection. For a fixed rate of adversarial
knowledge (i.e., known-data rate), we first sample a subset
of the entire data collection � times, and for each sample,
we sample a subset of the query log λ times. We denote
this as a �×λ evaluation and it accounts for �·λ evaluations.
For most experiments we picked � = λ = 5 and display
the median, maximum and minimum recovery rate.4 In the
public setting, we attack 150 queries drawn from the query
log according to their frequencies. We denote by X-Y a
setting in which the type of user and the frequency are set
to X and Y, respectively.5 Recall that X can be set to all
users (A) or to the single-user setting (S). Y can be set
as low (L) or high (H) frequency. For private data, each
participant ran the evaluation on their own machine using
their entire query log, which did not require any query
sampling process.

Discussion. There are obvious limitations to some of
our experiments. One example is in how we obtain the
adversary’s known-data. Since we do not know how an
adversary would choose/obtain this data in practice, we
have to make some assumptions. For our experiments,
we chose to run experiments with multiple known-data
samples chosen uniformly at random but other approaches
could be considered and it would be interesting to know
how they affect the recovery rates. Another aspect is in
how we sample the public query logs to generate smaller
more tractable logs. We considered different strategies and
opted for uniform sampling but, again, one could consider
other ways to sample.

7.1.1. The IKK Attacks [38], [73]. Given the attacks’
quadratic costs in the number of keywords, evaluating
them on TAIR was infeasible so we only considered AOL.

IKK did not work in any of our settings. This stands
in contrast to previous results which showed high recovery
rates but assuming almost full knowledge of the data [12],
[73] on small datasets. The best recovery rate we observed
was less than 15%; even with full knowledge of the data
and in the A-H setting (all users, high frequency), which is
the least realistic setting. We stopped the attack’s annealing

4. We limited evaluations to 25 per user due to the computational
overhead incurred by some attacks. As an instance, the COUNT V.2 attack
took one day to complete a single iteration for 5 users.

5. For ease of exposition, we mainly focus on these two parameters,
but we also varied the type of the query sampling, the query repetition,
or the length of the query log.

process after it ran for 48 hours. We attribute this to a
large search space, since the DETIKK [73] attack—which
has a reduced number of states—does not suffer from this
in the high-frequency setting (cf. Fig. 3). This evaluation
suggests that DETIKK may only work in practical settings
with high known-data rates.

7.1.2. The Count Attack [12]. Like IKK, COUNT V.2 is
also quadratic in the number of keywords so we only ran
it on the AOL query log.

In our evaluations, COUNT V.2 succeeded in all of our
settings but using full knowledge of the data. Without full
knowledge, it only succeeded in the A-H setting with a
recovery rate of 63% based on a 30% known-data rate.
Here, the query frequency had a mean of 5 707. This
aligns with the results stated in [9]. However, we observed
that without full knowledge of the data, COUNT V.2
failed to achieve adequate recovery rates. For example, in
the S-L setting, it achieved 8% recovery rate even with
knowledge of 90% of the data (cf. Fig. 3 for more data
points). Similarly to IKK, this suggests that COUNT V.2
may require very high known-data rates in more practical
settings.

7.1.3. The BKM Attacks [9]. The BKM attacks were
efficient enough to evaluate on all of our query logs.
The SUBGRAPH framework. Against our private
dataset (Fig. 1), both attacks did surprisingly well. For the
email case, more than 18.75% of the real-world queries are
recovered with knowledge of only 5% of the data.6 Though
the private dataset had a very small number of users, we
did observe that the recovery rates of the Subgraph attacks
on the Gmail data were very consistent across users and
always greater than 18.75%. On the Drive dataset, the
attacks achieved a much lower recovery rate with low
known-data rates; however when 35% of the data is known,
both attacks recovered half the queries.

In the public data setting (Fig. 3), both SUBGRAPH
attacks also achieve non-trivial recovery rates. For high-
frequency queries, SUBGRAPHVL achieves very high
recovery rates almost independently of the known-data
rate and of whether the queries come from a single user or
aggregated users. SUBGRAPHID, however, has a slightly
lower but still significant recovery rate: 86% in the S-H
setting for AOL with known-data rate of 10%. For low-
frequency queries (.-L), both attacks still perform well for
an average frequency as low as 4.85 (cf. Fig. 7 in App. D).
For frequency 1, however, we found that SUBGRAPHVL
does not work at all, while SUBGRAPHID can still correctly
recover queries at a low but significant rate (cf. Fig. 3). This
is in contrast to the original evaluation of the attack [9],
where queries with frequency 1 (sampled from the data
collection) could not be recovered. This again illustrates
the value of using real-world query logs for evaluations
as it can uncover new settings in which existing attacks
work.

In Fig. 2, the queries are fully sampled from the query
logs and we allow for repeated queries. We noticed that: (1)
the variance of the recovery rate increases; and (2) the
recovery rate of SUBGRAPH is reduced by about 40% if

6. Given that email data often contains public information such as
updates and spam, we consider a 5% known-data rate to be realistic.
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Table 5: Normalized mean errors on the entire SDSS
query logs. The collection is sampled 25× uniformly at
random with size n = 104 (n = 103 for APA and ARR).

Instance GKKNO AVALUE ARR ARR-OR APA-ORBT APA-ORABT

SDSS-S 0.413 0.432 0.473 0.249 0.242 0.239
SDSS-M 0.408 0.435 0.287 0.128 0.242 0.240
SDSS-L 0.417 0.456 0.286 0.141 0.241 0.242

we allow for repeated queries. Both attacks achieve lower
minimum recovery rates—around 40% for 10% known-
data rate—whereas their median recovery rate drops to
similar levels for all known-data rates if queries repeat.
We can see that the recovery rate is affected by full
sampling and repeated queries but remains significant in
all cases. The attacks also work slightly better even with
lower known-data rates on AOL compared to our private
datasets (Fig. 1). A possible intuition why these attacks
may work better than others is that they rely on atomic
leakage concerning individual documents.
Total volume attacks. Compared to the SUBGRAPH at-
tacks, the VOLAN and the SELVOLAN attacks achieved
significantly lower recovery rates in the private data
setting. More precisely, they only achieved 20% recovery
rate on the GMail dataset even with 75% known-data
rate (see Fig. 1).

We also noticed that the attacks did poorly in the
public setting considered in Fig. 3. For high-frequency
queries, they needed almost perfect knowledge of the data
to achieve an adequate recovery rate. Specifically, at least
70% of the data needs to be known in order to recover
more than 7% of the queries in the S-H setting. For very
low frequencies, none of the attacks worked with less than
100% known-data rate. Therefore, based on our datasets,
we only consider them to pose a risk for very high known-
data rates.

7.2. Range Attacks

We ran our evaluation against the numerical datasets
described in §6.2. Our results are summarized in Tab. 5
and Fig. 4. Similar to our keyword attack evaluation (§7.1),
we first describe the main parameters that impact accuracy
as well as our experimental setting, and then proceed to a
high-level description of our results.
Query distribution. This captures how a user queries its
own dataset. For the SDSS dataset, we were fortunate to
have access to both the query log and its corresponding
data collection. For datasets with no available query log,
we had to consider synthetic query distributions. Previ-
ously considered query distributions include the uniform
distribution and instances of the beta distribution [53], [54].
Given that none of these distributions are supported by
real-world query logs, we introduce a new distribution
we call the truncated Zipf distribution which has some
of the basic properties of the distributions we observed
in SDSS (cf. App. C.2.3). To summarize, this distribution
is a variant of the standard Zipf(a, N) distribution where
we fix a to be 5. It also has two additional parameters:
the maximum width B, and the fraction f. The former
removes any range that has width larger than B, and the
latter ensures that only a fraction f of possible ranges
occur. We denote this new variant of the Zipf distribution
TZipf(B, f). We varied both B and f and found that B can

have a significant impact on recovery rates. Thus, in our
evaluation we present results for both (relatively) small
and large B, and set f to be small but large enough to
give us a meaningful query space.
Amount of queries. For the SDSS dataset, we did not
sample the query logs and, instead, used them in their
entirety, see Tab. 3. For the other numerical datasets,
however, we sampled 102 to 105 queries with replacement.
Characteristics of the data. The datasets we use and
that are described in §6, have different characteristics
and properties which allows us to assess attacks in dif-
ferent scenarios. We recall some of their basic properties
here (more details are provided in App. C.2.1): the medical
dataset, MIMIC, and the insurance dataset, Insurance,
are skewed towards low values with just a few high-
value outliers so we refer to them as uneven distributions,
whereas entries in the human resources dataset, Salaries,
and the sales dataset, Sales, are spread more evenly across
the domain range so we refer to them as even distributions.
Data density and size. Other basic properties are the
size of a dataset and the density of an attribute/column
of dataset. The size refers to the number of records in
the collection and the density of an attribute/column is
the ratio of unique values in the attribute/column over its
domain size. We recall that the medical dataset MIMIC-T4
is much more dense than the other datasets.
Experimental setting. Contrary to the keyword attacks
we evaluated which were all query recovery attacks, the
range attacks we consider are all data recovery attacks.
To measure success, we use a normalized mean absolute
error. This error is a distance measure equal to the mean of
the normalized differences between the true and recovered
values. For count reconstruction attacks, we compute the
error between the sorted values, i.e., independent of the
order. To make this difference clear and comparable to
all attacks (disregarding order information), we add the
suffix -OR in the plots for these cases. As a reference,
an error close to 0.5 means that the attack does not work,
while one close to 0 is synonymous to a practical attack.
Every attack is evaluated several times and we report the
mean, maximum, and minimum error.

7.2.1. The (G)LMP Attacks [32], [55]. As expected,
the LMP [55] attacks were successful on MIMIC-T4,
which is dense, under uniform queries. The attacks were
also successful on MIMIC-T4 with queries sampled from
a truncated Zipf and they achieved very small error
rates (e.g., LMP-RK achieves a 0.0003 error rate). If the
attacks output the reflection, the error is significantly larger.
Based on our experiments, as predicted, we consider LMP
as risky if the data is dense.

The GLMP [32] attack, which is a count-reconstruction
attack, achieved perfect recovery on MIMIC-T4 if we
disregard density.7 This occurred with 105 queries from a
truncated Zipf distribution with B = 73 and f = 0.2.

7.2.2. The GJW Attacks [34]. With the exception of
the Salaries case, both GJW-BASIC and GJW-MISSING
aborted due to infeasible search spaces. More precisely,

7. Running the attack on a collection that has been made completely
dense by removing values that do not occur from the collection’s universe.
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for Salaries, the recovered counts were always completely
incorrect when queries are sampled from TZipf, and
while the correct counts were uncovered for a uniform
distribution for 105 queries, they were assigned to the
wrong values due to the low density.

7.2.3. Approximate Reconstruction Attacks [33].
Though the GENKKNO and APPROXVAL attacks of [33]
were designed to work with uniform queries, we still evalu-
ated them using our SDSS data collections and query logs.
As expected, they failed to recover any meaningful data,
achieving an error of at least 0.41 (cf. Tab. 5). However, and
perhaps surprisingly, we did find that both attacks achieved
significant recovery rates when queries were sampled from
the truncated Zipf distribution (cf. Fig. 4).

We identified two settings where GENKKNO succeeds
with a truncated Zipf: (1) when it has relatively large B;
and (2) when the data is skewed towards lower values as is
the case in MIMIC and Insurance, where it even succeeds
for a small B. Note that there was an exception to (1)
which was when we evaluated it on the Sales dataset.
Generally, we believe (1) holds because queries with large
width are more likely to cover values close to one of the
endpoints (1 or N ), which is required to determine the
global reflection (i.e., whether the value belongs to the
first or second N/2-half of the domain).8 For (2), we
believe that the skewness of the values in a dataset helps
to easily determine one of the endpoints, and therefore the
global reflection. This is not the case for Sales, where
the probability of hitting any value is almost uniform, as
seen by an error larger than 0.4 for B = 100.

The same holds for APPROXVAL, under the additional
condition that specific values have to be present in the
collection. Namely, the attack assumes that at least one
value in the dataset is in the range [0.2N, 0.3N ] or its
reflection to find its anchor. Though this is true for all data
collections, the fraction of such records is much lower
for MIMIC-PC (0.03%) and MIMIC-CEA (0.4%) than the
others (≥ 2.9%), which are exactly the cases where it
has much worse and unpredictable performance compared
to GENKKNO with a maximum error equal to 0.49 for
5 000 queries, see Fig. 4.

7.2.4. The KPT Attacks [53], [54]. Contrary to the
previous attacks, these attacks achieved low error rates
on the SDSS data and queries but were computation-
ally demanding since they have to solve non-convex or
nonlinear optimization problems with solution size n + 1.
This computational overhead also meant we could not
evaluate them on our MIMIC datasets. We also had to
rely on SciPy [78] instead of the original MATLAB
optimization to meet our open-source goals (cf. §5). In the
following, we give more details on attack performance.
ARR and ARR-OR. ARR-OR reconstructs with error
rate 0.15 in almost all of our settings but standard encrypted
ranges schemes do not leak the order [19], [21]. In
our experiments, ARR only came close to ARR-OR’s
performance when queries were sampled from truncated
Zipf distributions with large B.
APA. Since APA [54] is parameterized by the underlying
range scheme, we show results for the state-of-the-art

8. This is not the case for the SDSS logs, also diminishing accuracy.

schemes [21] and [19]. Although APA only achieves an
error rate of about 0.24 on the SDSS data collection and
queries, it performs well on other datasets and with various
query amounts and query widths. It is sensitive, however,
to the data distribution. In particular, while it achieves an
error rate of 0.06 on Salaries and of 0.15 on Sales, it
had an error rate of 0.45 on Insurance.

8. Conclusions
In this work, we described LEAKER, a new framework

to implement and evaluate leakage attacks on real-world
data collections and query logs. We hope that LEAKER
will enable the community to easily implement, indepen-
dently evaluate, and compare current and future attacks
and countermeasures. Additional evaluations on more data
would also be valuable in our opinion. We then used
our framework to re-evaluate the major leakage attacks
for keyword and range queries. The implications of our
evaluation are as follows.
Keyword search. The IKK [38] and COUNT [12] attacks
did not work as well on our datasets whereas the SUB-
GRAPH attacks of [9] performed surprisingly well even in
settings with low known-data rates, and on low-frequency
queries on small private datasets. This contradicts previous
intuitions that SUBGRAPH attacks might not work as
well on real-world data [9]. As a consequence, we view
SUBGRAPH attacks as practical even for low-frequency
keywords and therefore recommend schemes that hide the
response identity and response length patterns in such
settings (for example, building on [6], [9], [25], [31],
[36], [46], [47], [68] for various structures). Compared
to the other attacks, SUBGRAPH relies on atomic leakage
of individual documents, and our evaluations strengthen
the intuition that such leakage might be more risky. Our
results also confirm the conclusions of [9] that the VOLAN
and SELVOLAN attacks (which exploit the total volume
and response length patterns) could pose some risk for
known-data rates ≥ 75%.
Range search. In contrast to keyword search, our evalua-
tions uncovered many subtleties in the case of range search.
As expected—since many range attacks are designed to
work for specific query distributions—the only attack to
succeed on all of our real-world datasets was ARR-OR
which requires leakage of the response identity, the query
equality and the order. Standard encrypted range schemes,
however, do not leak the order [19], [21].

If range queries have large width or if they are skewed
towards the end points, we found that leaking the response
identity is risky because the GENKKNO attack was
successful. If, in addition, the query equality is also leaked
then we found that the ARR attack was also successful.
We found that leaking the response length and the query
equality on evenly distributed data could be risky in light
of the APA [54] attack. However, our experiments showed
that attacks that solely rely on the response length rarely
worked on our datasets.
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Appendix A.
ARR with Repeating Values

Agnostic Reconstruction Range (ARR) [53] can be
slightly modified in order to also cover the case of repeating
values, i.e., a non-injective mapping from records to
values [53]. This can be achieved by allowing the distance
between values to be 0 and requires a deviation from
the original pseudocode of [53] since the employed error
function would be undefined if a distance of 0 was to be
used. Concretely, for finding the distance Li = ei − ei−1

between ordered data collection entries ei and ei−1, an
error function E between pairs Li, Lj , j > i and the
support size L̂i,j estimating Li,j = Li · Lj is used
for finding the minimum solutions Li, Lj , thereby re-
constructing the (ordered) data collection. The original
error function E2(Li, Lj) = log(Li)+ log(Lj)− log(L̂i,j)
stems from a logarithmic transform of products into sums,
allowing for an efficient representation of the optimization
problem with a convex, linear function. However, this
prevents a solution Li to be 0, thus assuming no repeated
values. We therefore use E1(Li, Lj) = (Li · Lj − L̂i,j),
which was introduced in [53], as the error function to
cover the more general and realistic case of repeated
values occurring in the data collection. Additionally, the
default value for lengths needs to be set to 0 rather
than 1. Changing the error function also results in a new
optimization problem, which is not convex in general.
As a result of the more complex optimization problem,
we noticed increased runtimes and attacking our MIMIC
instances became infeasible (cf. §7.2.4).

Appendix B.
LEAKER Code

We provide example LEAKER implementations in List-
ings 1 and 2.

Appendix C.
Additional Data Information

C.1. Alternate Sources and Pre-Processing

Search engines. There are other query logs we could
have used, including from the Excite [40], Yandex [83],
and Sogou [58], [75] search engines or from Yahoo!
Answers [82] or the TREC session track [65]. We preferred
the AOL dataset, however, due to its large size and the
fact that it comes divided by user.

The AOL query log contains queries issued between
March 1st and May 31st, 2006. We discarded the 1 000
most active users from the data because they appeared
to be bots. Also, 67 383 of the 2.9M keywords of the
AOL query log can be found in the data collection which
provides us with a large dataset.
Genetic. The TAIR query log contains all queries issued
between January 1st, 2012 and April 30th, 2013 and
is associated with user sessions. To obtain the TAIR
data collection state at the time of the queries, we use
the Araport11 release [69] together with the TAIR 2013
update data [70]. Out of the 650k queries, 5 272 can
be found in the collection, giving us a sufficiently large
dataset9.
Scientific data. We also identified SQLShare [39] as a
potential dataset. It contains a range of scientific mea-
surements by physicists, biologists and social scientists.
However, after integrating it and analyzing the query logs
we found very few range queries; a total of 12. We therefore
discarded this dataset, though it could prove useful in the
future if more relevant queries are added.
Census data. The SPARTA project [62] includes data
and SQL query generation based on census data. We did
not use this in our work, as the queries are generated
randomly to fit desired response lengths, but we believe
this could potentially be useful in other evaluation scenarios
that require the generation of relational queries.

C.2. Statistical Analysis

We used LEAKER to analyze the datasets of §6 and
describe relevant statistical insights here.

C.2.1. Data Distributions. Fig. 5 shows the frequencies
of values for the datasets that we can display without
violating access restrictions. Notice that Insurance has a
significant skew towards low values, with values greater
than 10 000 out of a maximum of N = 25 425 being very
rare outliers (8 out of 886). We note that this is also the
case in all MIMIC data, in that most entries have a low

9. We attribute the low size of the intersection between query and data
to the missing publications and people datasets, which have not been
released for download.
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Listing 1: Slightly simplified example of LEAKER code for implementing the basic count attack (Algorithm 1 of [12])
using co leakage.

1 class BasicCount(KeywordAttack):
2 def __init__(self, known_data_collection):
3 # Set up self._known_keywords the set of known keywords, self._known_coocc the known

↪→ co-occurence matrix, and _known_unique_rlens mapping unique rlens to known keywords.
4

5 @classmethod
6 def required_leakage(cls):
7 return [CoOccurrence()]
8

9 def _known_response_length(self, keyword):
10 #rlen is the diagonal of co matrix
11 return self._known_coocc.co_occurrence(keyword, keyword)
12

13 def __initialize_known_queries(self, queries, rlens):
14 return {i: self._known_unique_rlens[rlens[i]] for i, _ in enumerate(queries) if rlens[i]

↪→ in self._known_unique_rlens}
15

16 def recover(self, data_collection, queries):
17 coocc = self.required_leakage()[0](data_collection, queries)
18 rlens = [coocc[i][i] for i, _ in enumerate(queries)]
19

20 known_queries = self.__initialize_known_queries(queries, rlens)
21

22 while True:
23 unknown_queries = [i for i, _ in enumerate(queries) if i not in known_queries]
24 old_size = len(known_queries)
25 for i in unknown_queries:
26 candidate_keywords = [k for k in self._known_keywords if k not in

↪→ known_queries.values() and rlens[i] == self._known_response_length(k)]
27 for s in candidate_keywords[:]:
28 for j, k in known_queries.items():
29 if coocc[i][j] != self._known_coocc.co_occurrence(s, k):
30 candidate_keywords.remove(s)
31 break
32 if len(candidate_keywords) == 1:
33 known_queries[i] = candidate_keywords[0]
34 if old_size >= len(known_queries):
35 break
36

37 uncovered = []
38 for i, _ in enumerate(queries):
39 if i in known_queries:
40 uncovered.append(known_queries[i])
41 else:
42 uncovered.append("")
43

44 return uncovered

Salaries Sales Insurance

Figure 5: Frequencies of numerical dataset values.

value: for MIMIC-T4, only 301 out of 8 058 entries have
a value greater than 20 out of a maximum of N = 73;
for MIMIC-PC only 9 out of 7 709 entries have value
greater than 500 out of a maximum of N = 2684; and
for MIMIC-CEA only 25 out of 2 844 entries have value

greater than 2 500 out of a maximum of N = 9978.
In contrast, this is clearly not the case for Salaries

and Sales, where no such skew is noticeable in Fig. 5.
Since we notice that different attacks behave very dif-
ferently according to whether this skew exists (cf. §7),
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Listing 2: Simple example of LEAKER code for implementing the co pattern (without pre-computation and caching).

1 class CoOccurrence(LeakagePattern):
2 def leak(self, data_collection, queries):
3 doc_ids = {q: map(lambda doc: doc.id(), data_collection(q)) for q in queries}
4 return [[len([i for i in doc_ids[qp] if i in doc_ids[q]]) for qp in queries] for q in

↪→ queries]

SDSS-M SDSS-L Zipf distribution (a = 5) restricted
to 0.002% of all queries

Figure 6: Query frequency distribution of SDSS query logs on the PhotoObjAll.dec collection (here scaled by ×105; N =
10 455 488) as well as an artificial Zipf distribution on a random collection with N = 104.

we call the former case with the skew an uneven data
distribution in our potential general risk factors (cf. §4),
and consequently we denote the latter case as an even data
distribution.

C.2.2. Keyword data – Frequency distribution. The
frequency of queries has been identified as the main attack
performance metric [9], [73] and, therefore, we analyzed
the frequency distribution of queries issued in real-world
systems. In particular, [9] already noted that keyword data
usually follows the Pareto principle, i.e., the probability
mass function is heavy-tailed with the bulk of the keywords
appearing in a few documents. This was used by [9] to
argue that, because most keywords appear in the tail with
a low occurrence, most queries might have a very low
frequency as well. A similar argument for low-frequency
keywords in real-world queries can be found in [73]. Being
able to see which keywords are queried in real systems for
the first time, we noted that this is not the case for any of
our data sources: The queries are usually not from the tail
of the data distribution and have a high frequency (a mean
of 1 804 for AOL, 2 023 for TAIR and 326 for GMail).
Only Drive has a mean query frequency of 11.2, which
was considered as pseudo-low by [9]. We conclude that,
in our evaluations, users are not interested in querying
keywords of a low frequency and conjecture that they may
rely on the system’s ranking to obtain the desired results.

Additionally, we investigated if the activity of a user
has an effect on their queries’ frequencies, but found
no correlation between number of queries and mean
frequency (Pearson correlation of about 0.1 for TAIR
and 0.014 for AOL).

C.2.3. Range data – Query distribution. The core of
range attack analysis has been the query distribution. The
heavily-used uniform distribution is an unlikely case in the
real world, and while specific parametrizations of the beta

(family) distribution were considered [53], [54] and already
provide important insights, these do not have any empirical
basis. Using real query logs (cf. §6.2), we investigated two
major factors of query distributions: query frequencies and
their widths.

We plot frequencies of all possible queries for SDSS-
M and SDSS-L in Fig. 6 as well as a comparable Zipf
distribution. The case of SDSS-S does not need to be
plotted, as queries only appear once or twice. The Zipf
distribution has a probability mass function of

p(k) =
k−a

ζ(a)
,

where ζ is the Riemann Zeta function and a is the shape
parameter. This means that an element’s frequency is
inversely proportional to its rank among all elements
according to decreasing frequency. From Fig. 6, we de-
duced that queries are roughly sampled according to a
Zipf distribution, but this only holds for a tiny fraction of
queries.

We also looked at the query widths and found that they
are fixed: SDSS-S either has a width of 113 or 112, while
sizes range between 161 and 173 for SDSS-M and 51
and 61 for SDSS-L.

Based on these empirical observations, we considered
a new kind of query distribution in our experiments for
data without query logs, where queries are distributed
according to Zipf, but, in contrast to [53], [54], they are
restricted to specific widths and a fraction of possible
queries before the probabilities are assigned. However,
since this analysis was confined to one specific case, it
might not be representative. While we consider a large
fraction of possible queries missing as intuitive, the fixed-
sized widths might be unique to SDSS and we expect more
variable widths in other cases. We thus varied the upper
bound of widths in our experiments. For some attacks, a
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Figure 7: X-Y attack evaluations against AOL and TAIR. All evaluations are 5× 5, except for 3× 3 evaluations done
for COUNT V.2. 150 queries are drawn for each of the most active users (single user setting; S) without replacement
according to their query frequency from the 500 most (H) or least (L) frequent queries in the query log that are also
contained in the partial knowledge, respectively. The resulting mean frequency is given by freq(Q).

large upper bound (close to N ) has been identified as a
risk factor (cf. §7).

Appendix D.
Additional Evaluations for Most Active Users

We show further evaluations of the AOL and TAIR
datasets in Fig. 7 for the single user setting using five
users with the highest activity. Note that the results are not
significantly different to the least active users case in Fig. 3
in §7.1. This confirms our statistical analysis that activity
does not influence the frequency of queries (cf. App. C.2).
Further, we note an anomaly of a low amount of unique
queries for AOL’s most active users, resulting in equal
query spaces for highest and lowest frequency.
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A Comment on Privacy-Preserving Scalar
Product Protocols as proposed in ”SPOC”

Thomas Schneider and Amos Treiber

Abstract—Privacy-preserving scalar product (PPSP) protocols are an important building block for secure computation tasks in various
applications. Lu et al. (TPDS’13) introduced a PPSP protocol that does not rely on cryptographic assumptions and that is used in a wide
range of publications to date. In this comment paper, we show that Lu et al.’s protocol is insecure and should not be used. We describe
specific attacks against it and, using impossibility results of Impagliazzo and Rudich (STOC’89), show that it is inherently insecure and
cannot be fixed without relying on at least some cryptographic assumptions.

Index Terms—Privacy-Preserving Scalar Product Protocols, Secure Computation, Oblivious Transfer

F

1 INTRODUCTION

THE SCALAR product is a fundamental operation in linear
algebra that is used in a variety of fields, e.g., serving as

the basis of deep neural networks, biometric characterization,
or computer graphics. Suppose two parties P0 and P1 with
respective input vectors~a and~bwant to securely compute the
scalar product~a·~b =

∑n
i=1 aibi such that P0 obtains the result

~a·~b without revealing anything else about~b to P0 or anything
about ~a to P1. This secure two-party computation of the scalar
product is an important building block for preserving privacy
in many applications. In 2013, Lu et al. [1] proposed a privacy-
preserving scalar product (PPSP) protocol in their paper
titled “SPOC: A Secure and Privacy-Preserving Opportunistic
Computing Framework for Mobile-Healthcare Emergency”.
This protocol relies on “multi-party random masking and
polynomial aggregation techniques” [2], where absolutely
no public-key cryptography is used. In fact, their protocol
does not make any cryptographic assumptions at all and the
authors claim that it achieves information-theoretic security.
As shown in [2], the protocol is much faster than public-
key based protocols using homomorphic encryption. Since
then, this protocol has been and is still used in many
privacy-preserving solutions, e.g., [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8],
[9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20],
including support vector machines [17], facial expression
classification [9], medical pre-diagnosis [18], and speaker
verification [10], [11].

In this comment paper, we present devastating attacks
against the original [1] and subsequent [2] versions of Lu
et al.’s protocol. Our attacks fully break privacy and show
that the protocol should not be used in applications. Before
presenting our concrete attacks in §3, we first show in §2
why Lu et al.’s protocol is inherently insecure and can only
be fixed if at least some public-key cryptography is used.

• Thomas Schneider and Amos Treiber are members of the Cryptography and
Privacy Engineering Group (ENCRYPTO) at TU Darmstadt, Germany.
E-Mail: {schneider, treiber}@encrypto.cs.tu-darmstadt.de

©2019 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. Permission from
IEEE must be obtained for all other uses, including reprinting/republishing
this material for advertising or promotional purposes, collecting new collected
works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or reuse of any copyrighted
component of this work in other works.

2 LU ET AL.’S PROTOCOL CANNOT BE SECURE

A fundamental issue with privacy-preserving tasks is that
the absence of attacks does not guarantee privacy. To assure
the privacy of new protocols, a formal proof of security is
needed. Using established simulation-based security notions,
such proofs show that only what can be computed from a
priori information can be learned by executing the protocol.
In this section, we will show that Lu et al.’s protocol cannot
be secure under the established security notions.

2.1 Formalizing Secure Two-Party Computation
Formally, the secure two-party computation (STPC) of a
function f(a, b) on inputs a from P0 and b from P1 by a pro-
tocol Π is defined by a simulator S = (S1, S2) that simulates
the views of the parties participating in Π [21, chapter 7]:

{S0(a, f(a, b))}a,b
c≈ {viewΠ

0 (a, b)}a,b and

{S1(b, f(a, b))}a,b
c≈ {viewΠ

1 (a, b)}a,b,

where
c≈ denotes computational indistinguishability. Si∈{0,1}

is computationally (ploynomial-time) bounded and needs
to simulate viewΠ

i , which contains all incoming messages
received by Pi during the execution of Π. If such a simulator
exists, then the protocol is considered secure because every-
thing that can be learned from participating in the protocol
({viewΠ

i (a, b)}a,b) can also be learned by information that is
known to the party anyway (Si sees either the input a or b
and the output f(a, b)). Conversely, if no such simulator
exists, then the distribution generated by any S can be
distinguished from the distribution of the views of the
protocol execution, meaning that a party observing the
view reveals more information than just knowing its own
input and the output. This is the established notion and the
de facto standard to model secure computation tasks for
privacy-preserving solutions. Thus, in order to ensure the
security of a protocol, a security proof of indistinguishability
is needed [22]. The model we are concerned with here is in
the context of semi-honest (or passive) security, where P0 and
P1 honestly follow the protocol but try to learn additional
information.
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Fig. 1. Relations of privacy-preserving scalar product (PPSP), oblivious
transfer (OT), secure two-party computation (STPC), symmetric key
exchange (SKE), and one-way functions (OWF). The black box separation
between “public-key” and “symmetric cryptography” shows that SKE
cannot be based on OWF [23]. Therefore, a PPSP protocol has to be
based on public-key cryptographic assumptions.

In the above definition, it suffices to show that one party
can distinguish between different inputs of the other party
based on the observed execution of a protocol to break its
privacy. For instance, in our specific attacks against Lu et al.’s
privacy-preserving protocol (cf. §3.2), we will show that P0

can distinguish between different inputs of P1 regardless of
the output, thereby learning more than the minimal amount
of information implied by the input and the output. Because
this additional information is hard to specify and highly
depends on the use case, protocols where this distinction is
possible are considered insecure.

2.2 A secure PPSP Protocol has to rely on Crypto-
graphic Hardness Assumptions

In the following, we will put Lu et al.’s PPSP protocol
in relation to well-established cryptographic primitives,
showing that PPSP has to rely on public-key cryptography.
A summary of these relations can be found in Figure 1.

More precisely, PPSP is closely related to a primitive
called oblivious transfer (OT). In OT, a party P0 inputs a
choice bit b and P1 inputs two bits (x0, x1). P0 receives
xb as output without learning any information about x1−b
and without revealing any information about b to P1. OT
is a strong primitive that implies many more fundamental
cryptographic building blocks such as STPC [24].

Of course, STPC can be used to realize PPSP and known
and secure PPSP protocols usually rely on STPC based on
homomorphic encryption or OT [25]. Since OT implies STPC,
it follows that OT implies PPSP. Conversely, the existence
of a PPSP protocol would imply OT, as OT is just a special
case of PPSP where ~a = (b, b) and ~b = (x0, x1). Therefore,
PPSP is equivalent to OT and requires the same assumptions
required for OT like, e.g., public-key cryptography, noisy
channels, or hardware tokens.

OT can also be used to implement symmetric key ex-
change (SKE) [26], [27]. Impagliazzo and Rudich [23] proved
that a black-box reduction of SKE to one-way functions (the
central building block of symmetric cryptography) would
imply P 6= NP . This means that SKE and thus OT very likely
require at least some complexity-theoretic assumptions of
public-key cryptography, as otherwise a proof of P 6= NP
would be found. As such, all PPSP protocols that rely
solely on symmetric cryptography or make no cryptographic
hardness assumptions at all (like Lu et al.’s protocol) must
be flawed.

P0

~a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ Znq

P1

~b = (b1, . . . , bn) ∈ Znq

Step 1: (performed by P0) Given security parameters k1, k2, k3, k4 choose a k1-bit prime p and
a k2-bit prime α. Add an+1 = an+2 = 0. Choose random s ∈ Zp and random k3-bit c1, . . . , cn+2.

Then, for i ∈ {1, . . . , n+ 2} let Ci =

{
s·ci mod p ai = 0

s·(α · ai + ci) mod p ai 6= 0

send α, p, C1, . . . , Cn+2

Step 2: (performed by P1) Add bn+1 = bn+2 = 0 and choose random k4-bit r1, . . . , rn+2.

For i ∈ {1, . . . , n+ 2} let Di =

{
ri·Ci mod p bi = 0

bi · α · Ci mod p bi 6= 0

send D =
∑n+2
i=1 Di mod p

Step 3: (performed by P0) Compute E = s−1·D mod p. Output ~a ·~b = E−(E mod α2)
α2 .

Fig. 2. Lu et al.’s PPSP protocol [1] with the extensions of [2] (underlined).

3 LU ET AL.’S PROTOCOL IS INSECURE

Lu et al.’s PPSP protocol first appeared in [1] as a sub-
protocol in a privacy-preserving healthcare framework and
was later extended in [2] by introducing fixes to preserve pri-
vacy. The protocol is shown in Figure 2, with the extensions
of [2] underlined. Before presenting our specific attacks, we
briefly outline how the protocol works.

3.1 How the Protocol is supposed to work

Correctness stems from the observation that
E =

∑
ai 6=0,bi 6=0 aibiα

2 +
∑
ai=0,bi 6=0 biciα +∑

ai 6=0,bi=0 ri(aiα + ci) +
∑
ai=0,bi=0 rici and

therefore E mod α2 contains all addends that are not
multiples of α2, i.e., all addends except

∑
ai 6=0,bi 6=0 aibiα

2.

Thus, ~a · ~b = E−(E mod α2)
α2 under the constraint that∑

ai 6=0,bi 6=0 aibiα
2 +

∑
ai=0,bi 6=0 biciα+

∑
ai 6=0,bi=0 ri(aiα+

ci) +
∑
ai=0,bi=0 rici < p and

∑
ai=0,bi 6=0 biciα +∑

ai 6=0,bi=0 ri(aiα + ci) +
∑
ai=0,bi=0 rici < α2. To

make the analysis of our attacks easier, we translate the latter
inequality onto the corresponding bit-length parameters,
resulting in the following conditions necessary for correctness:

log2 n+ log2 q + k3 < k2, (1a)
log2 n+ log2 q + k4 < k2, (1b)

log2 n+ k3 + k4 < 2k2. (1c)

A violation of any of the above inequalities would result
in the protocol being incorrect for some or even all inputs.
The parameters used for randomly masking the inputs, k3

and k4, are both set to 128 to allow for a randomness
source of 128-bit. As a result of the above constraints when
assuming an input space of n = q = 232, the parameters are
set to k1 = 512 and k2 = 200 in [2] to ensure correctness.
Similar assumptions can be found in the original protocol [1].

The protocol’s security is entirely based on masking
values with random addends or factors. In the first step, P0

masks all values Ci by multiplying with s. For ai = 0, just
a random ci is masked, while a random ci added to α · ai
is masked otherwise. The intention behind s and all ci is to
hide any information about ai and, indeed, it is impossible
to distinguish between different ai based on the uniform
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distribution from which all ci are drawn. α and p serve
no security purpose but ensure correctness. In step 2, P1

either randomizes Ci by multiplying with the random ri or
it just multiplies bi · α to Ci. The supposed idea here is that,
because bn+1 = bn+2 = 0,

∑
i Ci is randomized by the ad-

dends rn+1 ·Cn+1 and rn+2 ·Cn+2. Thus it seems that different
values of D from different ~b should not be distinguishable.
There exist some proof sketches of the protocols in [1], [2] and
some of the works building on them. The security analyses
do not rely on the established indistinguishability-based
security notions presented in §2.1, but instead make use of
ad-hoc security notions that are based around the principle
that the input cannot be reconstructed. Below, we will present
specific distinguishing attacks that even allow P0 to check
whether P1’s input is a candidate ~b. This obviously violates
privacy and shows that contrary to the established primitives,
the ad-hoc security definitions used for the proofs do not
capture any useful sense of privacy.

3.2 Our Specific Attacks
One can immediately see why the original protocol of [1]
is broken: D =

∑
bi=0 Ci +

∑
bi 6=0 bi · α · Ci. Since D is

completely deterministic and depends only on α,Ci, and ~b,
party P0 can easily distinguish different values of ~b because
it knows α and all Ci. For instance, for ~b = ~0, P1 will
return

∑n
i=1 Ci whereas for ~b′ = (1, 0, . . . , 0), P1 will return

α · C1 +
∑n
i=2 Ci. This attack works for any value of ~a.

3.2.1 Attack on the fixed Protocol for ~a = ~0

The above vulnerability was fixed in [2] by introducing
random addends to D via bn+1 = bn+2 = 0. Operations
based on public-key cryptography still do not appear in the
protocol. Thus, the security of this version is implausible
as well (cf. §2.2). Indeed, we found another attack that can
distinguish different ~b. At first, we consider this attack for
the case of ~a = ~0, because then the output of the ideal
functionality is equal to 0 and yields no knowledge about ~b.
In that case, the ability to distinguish any distinct ~b clearly
demonstrates that information about the inputs is leaked.
Using the following strategy, P0 can distinguish between
~b = ~0 and ~b′ = (1, 0, . . . , 0) after computing E in step 3:

If E/α ≈ c1then output guess ~b′, else output guess ~b.

Our attack relies on the different sizes of the parameters
and works because they create a conflict between security
and correctness: to prevent our attack, the parameters have
to be changed in such a way that they violate the correctness
constraints. More specifically, for ~b′, P0 receives E = α · c1 +∑n+2
i=2 rici. In our attack, P0 will compute E/α = c1 +

∑
i rici
α .

Since |c1| = k3 and |
∑

i rici
α | = log2 n+k3 +k4−k2, E/α ≈ c1

except for the log2 n+k3 +k4−k2 least significant bits. Con-
versely, for ~b, P0 receives E =

∑n+2
i=1 rici and thus will only

obtain some |E/α| = log2 n+ k3 + k4 − k2 bit integer. Hence,
to make our distinction impossible, the parameters need to
satisfy at least k3 ≤ log2 n+k3 +k4−k2 ⇔ k2− log2 n ≤ k4,
which violates Equation 1b necessary for correctness.

The attack can also be extended to distinguish between
any ~b by checking whether E/α ≈ ∑

i bici. Similar to the
reasoning above, the attack can only be prevented if at least
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Fig. 3. Correctness of Lu et al.’s protocol [2] (absolute error) for ~b = ~0
and accuracy of our attacks in distinguishing two distinct ~b, ~b′, given for
n = 256, q = 232, k1 = 512, k2 = 200, k3 = 128, and varying k4.
Vectors are created uniformly at random, unless indicated otherwise. As
predicted, the accuracies of our attacks against random ~b, ~b′ drop after
k2 ≤ k4 and 2(k2 + log2 q) − k3 ≤ k4, but at this point the protocol
already produces incorrect results.

k2 ≤ k4, which also violates Equation 1b. Not only does
this break privacy because it allows for distinguishing any ~b,
this also enables an adversary to check whether a suspected
input ~b is the real one.

3.2.2 Attack on the fixed Protocol for any ~a
Even though the previous attack is enough to violate privacy,
we will further show how to adapt it when using any ~a as
input. Knowing its own input ~a and the suspected input~b, P0

just checks whether E/α ≈∑
ai 6=0 aibiα+

∑
ai=0 bici. Anal-

ogously to the analysis in §3.2.1, this distinction could
only fail if |∑ai 6=0 aibiα+

∑
ai=0 bici| ≤ |

∑
ai 6=0,bi=0 rici +∑

ai=0,bi=0
rici
α | which, taking into account Equations 1a

and 1b, requires that 2(k2 + log2 q) − k3 ≤ k4. This would
contradict Equation 1c and therefore violate correctness.

3.2.3 Evaluation
To show the feasibility of our attacks, we implemented them
alongside the protocol. Our implementation shows that for
the parameters used in [2], any user input ~b can easily be
distinguished and even detected by P0. The implementation
is freely available as open source and can be found online
at https://encrypto.de/code/SPOCattack.

We also evaluate the protocol’s correctness as well as the
effectiveness of our attacks depending on varying parameters.
The results are presented in Figure 3 for varying values
of k4 and confirm the contradiction between the protocol’s
correctness and its security. Under the correctness constraints
of Equations 1a, 1b, 1c, all of our attacks are close to 100%
accurate. Conversely, the protocol is entirely correct for these
parameter choices as well. When Equation 1b is broken
with k4 ≥ k2 − log2 q − log2 n, the absolute correctness
error starts to appear and rises rapidly. Shortly after this,
when the accuracy threshold k4 ≥ k2 of our first attack
distinguishing any ~b is passed, its accuracy quickly drops
to the baseline of 50% (the accuracy of randomly guessing
between two ~b). The same occurs after the threshold for our
second distinguishing attack is passed, at which point the
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maximum correctness error of k1 − 2k2 = 112 bit is already
reached. Furthermore, to demonstrate that our attacks even
allow to test for a certain ~b, we also evaluate both attacks by
distinguishing a random ~b from a ~b′ that only differs from ~b
by 1 in one position. Our evaluation shows that, though
the accuracies drop earlier than for random ~b′, these attacks
work for the standard parameters and that therefore a precise
testing and searching for P1’s input is possible. Notably, we
evaluate the correctness for~b = ~0, as Equation 1b comes from
the random addends resulting from all bi = 0. When using
a completely random ~b, the correctness error only starts to
appear at k4 ≥ k2 + 64 = 264 but, since the protocol should
be correct for any input, we display the results for ~b = ~0.

Our implementation establishes that in any application
using the protocol, P0 can check whether P1 has a certain
input (like, e.g., a certain illness in a healthcare application).
Clearly, this is a severe violation of privacy and serves as a
reminder that the security notions used by the protocol’s
security analysis (cf. §3.1) are insufficient and that the
established definitions based on indistinguishability (cf. §2.1)
should be used instead. As outlined in §2.2, similar attacks
will inadvertently still be possible even if additional random-
izations are introduced to prevent these concrete attacks as
long as no cryptographic assumptions are utilized.

4 CONCLUSION

We showed in §2.2 that protocols for the secure two-party
computation of the scalar product imply oblivious transfer.
As a result, such protocols very likely require public-key
cryptography. Lu et al.’s protocol [1], [2] is an example in
academic use today that does not rely on such assumptions
and is thus inherently insecure. Indeed, we found specific
attacks that we have verified with an implementation,
showing that their protocol does not guarantee privacy. With
this comment paper we want to stress that (at least some)
expensive public-key cryptography is necessary for such
protocols and that new protocols should be proven secure in
established formal frameworks to catch such flaws.
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Abstract
In many voice biometrics applications there is a require-

ment to preserve privacy, not least because of the recently en-
forced General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Though
progress in bringing privacy preservation to voice biometrics
is lagging behind developments in other biometrics communi-
ties, recent years have seen rapid progress, with secure com-
putation mechanisms such as homomorphic encryption being
applied successfully to speaker recognition. Even so, the com-
putational overhead incurred by processing speech data in the
encrypted domain is substantial. While still tolerable for sin-
gle biometric comparisons, most state-of-the-art systems per-
form some form of cohort-based score normalisation, requir-
ing many thousands of biometric comparisons. The compu-
tational overhead is then prohibitive, meaning that one must
accept either degraded performance (no score normalisation)
or potential for privacy violations. This paper proposes the
first computationally feasible approach to privacy-preserving
cohort score normalisation. Our solution is a cohort pruning
scheme based on secure multi-party computation which enables
privacy-preserving score normalisation using probabilistic lin-
ear discriminant analysis (PLDA) comparisons. The solution
operates upon binary voice representations. While the bina-
risation is lossy in biometric rank-1 performance, it supports
computationally-feasible biometric rank-n comparisons in the
encrypted domain.
Index Terms: privacy, speaker recognition, score normalisa-
tion, binary keys, secure computation

1. Introduction
Today there is a growing drive to bring privacy preservation to
the realm of speech processing. Following new privacy regu-
lation such as the European GDPR [1], technology to protect
sensitive data, including voice data, is attracting the attention
of researchers and industrial stakeholders alike. Perhaps the
most compelling argument to preserve privacy in speech sig-
nals is because they represent inherently personal and private
information. Examples include paralinguistic and extralinguis-
tic information, attributes and characteristics, e.g., gender, age,
language, dialect, accent, health status, general well-being and
emotional state—and the biometric identity.

This paper concerns the protection of privacy for voice bio-
metric applications, e.g. speaker recognition. Recent years have
seen rapid progress in privacy-preserving speaker recognition,
e.g. [2, 3]. The most recent contribution to the field [4] reported
the first i-vector-based solution using homomorphic encryption
(HE). HE supports computation upon sensitive biometric voice
data in the encrypted domain and is a popular tool for privacy

preservation. However, the computational demands of HE are
prohibitive. This is especially true in the case of speaker recog-
nition systems that employ some form of cohort score normal-
isation. When operating in unconstrained environments cohort
score normalisation is key to performance and is a feature of any
state-of-the-art solution. Unfortunately, cohort score normali-
sation only compounds the computational burden of encryption
since it typically involves many thousands of biometric com-
parisons in the scoring of a single utterance. The scale of the
computational demands are currently a bottleneck to privacy
preservation for speaker recognition.

The work reported in this paper aims to overcome this bot-
tleneck with an alternative, efficient approach to cohort score
normalisation. Using an efficient approach to speaker mod-
elling [5], we propose to replace the speaker representation
used in cohort score normalisation with an alternative binary
key (BK) representation. As a native binary representation, BKs
are readily suited to efficient computation in the encrypted do-
main. The paper shows that the computational overhead of
operating upon encrypted representations can then be reduced
greatly, meaning that probabilistic linear discriminant analysis
(PLDA) comparisons can, for the first time, be performed in the
encrypted domain with realistic computational resources.

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the
related work in privacy-preserving speaker recognition. Sec-
tion 3 describes BK voice representations. Section 4 describes
the proposed efficient cohort pruning scheme using BK rep-
resentations and shows how it can be employed for privacy-
preserving score normalisation. Section 5 presents an experi-
mental validation. Conclusions are provided in Section 6.

2. Preliminaries and Related Work
There is an extensive body of literature concerning the preser-
vation of privacy in biometrics. Unfortunately, most relates not
to speaker recognition, but to other biometric characteristics,
e.g. fingerprint, iris, and face recognition [6, 7]. Whatever the
characteristic, the requirements for effective privacy preserva-
tion are the same. These are outlined in the ISO/IEC 24745
standard [8] which stipulates that biometric information must
be unlinkable (data of protected databases are not relatable), ir-
reversible (neither embeddings nor audio can be recreated from
protected data), and renewable (no biometric voice data needs
to be recaptured to update a privacy-preservation algorithm).

The conventional approach to meet these requirements in-
volves some form of encryption. Since the late 1980s, the focus
of the cryptographic community is secure computation [9, 10],
specifically the evaluation of a function in ways that do not re-
veal any information about the inputs of the involved parties,
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except for the results. Secure computation mechanisms may be
harnessed to retain the functionality of an application without
compromising the privacy of the involved parties. The main
techniques include homomorphic encryption (HE) which en-
ables computations to be carried out on ciphertexts, and secure
multi-party computation (SMPC) which allows interactive com-
putations on data that is secretly shared1 between the parties.2

Recent advances in state-of-the-art implementations of se-
cure computation protocols (cf. [11]) have shown to be efficient
solutions to privacy preservation in a wide variety of applica-
tions [12]. Even so, different solutions offer different levels of
computational complexity. SMPC protocols typically involve
multiple rounds of interaction (communications between par-
ties involved in the secure computation). While not necessarily
requiring interaction, HE usually incurs a higher computational
overhead. It follows that, while deployed secure computation
techniques can be highly efficient and scalable, it depends on
the use case and the employed mechanisms.

Both SMPC and HE have been applied successfully to
privacy-preserving speaker recognition [2, 13, 14, 15, 16]. This
body of work explores privacy preservation in traditional Gaus-
sian mixture model (GMM) and hidden Markov model (HMM)
architectures. Typically, HE is used to hide biometric infor-
mation, while scoring is sometimes performed using SMPC.
The solution reported in [15, 16] preserves privacy in an HMM
framework by storing the corresponding secret shares among
multiple servers, a technique known as outsourced SMPC [17].
Of course, software solutions are not the only approach to pri-
vacy preservation. The work in [18] shows how privacy can
also be preserved by using trusted execution environments such
as the Intel SGX architecture [19].

Recently, in [4], an HE-based solution to privacy preserva-
tion in the form of the Paillier cryptosystem has been applied
to state-of-the-art speaker recognition architectures including
i-vector systems using PLDA. This work shows that a one-
to-one PLDA comparison can be computed in a few hundred
milliseconds, depending on whether the speaker model is also
protected. Unfortunately, while the solution delivers privacy
preservation with no degradation to computational precision, it
does not scale well. Protection of a cohort score normalisation
process which requires many thousands of comparisons is com-
putationally prohibitive; a runtime in the order of 50 minutes
would be needed to process one reference-probe comparison in-
volving 10 000 cohort comparisons, a representative number for
today’s state-of-the-art techniques.

With cohort score normalisation being a feature of any
state-of-the-art approach to speaker recognition, and with per-
formance degradation being the cost of its omission, there is
hence an interest to devise computationally manageable solu-
tions. With no previous work having considered this problem
thus far, this is the goal of the research reported in this paper.

1E.g., in the Boolean Goldreich-Micali-Wigderson (GMW) proto-
col [10] for two parties that we will use in our work, an input bitstring
x can be secretly shared among the parties by sending a random bit-
string r of the same length to one party and sending x ⊕ r to the other
party. Then, the GMW protocol can be executed to securely compute
any functionality on x using just the shares of x. The inputs stay hidden
because neither r nor x⊕ r reveal any information about x.

2Depending on the use case, a party could be a client device, an au-
thentication, or a database/processing server. In contrast to the plaintext
domain (one party is sufficient to carry out a computation), security in
SMPC is established by splitting computations in a distributed system
architecture, where each party computes only on secretly shared data.
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d. Binary
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Figure 1: BK extraction process from T frames with F -
dimensional acoustic features to BKs from a KBM with A an-
chors for each of the C UBM components. Before setting K
KBM elements as True at the sample level,M elements are pre-
selected at the frame level.

3. Binary Key Voice Representations
Binary voice representations have been reported previously in
the context of privacy preservation. Cryptobiometric (extrac-
tion/binding of cryptographic keys from biometric data)3 sys-
tems based upon the binarisation4 of GMM-based supervectors
are reported in [20, 3]. The work in this paper uses an alter-
native, more elaborate approach based upon binary keys (BKs),
originally proposed in [5, 21]. The BK approach takes a more
speaker-discriminatory approach to modelling, much like the
idea behind anchor models [22, 23]. The same versatile ap-
proach has been applied successfully to a number of related
problems including emotion recognition [24], speaker change
detection [25], speaker diarization [26, 27] and privacy preser-
vation [28] in the context of cancelable biometric systems (irre-
versible feature transforms). Full details of the implementation
used in this paper can be found in [5].

The extraction of BKs is performed using a so-called binary
key background model (KBM). The KBM plays a role similar to
that of a conventional universal background model (UBM) but,
instead of representing the acoustic space in an expected sense,
it is formed from the concatenation of a number A of speaker-
dependent models (learned using traditional UBM maximum a-
posteriori adaptation). The role of the KBM anchors is similar
in principle to a latent speaker subspace (PLDA alike; in a rough
approximation), namely the extraction of discriminant BKs.

The BK extraction process is illustrated in Figure 1. From
acoustic features (a), KBM component likelihoods are com-
puted (b). Similarly to i-vector extraction [29], in which com-
ponent posteriors are pooled to zero order statistics, top-M like-
lihoods (which at the frame level equals the top-M component
posteriors) are used to determine the most frequently activated
components (c); again, a rough approximation. An even more
compressed speaker representation (d) is obtained with the final
BK representation which indicates simply the K elements with
the highest pooled mean statistics.

The research hypothesis under investigation is: the loss in
precision will be tolerable given their use only for cohort prun-
ing; their use will cause only marginal degradation to the benefit
of score normalisation while nonetheless facilitating privacy.

3In contrast, HE uses cryptographic keys for de-/encrypting biomet-
ric data (biometrics in the encrypted domain).

4The term binarisation is potentially misleading. It refers to a higher
level binary representation (under the acceptance of precision loss) of
digital speech data (which is itself already stored in binary bit form).
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4. Privacy-Preserving Cohort Pruning
The contribution in this paper is an efficient, privacy-preserving
approach to score normalisation. It is based upon cohort prun-
ing using BK speaker representations that allow for efficient
computation in the encrypted domain. The use of HE-protected
i-vectors here is too slow; unprotected i-vectors are not unlink-
able. The following describes the approach and shows how
computation is performed using SMPC while preserving the
privacy of both data subjects and cohort speakers.

4.1. Score normalisation

Score normalisation is a processing step of any state-of-the-art
approach to ASV. It is applied to remove nuisance bias and vari-
ation that would otherwise influence comparison scores in di-
verse environmental conditions. The general approach to nor-
malisation is based upon a set of auxiliary scores resulting from
comparisons between references, probes, and cohort data. A
score S is normalised to S′ according to S′ = S−µ

σ
, where the

mean µ and standard deviation σ are derived from (Gaussian
distributed) scores of comparisons with cohort data.

In the case that comparisons involve reference data, this ap-
proach is referred to as zero normalisation (z-norm). In this
case, cohort data characteristics are assumed to match those of
the probe P (which are fixed for one quality condition). Nor-
malisation is then performed using the mean µR and standard
deviation σR derived from the set of comparison scoresR.

Normalisation can also be applied using probe data. This is
known as test normalisation (t-norm). Here, cohort data charac-
teristics are assumed to match those of the reference, in which
case the cohort data consists of reference representations. Nor-
malisation is then performed using the mean µP and standard
deviation σP derived from the set of comparison scores P .

Typically, cohort score distributions are rarely Gaussian-
distributed. Adaptive z-norm (az-norm) and t-norm (at-norm)
are commonly applied instead in order to account for this dis-
crepancy. In practice, normalisation is performed with only the
top-n scores ofR and P and, for i-vectors, both (a)z-norm and
(a)t-norm are usually combined in symmetric fashion, giving
(a)s-norm: S′ = 1

2

(
S−µR
σR

+ S−µP
σP

)
. The normalisation pro-

cess too needs to preserve privacy.

4.2. Privacy preservation

By using [4], privacy-preserving score normalisation can be
performed using reference, probe, and cohort embeddings, all
processed in the encrypted domain via HE-based PLDA (HE-
PLDA) [4]. The resulting, encrypted scores R, S, and P , none
of which reveal any sensitive information, can then be decrypted
by an authentication server in order that normalised scores S′

can be computed in the plaintext domain.
Assessments of computing demands were performed

with a Python implementation of HE-PLDA with two 400-
dimensional embeddings, 64-bit floating point precision and a
key size of 3072 bits (recommended by NIST [30] in order to
support adequate security given advances in computing power
until 2030 and beyond) running on an Intel Core i9-7960X CPU
with 128 GB of RAM. Computations require 320 ms per com-
parison when only subject data is encrypted (target in this pa-
per), and 973 109 ms per comparison when both subject data
and PLDA model parameters are encrypted (the second archi-
tecture in [4]). Since a cohort size exceeding some few thousand
voice samples is not unusual, the privacy-preserving computa-
tion ofR,P is computationally prohibitive.

reference
sample

probe
sample

reference
embedding

probe
embedding

reference
binary key

probe
binary key

cohort
P alike

cohort
R alike

AND AND

top-n
pruning

top-n
pruning

PLDA PLDAPLDA

R PS

as-norm

embeddings embeddings

HE-PLDA,
using [4]

proposed

Figure 2: Our proposed privacy-preserving as-norm protocol
with cohort pruning (green dashed area). The red dotted areas
indicate that operations are carried out in the encrypted domain
and do not leak any information except the decryptable outputs.

4.3. Cohort pruning

The research hypothesis under investigation here is that the se-
lection of top-n relevant cohort comparisons can be performed
more efficiently by accepting some modest degradation to com-
putational precision, while still preserving privacy. Instead of
selecting the top-n cohort comparisons using ASV scores, they
are selected using measures of acoustic similarity derived from
BK representations of reference, probe, and cohort samples. As
illustrated in Figure 2, using BK representations, HE-PLDA can
then be made efficient via secure bit-wise AND operations and
top-n cohort pruning.

More precisely, we employ the Boolean GMW proto-
col [10] (cf. Section 2) in the case of two involved parties
to securely compute our proposed cohort pruning technique.
Probe, reference, and cohort BKs are secretly shared between
two servers that jointly and securely compute the top-n prun-
ing. This principle is referred to as outsourced secure com-
putation [17]. Assuming non-colluding servers as in [4], this
approach can tolerate the corruption of one server without any
privacy leakage. This assumption can be seen as realistic, given
that one server could be supplied by an independent provider.
Since we use protocols with semi-honest security here, the se-
cure pruning requires servers that honestly follow the protocol.

Using the GMW protocol, we can easily compute an AND
between the secretly shared sample and all secretly shared co-
hort data. On the resulting shares, we then securely compute
the Hamming weight using the circuit of [31] and perform a
secure top-n pruning as optimised in [32]. As a result, the iden-
tifiers of the top-n embeddings are revealed and can be used for
score normalisation. Apart from this information, nothing else
is leaked about the sample and cohort voice data.

5. Experimental Validation
Given the research objective to demonstrate improvements in
computational efficiency, rather than improved performance,
only brief details of the text-independent speaker recognition
system are provided here. It is based on 400-dimensional i-
vectors, extracted from conventional acoustic features using
time delay deep neural network (TDNN) for estimating UBM
posteriors. The TDNN is trained using the KALDI toolkit [33]
with SRE’04-08 and SWBD data (not x-vectors). The Python
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backend is based on PLDA with mean and length normalisa-
tion, and trained with SRE’04-08 data. The KBM used for BK
extraction is learned in Matlab using a 2 048-component UBM
trained with conventional acoustic features andA = 20 anchors
(10 fe/male each). KBM optimisation is performed using a sub-
set of the cohort set containing data from 71 speakers. For BK
extraction, at feature level the top M = 1 components are acti-
vated, while at sample level the top K = 2048 bits are set. The
cohort set is a subset of the PLDA training set with 11 640 voice
samples of 3 812 speakers. The proposed approach is evaluated
on the 2010 NIST SRE common condition 5, particularly the
core-core and core-10s protocols. In order to report on diverse
data, we pooled the scores of both protocols (core-core/10s).

5.1. Recognition results

Results are reported in terms of Cmin
llr , the minimum decision

cost function (minDCF; effective prior 0.01) and the equal-error
rate (EER). Table 1 shows that conventional as-norm gives the
same or better performance than the baseline system (without
any score normalisation). The proposed privacy-preserving as-
norm solution gives slightly worse results in terms of minDCF
even though, curiously, improvements are observed in terms of
Cmin

llr and EER. For minDCF, an improvement over the base-
line is also observed but without reaching the performance of
the unprotected AS-norm. This result confirms our research
hypothesis: privacy preservation incurs only a modest perfor-
mance degradation (in the minDCF sense) and, encouragingly,
also improves upon the baseline system without any score nor-
malisation (in the Cmin

llr and EER sense).

5.2. Proof of biometric information protection

The sample embeddings as well as the cohort embeddings used
for PLDA comparisons are protected via the original privacy-
preserving PLDA system. As such, if biometric information
protection in the form of unlinkability, irreversibility, and re-
newability is given by the original system (as in [4]), then
the embeddings are protected as well. The BKs of samples
and cohorts are protected by the Boolean secret sharing of the
GMW protocol between two servers (cf. Section 2). Because of
the information-theoretic indistinguishability of any two secret
shares, unlinkablitity and irreversibility are guaranteed. Due to
the nature of secret sharing, the protected data is also renewable;
secret shares can be re-randomised with a new random bitstring.

5.3. Complexity analysis

We implemented our secure cohort pruning architecture using
the state-of-the-art SMPC framework ABY [12]. We ran our
implementations on two machines with Intel Core i9-7960X
CPUs and 128 GBs of RAM. To simulate real-world network
conditions of the involved servers, we restricted the connection
between the servers to 1 Gbit/s bandwith and 1 ms round trip
time. Results are presented in Table 1. Note that these are the
online runtimes and that some additional input-independent pre-
computation is required; we account for the BK extraction time5

(28.3 s and 3.2 s for a core-core and for a core-10s probe, respec-
tively; for core-core/10s, the average is 16.9 s). The largest gain
in real-world network conditions for privacy-preserving score
normalisation are observed for small cohorts with 14× to 19×
gains in runtimes. In other words, rather than runtimes in the
order of 50 minutes only a few minutes are necessary. In the

5BKs are extracted with Matlab on a DELL R620 with two Intel
Xeon E5-2630L CPUs and 128 GBs of RAM.

Table 1: Runtimes and recognition results for the baseline sys-
tem, the baseline system with conventional as-norm and the pro-
posed privacy-preserving alternative, for different cohort sizes
n. The realtime improvement results from dividing the time of
scoring all cohort data with HE-PLDA by: BK extraction +
GMW (scoring and top-n sorting) + top-n HE-PLDA time.

n 50 100 150 200 250 300 400

Baseline (Cmin
llr / minDCF / EER) 0.161 / 0.410 / 4.6

Runtime top-n HE-PLDA (necessary) 16 s 32 s 48 s 64 s 80 s 96 s 128 s

HE-PLDA (z-norm) 3 725 s (for all 11 640 reference-cohort comparisons)

GMW pruning (BK: 28 s) 157 s 177 s 198 s 220 s 247 s 269 s 283 s

improvement (az-norm) 19× 16× 14× 12× 10× 9× 8×

HE-PLDA (t-norm) 1 220 s (for all 3 812 cohort-probe comparisons)

GMW pruning (BK: 17 s) 52 s 59 s 66 s 73 s 82 s 89 s 94 s

improvement (at-norm) 14× 11× 9× 8× 7× 6× 5×

conventional
(unprotected) as-norm

Cmin
llr

minDCF
EER

0.161
0.390

4.6

0.157
0.376

4.5

0.156
0.374

4.5

0.155
0.373

4.5

0.155
0.374

4.4

0.155
0.372

4.4

0.155
0.369

4.4

proposed
Cmin

llr
minDCF

EER

0.158
0.509

4.4

0.151
0.492

4.3

0.149
0.466

4.3

0.147
0.452

4.1

0.149
0.435

4.2

0.149
0.429

4.1

0.149
0.408

4.2

privacy-preserving cohort pruning and as-norm, the BK extrac-
tion takes 6.4-20.0% of the runtime and the GMW pruning takes
39.2-78.0% (their time share is lower on higher cohort sizes as
the runtime share of HE-PLDA increases). For the GMW prun-
ing, all privacy-preserving az/at-norm comparisons (using BKs
against the entire cohort) are carried out in less than 157 s and
52 s, respectively. These times already include the sorting of the
top-50 cohort indices for pruning the HE-PLDA cohort com-
parisons. To prune larger cohort sizes, the privacy-preserving
sorting requires additional time, e.g. from top-50 to top-400 in
az-norm, an additional 126 s are necessary.

6. Conclusions
This paper reports the first approach to computationally man-
ageable (yet demanding) privacy-preserving speaker recogni-
tion with cohort score normalisation. Prior to this work, the
latter was a computational bottleneck for PLDA with Paillier
homomorphic encryption, with normalisation strategies that re-
quire many thousands of biometric comparisons being compu-
tationally prohibitive when performed in the encrypted domain.
The set of cohort data used for score normalisation is pruned
using a native binary speaker representation. Privacy is out-
sourced via secure multi-party computation through which a
top-n cohort set is pruned securely. Privacy-insensitive cohort
scores can then be decrypted and treated in the usual way. The
cohort list is revealed to the sites capturing the reference and
the probe data, respectively. This could be used by a security
(not privacy) adversary to mount hill-climbing attacks; instead,
if the top-n lists are in the province of the biometric service
owner, these top-n indices serve the intended recognition pur-
pose. Future work could investigate the use of SMPC protocols
for carrying out ranking and matrix operations in the protected
domain (including PLDA) demanding less computational but
more server communication overheads.
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a b s t r a c t 

The usage of biometric recognition has become prevalent in various verification processes, ranging from unlock- 
ing mobile devices to verifying bank transactions. Automatic speaker verification (ASV) allows an individual to 
verify its identity towards an online service provider by comparing freshly sampled speech data to reference 
information stored on the service provider’s server. Due to the sensitive nature of biometric data, the storage 
and usage thereof is subject to recent EU regulations introduced as means to protect the privacy of individuals 
enrolled in an automatic biometric verification system. Stored biometric data need to be unlinkable, irreversible , 
and renewable to satisfy international standards. Preserving privacy in ASV is also important because, contrary to 
other biometric characteristics such as fingerprints, speech data can be used to infer a lot of sensitive information 
about the data subject. As a result, some architectures have been proposed to enable privacy-preserving ASV in 
the encrypted domain. Recently, homomorphic encryption (HE) was proposed to protect both subject features 
and vendor models in an embedding-based ASV. This architecture improves on previous privacy-preserving ASV 

by using (probabilistic) embeddings (i-vectors) and by additionally protecting the vendor’s model. However, the 
usage of HE comes with a rather heavy overhead and significantly slows down the verification process. 

In this work, we align the cryptographic notion of outsourced secure two-party computation to embedding- 
based ASV. Our architecture protects biometric information in ASV and can also be used for any automatic 
biometric verification task. We show that unlinkability, irreversibility, and renewability are granted. Compared 
to the HE solution, our architecture results in considerably lower communication and computation overhead. Our 
architecture has been implemented and is experimentally evaluated on the NIST i-vector challenge 2014 using 
the cosine distance and log-likelihood ratio (LLR) scores from probabilistic linear discriminant analysis (PLDA) 
and two-covariance (2Cov) comparators. The results show that verification accuracy is retained while efficiency 
is improved. For instance, a PLDA verification with an embedding dimension of 200 takes about 77 milliseconds 
over a LAN. This is an improvement of more than 3000 × over the HE-based solution and shows that privacy 
of subject and vendor data can be preserved in ASV while retaining practical verification times. Moreover, our 
system is secure against malicious client devices. 

1. Introduction 

In the past few years, the convenience and increased accuracy of 
automatic biometric verification architectures resulted in widespread 
use of popular systems like, e.g., automated passport controls or 
Apple’s FaceID. After an initial enrolment of the individual’s biometric 
reference information, the identity of the data subject can be verified 
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by comparing a freshly extracted probe vector with the reference stored 
on a remote authentication server. Such verification systems provide 
strong and usable authentication guarantees even for online services 
that are invoked from a variety of devices, as the information required 
for the verification itself does not need to be stored on any device. 
Due to the unchangeable nature of biometric characteristics, security 
against impersonation can no longer be guaranteed once biometric 
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information is leaked. 1 Thus, biometric data embody especial sensitive 
personal information and need to be protected even from service 
providers when used in automatic verification systems. This prevents 
not only the leakage of biometric information in the case of data 
breaches through targeted attacks or negligence, but also preserves 
the privacy of data subjects within the system. Automatic speaker 
verification (ASV), the case where verification relies on speech data, 
is a sought-after concept for critical use cases like, e.g., a bank that 
wants to verify the identity of a user via telephone or VoIP without the 
inconvenience of requiring the user to remember a secure password 
or requiring a device-specific cryptographic key. For the speech data 
used in ASV, additional unique privacy concerns arise because speech 
not only uniquely identifies a speaker, but can also be used to infer a 
wide range of sensitive information about, among others, the subject’s 
gender ( Harb and Chen, 2005 ), age ( García et al., 2015 ), or health status 
( Gómez-Vilda et al., 2009 ). 

Recently, the privacy concerns of outsourced biometric data were 
addressed in current EU privacy regulations ( European Council, 2016 ) 
and, as a result, the need to preserve privacy by properly protecting 
biometric information became more prominent in research as well as in 
industry. Biometric information protection is achieved by three proper- 
ties as requested by the ISO/IEC 24745 standard ( ISO/IEC JTC1 SC27 
Security Techniques, 2011 ): 

1. Unlinkability: Given only protected biometric information, it is not 
possible to say whether two protected biometric sample representa- 
tions belong to the same subject. This prevents cross-comparisons of 
databases from different applications and ensures the privacy of the 
subject. 

2. Renewability: If a protected biometric reference is leaked or lost, the 
reference data can be revoked and renewed from the same biometric 
trait without the need to re-enroll. 

3. Irreversibility: Recovering biometric data from leaked protected bio- 
metric information is impossible without knowing the secret used to 
protect the biometric information. The restoration of valid biometric 
features or samples is prevented. 
In addition, the recognition performance of unprotected systems 

should be preserved. 
State-of-the-art speaker recognition systems rely on embeddings, 

namely intermediate-sized vectors (i-vectors) ( Dehak et al., 2011 ), here 
referred to as probabilistic embeddings ; and x-vectors (deep learning em- 
beddings) ( Snyder et al., 2016 ), here referred to as discriminative em- 

beddings . Conventionally, either are compared by probabilistic linear 
discriminant analysis (PLDA) ( Prince and Elder, 2007; Garcia-Romero 
and Epsy-Wilson, 2011 ). Seeking fast comparisons, one can employ co- 
sine comparison, however comparisons carried out in a (lower dimen- 
sional) biometric subspace promise better biometric discrimination per- 
formance. Moreover, comparisons carried out in biometric subspaces 
and resulting in probabilistic comparison scores (such as log-likelihood 
ratios; LLRs) are coherent within decision frameworks based on infor- 
mation theory and decision cost risks. One of the goals of our work is to 
preserve these LLR score properties. When the subspace is of the same 
dimension as the embedding feature space, PLDA simplifies to the two- 
covariance model (2Cov) ( Cumani and Laface, 2014 ). We will refer to i- 
vectors in our experiments, as the comparator technology is independent 
of whether probabilistic or discriminative embeddings are employed. 

1 This is because changing the way biometric information is extracted is not 
sufficient to prevent linkability. For instance, Glembek et al. (2015) show how 

i-vectors (probabilistic embeddings) from different speaker recognition systems 
can be linked. Also, research has proven that it is possible to recover biomet- 
ric samples from templates for other modalities such as finger ( Cappelli et al., 
2007 ), face ( Adler, 2003 ), or iris ( Galbally et al., 2013 ). 

Privacy preservation has been in the focus of research for some 
time, though ASV itself has not received a level of attention that is 
equivalent to other biometrics. Approaches tackling biometric informa- 
tion protection can be classified into three main categories: (i) can- 
celable biometrics ( Patel et al., 2015 ), where samples or biometric 
information representations are irreversibly transformed, (ii) crypto- 
biometrics ( Campisi, 2013 ), where a key is either extracted from or 
bound to the biometric data, and (iii) biometrics in the encrypted do- 
main ( Aguilar-Melchor et al., 2013 ), where techniques such as homo- 
morphic encryption (HE) are applied to protect biometric data. How- 
ever, the first two categories usually report some accuracy degrada- 
tion ( Rathgeb and Uhl, 2011 ) while for biometrics in the encrypted do- 
main the operations are equivalent to plaintext ones. Only biometrics 
in the encrypted domain can provide biometric information protection 
while sustaining biometric recognition performance (without diminish- 
ing accuracy for compensations in computational speed or privacy). 

An Architecture using HE for privacy-preserving embedding-based 
ASV with PLDA/2Cov comparisons in the encrypted domain was re- 
cently proposed in the speech community by Nautsch et al. (2018) . 
This architecture not only protects the speaker’s embedding, but also 
the vendor’s model used during verification. However, it relies on asym- 
metric (public-key) cryptography, which requires a relatively large key 
size and is computationally expensive. Another issue is that this archi- 
tecture is vulnerable (in terms of security, not in terms of privacy) to 
authentication by a malicious client device. 

We tackle these issues by aligning secure two-party computa- 
tion (STPC) protocols to embedding-based ASV in the encrypted do- 
main. STPC is a cryptographic notion different to HE that allows partic- 
ipating parties to compute any functionality without revealing anything 
else about a party’s input. As such, STPC seems like a promising can- 
didate for practical biometric verification in the encrypted domain. In 
fact, privacy-preserving computation of biometric distances has been 
a popular benchmarking application in the STPC literature ( Sadeghi 
et al., 2009; Osadchy et al., 2010; Blanton and Gasti, 2011; Blanton 
and Aliasgari, 2012; Bringer et al., 2014 ). The results show that cer- 
tain biometric distances, as they are computed in various comparison 
subsystems, e.g., for face, fingerprint, or iris identification, can be ef- 
ficiently computed in a privacy-preserving manner. However, the se- 
cure evaluation of speech data has not been a prominent subject of 
the cryptographic community as it usually relies on less efficient float- 
ing point arithmetic. Biometric information protection is also rarely 
achieved in those works: the outsourced reference data is usually known 
in plain to the server like in the classical STPC client-server setting. 
To the best of our knowledge, only the iris identification architecture 
by Blanton and Aliasgari (2012) and the speaker recognition architec- 
ture by Aliasgari and Blanton (2013) achieve biometric information 
protection solely by employing secure multi-party computation proto- 
cols between multiple servers. This technique will be referred to as out- 
sourced STPC in this work and is based on the work of Kamara and 
Raykova (2011) who presented a transformation of any STPC protocol 
into an outsourced one. 

In this work, we close the aforementioned gaps between the STPC 

and the speech communities by applying outsourced STPC to 
embedding-based ASV with biometric information protection for 
PLDA/2Cov comparators. Our main contributions are as follows: 

• We propose a general architecture for protecting sensitive data 
in any automated biometric verification system. Our architecture 
is based on the outsourced STPC construction of Kamara and 
Raykova (2011) and is similar to the one of Blanton and Alias- 
gari (2012) while making no additional assumptions compared to 
the previous work of Nautsch et al. (2018) . We show that it achieves 
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biometric information protection according to the ISO/IEC IS 24745 
standard ( ISO/IEC JTC1 SC27 Security Techniques, 2011 ). 

• Using the general architecture, we show how to protect speaker 
embeddings and vendor models in ASV, using probabilistic embed- 
dings (i-vectors) as an example. Our solution relies on a mix of dif- 
ferent STPC protocols, employing very efficient protocols for var- 
ious steps of the verification. In contrast to the previous solution 
of Nautsch et al. (2018) , it is also secure against malicious clients. 

• We implement our ASV architecture using the state-of-the-art STPC 

framework ABY of Demmler et al. (2015b) and evaluate it 
on the NIST i-vector challenge ( Bansé et al., 2014 ) phase III 
database (i.e., with labeled development data). The results show 

that compared to the approach of Nautsch et al. (2018) in a com- 
parable setting, our architecture is more practical while retaining 
biometric performance and level of security (through equivalent se- 
curity parameters). Notably, our implementation scales and trun- 
cates float inputs to improve efficiency, thereby limiting threshold 
precision to a reasonable extend. However, our evaluation shows 
that this does not degrade biometric recognition performance. Even 
for high embedding dimensions, PLDA/2Cov verifications are com- 
puted in about half a second. Lower dimension PLDA/2Cov verifi- 
cations as well as higher dimension cosine verifications require only 
a few milliseconds. This is an improvement of up to 4000 × over 
Nautsch et al. (2018) . 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We review related work 
in Section 2 and present the generative speech models used as the basis 
for our privacy-preserving ASV in Section 3 . Section 4 gives a high-level 
overview of STPC as well as a lower-level description of the STPC proto- 
cols we employ in our architecture. We outline our general biometric as 
well as our specific embedding-based ASV architecture in Section 5 and 
thoroughly evaluate its implementation on the NIST i-vector challenge 
in Section 6 . In Section 7 , we conclude our work and give potential fu- 
ture work. 

2. Related work 

Homomorphic encryption (HE) enables operations on encrypted data 
without requiring a decryption key, while secure two-party computa- 
tion (STPC) allows two parties to interactively compute any function- 
ality in a secure manner. In order to preserve privacy in biometric ap- 
plications, the efficient and secure computation of biometric distances 
has been a popular use case of these advanced cryptographic mecha- 
nisms. Plenty of solutions exist for, e.g., privacy-preserving iris ( Blanton 
and Gasti, 2011; Blanton and Aliasgari, 2012; Bringer et al., 2014 ), 
face ( Erkin et al., 2009; Sadeghi et al., 2009; Osadchy et al., 2010; 
Bringer et al., 2014; Hu et al., 2018 ), and fingerprint ( Blanton and Gasti, 
2011; Evans et al., 2011; Hu et al., 2018 ) computations. For the most 
part, the literature is focused on identification rather than verification: 
the task is to identify a client based on a comparison of the freshly ex- 
tracted biometric information (the probe) and a database of stored ref- 
erence data without revealing information about the probe vector to the 
server and without revealing information about the reference database 
to the client. Naturally, secure computation techniques like HE and STPC 

can be employed to guarantee those privacy goals. However, the setting 
of biometric verification, where the identity of the data subject is al- 
ready determined and needs to be authenticated via biometric charac- 
teristics, has received far less attention. The transformation of existing 
identification into verification architectures is not trivial due to the ad- 
ditional goal of protecting biometric information being violated by the 
server usually knowing the reference database in plaintext. Of the men- 
tioned solutions, only the architectures of ( Blanton and Aliasgari, 2012; 
Chun et al., 2014; Hu et al., 2018 ) protect stored biometric data via HE 
and/or STPC. STPC has also been considered to securely compute the 
combination of multiple biometrics for the authentication process ( Toli 
et al., 2016; Toli, 2018 ). 

In Bringer et al. (2013) and Barni et al. (2015) , the authors provide 
an overview of several biometric information protection schemes based 
on HE and STPC. Barni et al. (2010) present a way to protect fixed- 
length fingercodes ( Jain et al., 1997 ) using HE. This system was mod- 
ified in Bianchi et al. (2010) to accelerate the process by reducing the 
size of the fingercode. However, a reduction of information also leads 
to a degradation of biometric recognition performance. An anonymous 
biometric access control (ABAC) system ( Ye et al., 2009 ) is presented 
for iris recognition such that the system setup verifies only whether 
a subject is enrolled without revealing the identity and thus granting 
anonymity towards the subjects. Another ABAC protocol is proposed 
in Luo et al. (2009) based on a secure similarity search algorithm for 
anonymous authentication. 

Privacy-preserving speech technology was first considered 
in Smaragdis and Shashanka (2007) using STPC and hidden Markov 
models (HMMs) in a client-server setting. Yao’s garbled circuit STPC pro- 
tocol ( Yao, 1986 ) has been applied to Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) 
in Portêlo et al. (2014) . While these approaches solely rely on STPC, 
they require that the server knows the HMM or GMM of the subject 
in plain, leaking a characterization of the subject’s voice to the server. 
For ASV in the encrypted domain based on HMMs and GMMs, a series of 
implemented systems that also protect the subject’s model on the server 
via HE and allow for verification via HE and STPC have been proposed 
(cf. Pathak, 2012 and Pathak et al., 2013 ). Pathak et al. (2011) out- 
line how to perform inference and classification of encrypted HMMs 
using HE and STPC while Pathak and Raj (2011) and Pathak and 
Raj (2013) extend these techniques for GMM-based speaker verification 
and identification. Aliasgari and Blanton (2013) present methods of 
securely computing HMMs, either in a client-server setting by also 
homomorphically encrypting the model, or in an outsourcing scenario 
where three or more computational parties share and securely evaluate 
the model, thereby not requiring the client to keep a secret key for 
an encryption scheme. They provide full floating point operations and 
evaluate an implementation in Aliasgari et al. (2017) , demonstrat- 
ing that the multi-party outsourcing scenario significantly decreases 
workload compared to using HE. Their outsourcing setting is very 
similar to ours for embedding-based ASV, but we use a mix of STPC 

techniques between two servers that are not allowed to collude, while 
their technique requires three or more parties of which a majority 
are required to not collude. Compared to the STPC protocols that we 
employ, their honest majority multi-party protocol does not have the 
possibility of pre-computing input-independent parts of the verification, 
which significantly improves on transaction costs (cf. Section 4 ). The 
literature for privately evaluating HMMs and GMMs outlined here 
shows that a secure verification using these models can be efficiently 
performed in a matter of seconds or minutes. 

In the domain of privacy-preserving ASV based on (proba- 
bilistic/discriminative) embeddings that we address in this work, 
efficient STPC tools still lack deployment. The recent work 
of Nautsch et al. (2018) uses HE to protect biometric information 
in an outsourced embedding-based ASV infrastructure with two non- 
colluding servers called DB controller and AS operator . During enrolment, the 
reference vector is encrypted using the public key of the authentication 
server AS operator and is stored on the database server DB controller . The en- 
crypted vector is sent to the client device for the process of verification 
and is used to homomorphically compute the comparison score in the 
encrypted domain. This encrypted score is then sent to AS operator , which 
decrypts the score and decides whether the client should be accepted by 
comparing the score to a threshold. The biometric data is protected if 
one assumes that DB controller and AS operator do not collude, i.e., DB controller 

does not share its information with AS operator and AS operator does not 
share its secret key with DB controller . This assumption can be seen as real- 
istic, given that DB controller could be an independent provider of privacy 
services that relies on a reputation of acting honestly. The usage of HE 
comes with a high overhead that makes this solution impractical when 
considering computationally limited devices like, e.g., mobile phones. 
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Also, this method is not secure against a malicious user that can just 
send the encryption of an accepting score to AS operator . Another solution 
by Rahulamathavan et al. (2019) does not rely on HE but uses ran- 
domization of feature vectors in combination with a privacy-preserving 
scalar product protocol ( Lu et al., 2014 ). However, this architecture 
is completely insecure because the protocol of Lu et al. (2014) was 
irreparably broken in Schneider and Treiber (2019) . To the best of 
our knowledge, embedding-based ASV for state-of-the-art PLDA/2Cov 
comparators solely using STPC protocols has not been addressed by 
the literature to date. In this work, we demonstrate that a mix of out- 
sourced STPC protocols can significantly reduce practical verification 
times for device-independent embedding-based ASV. 

The usage of distance-preserving hashing techniques for privacy- 
preserving ASV ( Pathak and Raj, 2012; Pathak et al., 2012; Portêlo et al., 
2013; Jiménez et al., 2015; Jiménez and Raj, 2017a; 2017b ) is an alter- 
native approach from cancelable biometrics. Additionally, the usage of 
trusted execution environments like Intel SGX ( McKeen et al., 2013 ) for 
privacy-preserving speech processing using, among others, i-vectors has 
been explored by Brasser et al. (2018) . However, this requires trusting 
the remote attestation feature that is built into Intel CPUs. One also has 
to take additional measures against side-channel vulnerabilities when 
employing SGX ( Xu et al., 2015; Costan and Devadas, 2016 ). 

3. Speaker verification using cosine and PLDA comparison 

Cosine and PLDA comparisons of two embeddings 𝑿 = 

{ 𝑥 1 , … , 𝑥 𝐹 } , 𝒀 = { 𝑦 1 , … , 𝑦 𝐹 } (biometric probe and reference of di- 
mension F ) are typically carried out on length-normalized embeddings, 
approximating radial Gaussianization of the biometric data before 
comparison ( Garcia-Romero and Epsy-Wilson, 2011 ). In other words, 
embeddings are observed to scale in their length with increasing 
voice sample data; by length-normalization, embeddings are projected 
onto the unit sphere. Then, cosine comparison scores 𝑆 cos ( 𝑿 , 𝒀 ) are 
computed as: 

𝑆 cos ( 𝑿 , 𝒀 ) = 𝑿 

⊤ 𝒀 = 

𝐹 ∑
𝑓=1 

𝑥 𝑓 𝑦 𝑓 . (1) 

PLDA comparison scores S PLDA ( X , Y ) are computed in terms of log- 
expectations, examining to what extent reference and probe data origi- 
nate from the same speaker. If so, stacked embeddings correlate in terms 
of within class variance 𝚺within , whereas if they stem from different 
speakers, solely the total variability 𝚺total is modeled (i.e., 𝚺within = 𝟎 ). 
For centered data (i.e., with zero mean 𝝁 = 𝟎 ), PLDA scores are com- 
puted as ( Garcia-Romero and Epsy-Wilson, 2011 ): 

𝑆 PLDA ( 𝑿 , 𝒀 ) = log  

( [ 
𝑿 

𝒀 

] |||||

[ 
𝟎 
𝟎 

] 
, 
[ 
𝚺total 𝚺within 
𝚺within 𝚺total 

] ) 

− log  

( [ 
𝑿 

𝒀 

] |||||

[ 
𝟎 
𝟎 

] 
, 
[ 
𝚺total 𝟎 

𝟎 𝚺total 

] ) 

, 

𝑆 PLDA ( 𝑿 , 𝒀 ) = 𝑿 

T 𝑸 𝑿 + 𝒀 T 𝑸 𝒀 + 𝑿 

T 𝑷 𝒀 + 𝒀 T 𝑷 𝑿 + const 

with 𝑸 = 𝚺−1 
total 

− 

(
𝚺total − 𝚺within 𝚺

−1 
total 

𝚺within 

)−1 
, 

𝑷 = 𝚺−1 
total 

𝚺within 

(
𝚺total − 𝚺within 𝚺

−1 
total 

𝚺within 

)−1 
, (2) 

where a constant term summarizes the normalization terms of the log- 
likelihood functions. In PLDA, the 𝚺within , 𝚺total parameters are derived 
from the underlying subspace model. If the subspace dimension is equal 
to the dimension of the observed feature/embedding space, PLDA sim- 
plifies to the 2Cov model (differing in the estimation of model param- 
eters). During score computation, PLDA and 2Cov carry out the same 
matrix operations. By employing the Frobenius inner product (denoting 
the operation 𝒙 T 𝑨𝒚 = vec ( 𝑨 ) T vec ( 𝒙 𝒚 T ) with the operator vec( · ) stack- 
ing matrices into vectors), the PLDA/2Cov score is expressed in terms 

of a dot product ( Cumani et al., 2013 ) with within and between covari- 
ances 𝑾 

−1 and 𝑩 

−1 and the mean value 𝝁 not necessarily being equal 
to 0 (features/embeddings are not centered): 

𝑆 2Cov ( 𝑿 , 𝒀 ) = 𝑿 

T 𝚲 𝒀 + 𝒀 T 𝚲𝑿 + 𝑿 

T 𝚪𝑿 + 𝒀 T 𝚪 𝒀 + 𝒄 T ( 𝑿 + 𝒀 ) + 𝑘 , 

𝚲 = 

1 
2 
𝑾 

T �̃�𝑾 , 𝚪 = 

1 
2 
𝑾 

T 
(
�̃� − ̃𝚪

)
𝑾 , 𝒄 = 𝑾 

T 
(
�̃� − ̃𝚪

)
𝑩 𝝁 , 

𝑘 = ̃𝑘 + 

1 
2 

(
( 𝑩 𝝁) T 

(
�̃� − 2 ̃𝚪

)
𝑩 𝝁

)
, 

�̃� = ( 𝑩 + 2 𝑾 ) −1 , �̃� = ( 𝑩 + 𝑾 ) −1 , 
�̃� = 2 log |�̃�| − log |�̃�| − log |𝑩 | + 𝝁T 𝑩 𝝁 . (3) 

Utilizing the Frobenius inner product, PLDA/2Cov scores are com- 
puted with a segregated comparison model and biometric data 
terms ( Cumani et al., 2013 ): 

𝑆 2Cov ( 𝑿 , 𝒀 ) = 

⎡ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣ 

vec ( 𝚪) 
vec ( 𝚲) 

𝒄 
𝑘 

⎤ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎦ 

T ⎡ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣ 

vec ( 𝑿 𝑿 

T + 𝒀 𝒀 T ) 
vec ( 𝑿 𝒀 T + 𝒀 𝑿 

T ) 
𝑿 + 𝒀 

1 

⎤ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎦ 
. (4) 

For the sake of readability concerning the secure computation of these 
scores, we will refer to cosine scores as 𝑆 cos , and to PLDA/2Cov scores 
simply as 𝑆 PLDA , since 2Cov is a PLDA special case and both are computa- 
tionally identical during comparison. The notation 𝑆 

𝟎 
PLDA 

indicates cen- 
tered data before score computation and 𝑆 

𝝁
PLDA 

indicates non-centered 
data. 

In the Bayesian decision framework ( Brümmer, 2008; Meuwly et al., 
2017 ), log-likelihood ratio (LLR) scores are compared to a Bayesian 
threshold 𝜂. Bayesian thresholds are denoted in a formal way based 
on beliefs in prior class probability and cost parameters, setting the 
required weight of evidence a LLR needs to support to decision mak- 
ing. PLDA/2Cov scores directly result in LLRs, whereas cosine compar- 
ison scores need to be transformed to satisfy LLR properties ( Brümmer 
and de Villiers, 2010; Brümmer et al., 2014 ). In biometric systems 
for identity verification, sustaining LLR score properties in privacy- 
preserving computations is paramount, especially when performance 
assessment aims at increasing information gains and lowering decision 
cost risks. We will demonstrate how to employ secure two-party com- 
putation to sustain LLR score properties in the encrypted domain. 

4. Secure two-party computation 

Secure two-party computation (STPC) allows two parties P 0 and P 1 
with respective inputs x and y to securely evaluate a function f without 
revealing any information except f ( x, y ) to any party. The many practical 
implementations ( Hastings et al., 2019 ) of various STPC protocols show 

that, nowadays, STPC is far from being just a theoretical concept. How- 
ever, widespread deployment by non-experts still faces some hurdles, 
most importantly because the efficiency of different protocols highly 
depends on the data type, network properties, and the function that is 
securely evaluated. In this section, we give a brief overview of how STPC 

protocols work in general before providing more details on the protocols 
we use in our ASV architecture. 

At a high level, such protocols do not operate on plain or on en- 
crypted data, but instead on data that has been secretly shared between 
the parties. Secret sharing is a cryptographic notion that allows to split a 
value x into multiple values called shares. The shares can be distributed 
among parties and can be used to reconstruct the original secret x under 
the constraint that a party obtained a sufficient number of shares. Since 
we will only consider the case of secure computation between two par- 
ties in this work, we will hereafter denote a secret sharing of x by the 
notation ⟨x ⟩0 and ⟨x ⟩1 (representing the first and second secret share 
of an input x). P 0 will be in possession of ⟨x ⟩0 while P 1 will hold ⟨x ⟩1 . 
One share alone reveals no information about x , as both ⟨x ⟩0 and ⟨x ⟩1 
are necessary to reveal the original secret x using a publicly known 
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function Reconstruct . Thus, a STPC party could only reconstruct an in- 
put if it somehow obtains the share of the other party. In STPC, the 
function f is usually represented as a circuit, where basic functionali- 
ties called gates (e.g., a Boolean AND gate) compute outgoing values 
based on incoming values. Every gate in the circuit representation of f 
is computed by a party only on the secret shares it possesses, possibly 
involving some communication among both parties. The computation 
reveals nothing about the other party’s input. At the end of the compu- 
tation, the overall result can be revealed by sending the resulting output 
shares to the party that should obtain the output. 

Compared to HE, STPC mostly uses symmetric cryptography such 
as AES. Thus, computation requirements are usually lower than for HE, 
though some rounds of communication may be required. Another ad- 
vantage of STPC is the property of dividing the secure computation of 
a function into a setup and an online phase. In the setup phase, input- 
independent pre-computation is performed that is later on used for the 
input-dependent online phase. This method greatly reduces the time 
needed for the actual time-critical online phase, considering that the 
setup phase for potential future evaluations could be performed during 
idle times when computation and communication are possible, e.g., over 
night or during weekends. 

In the following, we will use the STPC notation of the ABY frame- 
work by Demmler et al. (2015b) and summarize the relevant protocols 
described and implemented in that framework. The authors distinguish 
three common STPC protocols denoted by their sharing type and identi- 
fied by the first letter of the type: arithmetic (A), Boolean (B), and Yao (Y, 
commonly known as Yao’s garbled circuits ). A sharing type determines 
not only how a secret share is created, distributed, and reconstructed, 
but also which STPC protocol is used to securely compute a function 
on the shares. In the notation employed here, ⟨𝑥 ⟩𝑇 𝑖 refers to the shar- 
ing of type T ∈ { A, B, Y } of x held by party P i ∈ {0,1} . We rely on arith- 
metic as well as Yao sharing in our architectures because Boolean shar- 
ing would result in a higher round complexity. We also assume honest- 
but-curious (also known as semi-honest) parties P 0 and P 1 (i.e., parties, 
while not trusted, are not allowed to deviate from the protocol descrip- 
tion). 

4.1. Arithmetic sharing 

In arithmetic sharing, all operations occur in the algebraic Ring ℤ 2 𝑙 
for l -bit inputs. The protocol was first proposed by Ben-Or et al. (1988) in 
the setting of multiple parties. Here, we present the case for two par- 
ties using additive arithmetic secret sharing in the style of the pro- 
tocol for Boolean sharing ( Goldreich et al., 1987 ), as described by 
Demmler et al. (2015b) . Party P i ∈ {0,1} can share its input x by choos- 
ing 𝑟 ∈𝑅 ℤ 2 𝑙 uniformly at random, and setting ⟨𝑥 ⟩𝐴 𝑖 = 𝑥 − 𝑟 mod 2 𝑙 
and ⟨𝑥 ⟩𝐴 1− 𝑖 = 𝑟 . P i ’s arithmetic share of x is ⟨𝑥 ⟩𝐴 𝑖 , while ⟨𝑥 ⟩𝐴 1− 𝑖 is sent 
to 𝑃 1− 𝑖 and serves as its arithmetic share. For reconstructing the secret x , 
one simply adds ⟨𝑥 ⟩𝐴 𝑖 and ⟨𝑥 ⟩𝐴 1− 𝑖 , as 𝑥 = ⟨𝑥 ⟩𝐴 𝑖 + ⟨𝑥 ⟩𝐴 1− 𝑖 mod 2 𝑙 . One secret 
share alone does not leak anything about the input because r is sampled 
uniformly at random; the secret can only be revealed if both parties ex- 
change their shares. This step occurs at the end of the protocol, in order 
to reveal just the result of the computation to one or to both parties. 

After the initial sharing, each party is in possession of its shares ⟨𝑥 ⟩𝐴 𝑖 
and ⟨𝑦 ⟩𝐴 𝑖 of both inputs. With this type of sharing, each P i only has to 
perform a local addition of its shares ⟨𝑧 ⟩𝐴 𝑖 = ⟨𝑥 ⟩𝐴 𝑖 + ⟨𝑦 ⟩𝐴 𝑖 mod 2 𝑙 in order 
to compute a sum 𝑧 = 𝑥 + 𝑦 mod 2 𝑙 . ⟨𝑧 ⟩𝐴 𝑖 is a valid share of the sum 

⟨𝑧 ⟩𝐴 0 + ⟨𝑧 ⟩𝐴 1 = ⟨𝑥 ⟩𝐴 0 + ⟨𝑦 ⟩𝐴 0 + ⟨𝑥 ⟩𝐴 1 + ⟨𝑦 ⟩𝐴 1 mod 2 𝑙 

= 𝑥 − 𝑟 𝑥 + 𝑟 𝑦 + 𝑟 𝑥 + 𝑦 − 𝑟 𝑦 = 𝑥 + 𝑦 mod 2 𝑙 , (5) 

which will only be revealed if sent to the other party. Addition is very 
efficient here, as the parties only have to perform one local addition 
in ℤ 2 𝑙 without any communication. 

Since every arithmetic circuit can be displayed with just addition 
and multiplication gates, the parties also need to be able to securely 
compute multiplications using just their shares. In contrast to addition, 

multiplication gates require interaction between the parties. They rely 
on multiplication triples ( Beaver, 1991 ) of the form ⟨𝑐 ⟩𝐴 0 + ⟨𝑐 ⟩𝐴 1 = ( ⟨𝑎 ⟩𝐴 0 + 

⟨𝑎 ⟩𝐴 1 ) ⋅ ( ⟨𝑏 ⟩𝐴 0 + ⟨𝑏 ⟩𝐴 𝑖 ) mod 2 𝑙 , which can be pre-computed independent of 
the input prior to protocol execution. The evaluation of a multiplication 
gate 𝑧 = 𝑥 ⋅ 𝑦 mod 2 𝑙 works as follows: 

1. Party P i sets ⟨𝑒 ⟩𝐴 𝑖 = ⟨𝑥 ⟩𝐴 𝑖 − ⟨𝑎 ⟩𝐴 𝑖 mod 2 𝑙 and ⟨𝑓⟩𝐴 𝑖 = ⟨𝑦 ⟩𝐴 𝑖 − ⟨𝑏 ⟩𝐴 𝑖 
mod 2 𝑙 . 

2. Party P i sends ⟨𝑒 ⟩𝐴 𝑖 and ⟨𝑓⟩𝐴 𝑖 to party 𝑃 1− 𝑖 and, upon receiving the 
shares of the other party, reconstructs e and f by adding the respec- 
tive shares. 

3. To compute the output of the multiplication gate, party P i sets ⟨𝑧 ⟩𝐴 𝑖 = 

𝑖 ⋅ 𝑒 ⋅ 𝑓 + 𝑓 ⋅ ⟨𝑎 ⟩𝐴 𝑖 + 𝑒 ⋅ ⟨𝑏 ⟩𝐴 𝑖 + ⟨𝑐⟩𝐴 𝑖 . 
Hence, the resulting share is a valid share of the product 

⟨𝑧 ⟩𝐴 0 + ⟨𝑧 ⟩𝐴 1 = 𝑓 ⋅ ⟨𝑎 ⟩𝐴 0 + 𝑒 ⋅ ⟨𝑏 ⟩𝐴 0 + ⟨𝑐⟩𝐴 0 + 𝑒 ⋅ 𝑓 + 𝑓 ⋅ ⟨𝑎 ⟩𝐴 1 + 𝑒 ⋅ ⟨𝑏 ⟩𝐴 1 
+ ⟨𝑐⟩𝐴 1 mod 2 𝑙 

= 𝑓 ⋅ 𝑎 + 𝑒 ⋅ 𝑏 + 𝑐 + 𝑒 ⋅ 𝑓 = 𝑥 ⋅ 𝑦 mod 2 𝑙 . (6) 

Generation of the multiplication triples in the setup phase 
can be done with an efficient implementation of oblivious trans- 
fer (OT) ( Asharov et al., 2013 ). These cryptographic operations are per- 
formed in the setup phase while the online phase only requires sending 
two shares and locally performing seven additions and four multiplica- 
tions in ℤ 2 𝑙 per party. With the steps to compute additions and multi- 
plications outlined above, two parties can compute any arithmetic func- 
tionality by securely evaluating every addition or multiplication gate in 
the circuit, and reconstructing the secret using the resulting share of the 
output. It follows that the protocol requires a number of rounds linear 
in the multiplicative depth of the circuit. 

4.2. Yao’s garbled circuits (GC) 

Probably the most widely known STPC protocol is Yao’s garbled 
circuits (GC) protocol ( Yao, 1986; Lindell and Pinkas, 2009 ). It en- 
ables the secure evaluation of f by evaluating its garbled Boolean cir- 
cuit representation. The first party, called the garbler, creates random 

labels 𝑘 𝑤 0 , 𝑘 
𝑤 
1 ∈𝑅 {0 , 1} 𝜅 for every wire w in the circuit, where 𝜅 is the se- 

curity parameter (e.g., 𝜅 = 128 for today’s recommended security level 
of 128 bits). Then, it garbles every gate in the circuit by encrypting the 
labels corresponding to the plaintext value of the output wire using the 
labels corresponding to the values of the input wires. Suppose that a 
gate g has two input wires w 0 and w 1 with bit values a and b , and one 
output wire w 2 with the resulting bit value g ( a, b ), then, for each pos- 
sible input value combination, the entry 𝑒𝑛𝑐 𝑘 𝑤 0 𝑎 

( 𝑒𝑛𝑐 𝑘 𝑤 1 𝑏 
( 𝑘 𝑤 2 𝑔( 𝑎,𝑏 ) )) is added 

to the garbled gate �̃� , using a symmetric encryption function enc (e.g., 
based on AES). Finally, the garbler also randomly permutes the entries 
in �̃� . Given �̃� , 𝑘 𝑤 0 𝑎 , and 𝑘 𝑤 1 𝑏 , one can evaluate the garbled gate by trying 
to decrypt every entry and eventually obtaining 𝑘 𝑤 2 𝑔( 𝑎,𝑏 ) , the label corre- 
sponding to the plaintext gate output corresponding to the evaluated 
inputs. 2 In Yao’s protocol, the garbled circuit of f is transmitted to the 
second party, which is called the evaluator. The labels are transferred 
using oblivious transfer so that the evaluator does not obtain any knowl- 
edge about the label-value assignments and that the garbler does not 
obtain any knowledge about the evaluator’s input. Using the garbled 
circuit and the labels, the evaluator can securely evaluate the entire cir- 
cuit and obtain the labels corresponding to the circuit output when run 
on both parties’ inputs. To reveal the output, the garbler communicates 
the assignments of the output labels to the evaluator. Thus, Yao’s pro- 
tocol requires a constant number of communication rounds. 

2 The encryption scheme needs to have the special property to check for cor- 
rect decryption or additional techniques like point-and-permute ( Beaver et al., 
1990 ) are employed. 
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After a fruitful line of research into protocol optimiza- 
tions ( Kolesnikov and Schneider, 2008; Zahur et al., 2015 ) and OT im- 
provements ( Ishai et al., 2003; Asharov et al., 2013 ), Yao’s GC requires 
no communication per XOR gate ( Kolesnikov and Schneider, 2008 ) and 
just 2 𝜅 bits of communication per AND gate ( Zahur et al., 2015 ). In 
the notation of Demmler et al. (2015b) , an execution of Yao’s GC can 
also be seen as operating on secret shares. Basically, Yao sharing of a 
secret bit a depends on the corresponding labels, with ⟨𝑎 ⟩𝑌 0 = ( 𝑘 0 , 𝑘 1 ) 
and ⟨𝑎 ⟩𝑌 1 = 𝑘 𝑎 . The sharing procedure itself is based on OT, and the 
original bit a can be efficiently reconstructed from ⟨𝑎 ⟩𝑌 0 and ⟨𝑎 ⟩𝑌 1 . 

4.3. Mixed protocols 

The different STPC protocols vary in efficiency for different types 
of data and applications. For example, GC only has a constant number 
of rounds while computation in arithmetic sharing has rounds linear in 
the multiplicative depth of the circuit, making GC a better choice in 
settings with high latency. Also, comparisons usually are more efficient 
in Yao sharing. On the other hand, computing arithmetic operations in 
arithmetic sharing results in a relatively low communication overhead. 
Therefore, it is a good idea to use multiple primitives during the secure 
evaluation of a function, harnessing the optimal protocol for different 
parts of the computation. For this, the ABY framework ( Demmler et al., 
2015b ) provides functionalities to convert a sharing of one type to a 
valid sharing of another type. For example, the A 2 Y function converts 
an arithmetic sharing to a Yao sharing: ⟨𝑥 ⟩𝑌 = 𝐴 2 𝑌 ( ⟨𝑥 ⟩𝐴 ) . Afterwards, 
the rest of the function can be evaluated as a GC. We will make use 
of A 2 Y in our architecture by first computing the score in arithmetic 
sharing and then converting it to Yao sharing to perform the threshold 
comparison. For an l -bit x and security parameter 𝜅, A 2 Y incurs costs 
of 13 l symmetric encryption operations and 5 l 𝜅 bits of communication 
in two messages. 

5. Our STPC architecture for automatic biometric verification 

Our goal is to achieve biometric information protection (BIP) in ASV 

using STPC. Although STPC lets us securely compute any kind of bio- 
metric distance, the adaption of STPC to BIP is not straightforward. 
The issue is that in the STPC setting, the inputs x and y are assumed 
to be available in plain to the corresponding party. While the input 
is hidden from the other party, we additionally require that the ref- 
erence data Y is protected on the server and is thus not available as an 
input to an STPC protocol. Our proposed architecture operates in the 
same setting as the previous work of Nautsch et al. (2018) by assuming 
that two servers P 0 and P 1 perform the verification without colluding. 
In Nautsch et al. (2018) , the server DB controller is used as a storage service 
for the encrypted embedding while the server AS operator is in possession 
of the secret key used to decrypt the final score. Conversely, in our so- 
lution, P 0 and P 1 both participate in a STPC protocol to perform the 
verification, with an authenticating server P 1 obtaining the verification 

decision at the end of the computation. We consider this to be a real- 
istic setting, given that P 0 could be seen as an independent provider of 
privacy-preserving computation services that is employed to assist with 
the verification procedure of P 1 . As such, preserving trust in the pro- 
vided service is of importance to P 0 , resulting in an economic incentive 
to not collude with P 1 . 

Our architecture is based on the outsourced STPC construction 
of Kamara and Raykova (2011) and aligns STPC to biometric verification 
by pre-sharing X and Y between P 0 and P 1 . Similar to Blanton and Alias- 
gari (2012) in the context of iris identification using Boolean sharing, the 
client device secretly shares the reference ⟨𝒀 ⟩𝑖 = { ⟨𝑦 1 ⟩𝑖 , … , ⟨𝑦 𝐹 ⟩𝑖 } dur- 
ing enrolment, and sends ⟨Y ⟩0 to P 0 and ⟨Y ⟩1 to P 1 . This setup satisfies 
the three ISO/IEC IS 24745 requirements of unlinkability, irreversibility, 
and renewability. The data is secretly shared and, hence, it is impossi- 
ble to retrieve any information about the original input, granting irre- 
versibility. For the same reason, the shares of subjects’ samples do not 
reveal any information about the subject, making it impossible to detect 
whether the samples belong to the same subject, guaranteeing unlinka- 
bility. Since adding a fresh sharing of the neutral element to an existing 
sharing yields a new valid share in arithmetic or Boolean sharing, our 
setup is easily renewable without the need to re-enroll. This concept al- 
lows information protection for any biometric verification system, as the 
verification itself can then be computed by invoking STPC protocols on 
the shares. Of course, communication between the client and the servers 
needs to be encrypted and authenticated, e.g., by using a secure channel 
via TLS. Otherwise, an adversary with access to the network could just 
reconstruct the biometric reference data by observing both shares sent 
to the different servers. In the following, we present a mixed-protocol 
STPC verification system optimized for embedding-based ASV. 

5.1. Cosine verification 

Our architecture as well as the verification process is illustrated 
in Fig. 1 for the special case of ASV using a cosine comparison score on 
length-normalized embeddings. Prior to verification, the data subject 
enrolls its length-normalized embedding ⟨𝒀 ⟩𝐴 0 to P 0 and ⟨𝒀 ⟩𝐴 1 to P 1 . 
Then, during verification, the client device shares the probe vector 
⟨𝑿 ⟩𝐴 𝑖 = { ⟨𝑥 1 ⟩𝐴 𝑖 , … , ⟨𝑥 𝐹 ⟩𝐴 𝑖 } (step 2), and sends ⟨𝑿 ⟩𝐴 0 to P 0 and ⟨𝑿 ⟩𝐴 1 
to P 1 (step 3). In step 4, P 0 and P 1 engage in a mixed STPC protocol to 
compute the verification on the already shared inputs. Even though P 0 
and P 1 did not share the inputs themselves, they can still securely 
compute the verification function as long as their shares are valid. 

More specifically, P 0 and P 1 first securely compute 𝑆 cos ( 𝑿 , 𝒀 ) in 
step 4.1 by using ⟨𝑿 ⟩𝐴 𝑖 and ⟨𝒀 ⟩𝐴 𝑖 . Subsequently, in order to perform the 
comparison, the parties switch from arithmetic to Yao sharing and com- 
pute ⟨𝑆 cos ⟩𝑌 𝑖 = 𝐴 2 𝑌 ( ⟨𝑆 cos ( 𝑿 , 𝒀 ) ⟩𝐴 𝑖 ) in step 4.2. In step 4.3, the threshold 
comparison is computed. A greater than gate > is garbled into >̃ and 
the servers evaluate >̃ ( 𝑆 cos , 𝜂) on the Yao-shared 𝑆 cos and a previously- 
shared or just publicly known threshold value 𝜂. Finally, P 0 sends its 
share of the decision to P 1 , which is then able to recover the decision 
value by combining both shares using Reconstruct in step 5. Based on 

Fig. 1. Our architecture of ASV between a client device and 
two servers P 0 and P 1 based on cosine similarity for length- 
normalized features. The data subject is already enrolled with 
reference embedding share ⟨𝒀 ⟩𝐴 0 stored on P 0 and reference 
embedding share ⟨𝒀 ⟩𝐴 1 stored on P 1 . 
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Table 1 

Complexity analysis for the cosine and PLDA-style comparators during online verification, assuming 𝐹 = 250 dimensional features, feature size 𝑙 = 
64 bits and long-term (recommended use until 2030 and beyond) secure key sizes as recommended by Barker (2016) (symmetric security parameter 𝜅 = 
128 , and public-key security parameter 𝜆 = 3072 ). 

Cosine PLDA/2Cov 

( Nautsch et al., 2018 ) Ours ( Nautsch et al., 2018 ) Ours 

#asymmetric crypto 1 0 3 𝐹 2 + 1 0 

#exponentiations F 0 4 F 2 0 

Computation #symmetric crypto 0 15 l 0 15 l 

#products 𝐹 − 1 8 F 5 𝐹 2 − 1 8(4 𝐹 2 + 5 𝐹 ) 
#additions 0 16 𝐹 − 2 0 64 𝐹 2 + 74 𝐹

Communication Between client & servers 2 𝜆( 𝐹 + 1) 2 lF 2 𝜆(5 𝐹 2 + 𝐹 + 1) 2 lF 

Between servers 0 𝑙(4 𝐹 + 5 𝜅) 0 𝑙(16 𝐹 2 + 20 𝐹 + 5 𝜅) 
Total ≈ 193 KB ≈17.1 KB ≈ 240 . 2 MB ≈ 8 MB 

#rounds 1 3 2 4 

Storage Protected embedding size 2 𝜆F lF 2 𝜆( 𝐹 2 + 𝐹 ) lF 

≈ 192 KB ≈ 2 KB ≈48.2 MB ≈ 2 KB 

Protected model size 4 𝜆F 2 𝑙(2 𝐹 2 + 𝐹 + 1) 
≈96 MB ≈ 1 MB 

Fig. 2. Example of a length-normalized cosine verification circuit for an em- 
bedding dimension of 𝐹 = 2 . 

this, the data subject is either accepted or denied. The resulting circuit 
that is securely evaluated during the evaluation is shown in Fig. 2 for a 
dimension of 𝐹 = 2 . 

A complexity analysis of the HE solution of Nautsch et al. (2018) and 
our cosine architectures is presented in Table 1 . At the cost of just 
two additional rounds stemming from the A 2 Y conversion, the out- 
sourced STPC solution achieves significantly smaller bandwidth and 
storage costs while replacing the expensive exponentiations of homo- 
morphic cryptography with simple products and symmetric cryptogra- 
phy. For contemporary CPUs, symmetric AES operations are much more 
efficient because AES is computed via native CPU instructions. Also, the 
entirety of computation and communication takes place between two 
servers, which we assume to possess hardware with reasonable perfor- 
mance and a low-latency network connection. This is not the case for 
the HE solution, which necessitates that the client, which may even be 
a mobile device with power and bandwidth restrictions, does most of 
the computation. Apart from efficiency improvements, we designed our 
architecture to additionally protect the score and threshold values as 
well as to grant security against a malicious client that would deviate 
from the protocol specification. The last advantage stems from the fact 
that in the HE solution ( Nautsch et al., 2018 ), a malicious client could 
just encrypt an accepting score 𝑆 

′
cos and AS operator would accept it. The 

reason for this security risk is that the designed protocol has no way 
to prove whether the score was computed in the specified way. In con- 
trast, in our outsourced STPC-based solution all secret shared inputs, 
and even maliciously chosen inputs, correspond to a valid speech in- 
put of the client and therefore our protocol provides security against a 
malicious client. The score computation takes place between both semi- 

honest servers without involving the potentially malicious client. Con- 
trary to the servers, the client has no incentive to behave honestly and is 
not under public scrutiny. Thus, in addition to preserving the subject’s 
privacy, we consider security against malicious clients to be another 
important property in automatic biometric verification. 

5.2. PLDA verification 

PLDA comparators examine the similarity and dissimilarity of a 
reference – probe pair in a latent biometric subspace (in terms of a 
log-likelihood ratio score), considering within and between variabili- 
ties of the biometric data. That is, not in the observed data domain 
but in the inferred biometric domain, where the actual biometric com- 
parison is carried out. By contrast, cosine comparators solely exam- 
ine the data correlation: extracted features need to be representative 
regarding the biometric verification task in order to sustain a bio- 
metric performance competitive to PLDA. More accurate embedding 
verification systems rely on PLDA/2Cov comparators. The HE solu- 
tion of Nautsch et al. (2018) was also extended to securely evaluate 
the PLDA/2Cov score. Compared to 𝑆 cos , those scores rely on trained 
models provided by a vendor . Since these models usually encompass in- 
tellectual property that is very valuable to the vendor, the protection of 
those models is considered an important goal and has been realized by 
the previous solutions. However, adapting the basic version for securely 
computing cosine 𝑆 cos to PLDA/2Cov scores 𝑆 PLDA comes with signif- 
icant changes in the HE-based architecture: Nautsch et al. (2018) in- 
troduce two additional servers AS vendor and DB vendor , requiring an ad- 
ditional asymmetric key pair. We use the advantages of STPC and can 
easily adapt our cosine solution by just securely evaluating a circuit that 
performs the 𝑆 PLDA instead of the 𝑆 cos computation, with an additional 
model input coming from the vendor. This vendor data can be protected 
in the same way as the subject embedding by pre-sharing it between P 0 
and P 1 . Thus, PLDA/2Cov scores for centered data ⟨𝑆 

𝟎 
PLDA 

⟩𝐴 can be eas- 
ily computed on pre-shared ⟨X ⟩A , ⟨Y ⟩A , ⟨P ⟩A , ⟨Q ⟩A , and ⟨const ⟩A as 
specified in Section 3 . Analogously, PLDA/2Cov scores for non-centered 
data ⟨𝑆 

𝝁
PLDA 

⟩𝐴 can be easily computed on ⟨X ⟩A , ⟨Y ⟩A , ⟨𝚲⟩A , ⟨𝚪⟩A , ⟨c ⟩A , 
and ⟨k ⟩A . The threshold comparison in Yao-sharing then stays the same 
as in the cosine solution. 

Table 1 also provides an overview of the complexities of the PLDA- 
style solution of Nautsch et al. (2018) and ours. Compared to theirs, 
our outsourced STPC approach greatly reduces bandwidth and storage 
requirements. In the case of 𝐹 = 250 and standard key sizes, our band- 
width of 8 MB is more practical than the 240 MB of the HE solution. Also, 
our computational costs are much smaller, requiring no exponentiations. 
Our solution requires two additional rounds but these costs are insignif- 
icant since we assume a low latency network between the two servers, 
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Fig. 3. Biometric performance of (from left to right) cosine, PLDA, and 2Cov comparators with different feature dimensions (without and after LDA dimension 
reduction): 600 (black, solid), 400 (blue, dashed), 250 (red, dash-dotted), 200 (green, dotted), 150 (violet, solid). For PLDA, 600 dimensional features are depicted, 
where the colors indicate subspace dimension: 600 (black, solid), 400 (blue, dashed), 200 (red, dash-dotted), 100 (green, dotted), 50 (violet, solid). In this set-up, 
the full-subspace 600-dimensional PLDA equals the 2Cov on 600 feature dimensions. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.) 

which is often not the case in the setting of the other architecture, where 
the client is directly involved in the secure score computation. 

6. Evaluation 

We evaluate our proposed ASV architecture on the NIST i-vector ma- 
chine learning challenge ( National Institute of Standards and Technol- 
ogy (NIST), 2014 ). The data comprises 1 306 reference identities (each 
with five reference samples) and 9 634 probes, forming a progress and 
an evaluations set. Comparison models are trained on a segregated de- 
velopment set (with 64-bit float values).We report on the evaluation set 
with 7 542 271 comparisons. The i-vectors (probabilistic embeddings) 
are distributed with 5-digit precision; our computational comparisons 
assume pre-processed embeddings, e.g., after linear discriminant analy- 
sis (LDA), whitening, and length-normalization. Our C ++ implementa- 
tion of the privacy-preserving cosine and PLDA/2Cov verification pro- 
cedures is based on the ABY framework ( Demmler et al., 2015b ) which 
provides a state-of-the-art implementation of the arithmetic, Boolean, 
and Yao STPC protocols. Our implementation is available online as 
open source at https://encrypto.de/code/PrivateASV . Using our proto- 
type, we evaluate the real-world runtime and biometric performance 
of our architecture and compare the results to the HE-based solution 
of Nautsch et al. (2018) , which is set in the same context of two-server 
device-independent embedding-based ASV. 

6.1. Implementation details 

For the secure computation of a functionality, ABY requires a spec- 
ification of the circuit of the functionality to be computed securely. 
Our program provides circuit descriptions of the cosine and PLDA/2Cov 
score computations. For Boolean and Yao sharing, floating point inputs 
and operations are provided by ABY ( Demmler et al., 2015a ), whereas 
arithmetic sharing operates on integer inputs. While we will also report 
results for a full floating point solution in Boolean sharing, we focus 
on the more efficient arithmetic sharing in ℤ 2 64 by scaling the floating 
point inputs into the integer space in order to obtain practical runtimes. 
In this scaled solution, we multiply the floating point values by 10 5 and 
we will show in Section 6.2 that this does not represent a loss in verifi- 
cation accuracy. 

Additionally, for our scaled solution, we need to represent negative 
values in ℤ 2 𝑙 . Using the two’s complement, we are able to represent neg- 
ative integers in ℤ 2 𝑙 without adapting the secure computation of multi- 

Fig. 4. Biometric performance of plaintext and ABY (solid, dashed) implemen- 
tations of cosine (black / green), PLDA (red / blue) with 100-dimensional sub- 
space, and 2Cov (cyan / orange) comparators on 200-dimensional embeddings; 
no score normalization employed. (For interpretation of the references to color 
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

plication or addition gates. However, we had to modify the greater-than 
comparator in Yao sharing invoked during the threshold comparison af- 
ter the A 2 Y operation is performed on the computed score. Adopting 
the optimizations for three-input functionalities of ( Pinkas et al., 2009; 
Schneider, 2012 ) yields a two’s complement greater-than comparator 
circuit requiring just one additional AND gate compared to the compar- 
ison circuit for unsigned integers ( Kolesnikov et al., 2009 ). 

Furthermore, we use single instruction multiple data (SIMD) opera- 
tions, enabling the parallel execution of one operation on multiple data 
items like, e.g., a multiplication to realize a vector product. This can 
greatly speed up the evaluation time of the verification circuit. 

6.2. Biometric performance 

Figs. 3 and 4 depict detection error trade-off plots ( Martin et al., 
1997 ) (implementation based on Nautsch et al., 2017 ), comparing the 
biometric verification performance on different feature dimensions of 
cosine, PLDA, and 2Cov comparators as well as on the plaintext and 
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Table 2 

Experimental online runtimes of our outsourced STPC verification architecture and the HE verification architecture of Nautsch et al. (2018) for co- 
sine and PLDA/2Cov scores with either centered or non-centered data. For PLDA/2Cov scores, computational time is saved by centering the data 
before comparisons, however, for accompanying dataset shifts, one might want to employ another data mean value. Our STPC verification is im- 
plemented in C ++ using ABY ( Demmler et al., 2015b ) while the HE solution is implemented in Python using Python-pallier ( Thorne, 2017 ). The 
experiments were run on 𝑙 = 64 bit scaled integer inputs, with long-term (recommended use until 2030 and beyond) secure key sizes as recommended 
by Barker (2016) (symmetric security parameter 𝜅 = 128 and public-key security parameter 𝜆 = 3072 ). 

Dimension Cosine PLDA/2Cov (non-centered Data) PLDA/2Cov (Centered Data) 

HE Ours Improvement HE (Plain Model) HE (Protected Model) Ours Improvement Ours 

𝐹 = 50 22 ms 3.7 ms 6 × 58 ms 15 .9 s 11 .2 ms 1421 × 10 5 ms 

𝐹 = 100 44 ms 3.7 ms 12 × 96 ms 61 .7 s 26 .6 ms 2318 × 19 9 ms 

𝐹 = 150 62 ms 3.8 ms 16 × 122 ms 135 .7 s 45 .1 ms 3009 × 39 8 ms 

𝐹 = 200 84 ms 3.9 ms 22 × 169 ms 241 .9 s 77 .4 ms 3126 × 52 8 ms 

𝐹 = 250 106 ms 4.0 ms 27 × 205 ms 379 .6 s 113 .7 ms 3338 × 84 2 ms 

𝐹 = 400 144 ms 4.0 ms 36 × 320 ms 973 .1 s 246 .7 ms 3945 × 205 6 ms 

𝐹 = 600 203 ms 4.2 ms 47 × 423 ms 2171 .6 s 529 .8 ms 4099 × 411 4 ms 

the proposed scaled STPC implementations (the full floating point im- 
plementation has no degradation compared to the plaintext execution). 
Though our STPC implementation of PLDA/2Cov for centered and non- 
centered data is the same for both PLDA and 2Cov comparators (only 
the estimation of model parameters given as inputs vary), the biomet- 
ric performances differ. While cosine comparisons are solely slightly af- 
fected by the feature space dimension, PLDA comparisons degrade the 
fewer information is provided, outperforming cosine on higher feature 
space dimension. The full-subspace PLDA, i.e., the 2Cov comparator, 
outperforms cosine and other PLDA comparators. Our proposed STPC 

implementations for cosine, PLDA, and 2Cov comparators yield the 
same error rate trade-off as their plaintext Sidekit implementation (as of 
Larcher et al., 2016 ). In contrast to Larcher et al. (2016) , we assume al- 
ready pre-computed comparison model parameters, and fully processed 
embeddings. Score properties and distributions are preserved within our 
proposed STPC computation (to a reasonable extent). For all compara- 
tors, the error rate trade-off characteristics are the same when using the 
proposed scaled privacy-preserving method (regardless of the feature 
dimensions) and thus biometric recognition performance is sustained 
while privacy is preserved. 

Notably, we observed minor differences in the score value of the 
Sidekit and the scaled ABY implementations, which we attribute to dif- 
ferences in the underlying Python and C ++ libraries as well as to nu- 
merical artifacts. In particular, computations are carried out on integer 
rather than float values (derived by multiplication with 10 5 and trun- 
cation). This multiplicative domain representation of a float value leads 
to different spaces before and after multiplications are securely eval- 
uated in our implementation. The integer values are preserved within 
the same domain, when sustaining the same multiplication factor e.g., 
for the computation of 2Cov scores, the inner Frobenius terms utilizing 
the 𝚪 and 𝚲 hyperparameters are in the 10 15 domain (due to two dot 
products), the term utilizing c is in the 10 10 domain (due to one dot 
product), and the scalar term remains in the 10 5 domain. Partial score 
terms are added, each of them being in the 10 15 domain. As a result of 
these approximations in our scaled implementation, the LLR score preci- 
sion is limited to 3 digits (5-digit input, up to two multiplications in the 
summation of score subterms). By consequence, LLR thresholds are also 
limited to 3-digit precision, whereas the HE-based implementation pro- 
vides full precision to verification service providers when denoting LLR 

thresholds. 3 This is a result of the scaling used to speed up transaction 

3 By limiting LLR threshold precision, formally denoted decision policies are 
grouped. Decision policies resemble in (LLR) thresholds, which are formally 
outlined by prior probability and decision cost beliefs ( Brümmer, 2010 ). In 
this sense, LLR thresholds are continuous as they are capable of summariz- 
ing different parameterizations of prior and cost beliefs. If we limit the pre- 
cision of these LLR thresholds, summaries of prior and cost beliefs are grouped; 
the scale of possible decisions using LLR scores is limited. If one evaluates 

times and is not inherent to STPC. However, we assume that even 2-digit 
precision on LLR thresholds satisfies current technology demands and, 
indeed, no loss in the biometric recognition performance is observed in 
this evaluation. Thus, biometric verification performance is retained in 
our solution. From Figs. 3 and 4 , we conclude that not only comparative 
but identical performance results are sustained. 

6.3. Workload evaluation 

We tested both our scaled and our full floating point implementation 
on a two-server infrastructure using two physically separated machines 
with Intel Core i9-7960X CPUs and 128 GB of RAM. Since we want 
to emulate well-connected service providers, the network connection 
between the servers is configured with a bandwidth of 1 Gbit and 1 ms 
round trip time. 

6.3.1. Scaled solution 

Table 2 provides an overview of the measured transaction times of 
our scaled solution. We consider only the time of the verification itself 
without the client starting the process. The pre-computation time is not 
relevant to the verification time itself and is therefore not included. A 

comparison to the HE-based verification of Nautsch et al. (2018) can also 
be found in Table 2 , including both the solution that assumes knowledge 
of the model in plain and the solution that additionally hides the model. 
Since our solution also hides the model, which is valuable intellectual 
property, the runtimes have to be compared to the latter. Their imple- 
mentation is written in Python using Python-paillier ( Thorne, 2017 ) that 
uses efficient C-coded multiple-precision arithmetic and can operate in 
different ways regarding the limitation of precision. Either a fixed value 
for all exponents can be agreed upon, which is equivalent to our scaled 
solution, or the exponent terms of floating point values are commu- 
nicated in plain, which leads to some information leakage about the 
magnitude of the encrypted value ( Thorne, 2017 ). The implementation 
of Nautsch et al. (2018) uses the latter option. Note that in the setting 
of Nautsch et al. (2018) , parts of the computation have to be performed 
on the client device, though we benchmark the whole computation on 
one server to yield a useful comparison between the architectures. 

The results show that the usage of outsourced STPC for embedding- 
based ASV significantly improves verification duration. Depending on 

the information-theoretic performance of binary classifiers (see Brümmer and 
du Preez, 2008; Ramos and Gonzalez-Rodrigues, 2008 ), logarithmic (strictly) 
proper scoring rules are employed that penalize, e.g., higher non-mated com- 
parison scores much more than lower non-mated comparison scores. By limit- 
ing the precision, scores are effectively rounded. We assume the difference in 
information performance resulting from third precision rounding to be marginal 
for LLRs in [ −5 , +5 ] , which we assume to be reasonable LLR ranges for current 
biometric voice recognition services. 
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the feature dimension F , a verification can take as little as 3.7 ms (co- 
sine), 10.5 ms (centered data input to PLDA/2Cov), or 11.2 ms (non- 
centered data input to PLDA/2Cov). Even with the unaltered embed- 
dings of 𝐹 = 600 , our PLDA/2Cov verifications require roughly half a 
second to complete. For the cosine distance, increasing the feature di- 
mension only slightly increases the verification time while an increased 
dimension results in a higher verification time for PLDA/2Cov. Com- 
pared to the HE-based solution, our verification time is significantly 
improved. The HE cosine verification takes between 22 ms ( 𝐹 = 50 ) 
and 203 ms ( 𝐹 = 600 ) whereas ours takes between 3.7 ms and 4.2 ms, 
respectively. Looking at the factor of improvement over increasing val- 
ues of F , one can observe that our solution also scales better for larger F . 
For having non-centered data inputs to PLDA/2Cov comparisons, our 
solution yields a similar result: the factor of improvement goes as high 
as 4099 × ( 𝐹 = 600 ) and is increasing for increasing F . Though we 
only compare the online times here, we note that the total execution 
time (consisting of the setup and the online time) of our architecture 
is practical as well. For instance, the total evaluation time varies from 

191.8 ms ( 𝐹 = 50 ) to 19.4 s ( 𝐹 = 600 ) for non-centered data, the latter 
still being an improvement of 112 × over the HE-based solution. Even 
compared to the HE solution that leaks the vendor’s model to allow for 
much more efficient runtimes compared to the HE solution that protects 
this information, our solution can still achieve considerably lower run- 
times (for the most part) while nonetheless leaking no information about 
the model. Overall, this evaluation shows that our solution can also be 
viable for higher feature dimensions, effectively reducing the HE verifi- 
cation time for 𝐹 = 600 from about 36 minutes to about half a second. 

6.3.2. Full floating point solution 

Though we showed in Section 6.2 that our scaled implementation 
does not alter verification accuracy, we also evaluated full floating 
point operations (with 32-bit and 64-bit precision). Compared to our 
scaled solution, this displays a significant drawback in efficiency. For 32- 
bit precision, our implementation of PLDA/2Cov (non-centered data) 
takes between 11.0 s ( 𝐹 = 50 ), 76.1 s ( 𝐹 = 150 ), and 232.5 s ( 𝐹 = 250 ), 
while the runtimes for 64-bit precision are between 21.3 s ( 𝐹 = 50 ) 
and 202.5 s ( 𝐹 = 150 ). Notably, the circuits for native floating point op- 
erations require a much higher gate count and therefore a high amount 
of allocated memory for one verification. As a result, 32-bit operations 
become infeasible in our setting for 𝐹 = 400 and greater (32-bit) and 
for 𝐹 = 200 and greater (64-bit). Because of this, the main communica- 
tion bottleneck is the high depth of the circuit introduced by the float- 
ing point operations and therefore the cosine verification runtimes take 
considerably longer as well (between 3.2 s and 38.0 s for 64-bit preci- 
sion). Though the full floating point PLDA/2Cov transaction times are 
still lower than the HE-based solution of Nautsch et al. (2018) for 32- 
bit precision, the 64-bit precision times are not suitable for ASV. While 
feature extraction may operate in 64-bit, we assume that the biometric 
comparison can be executed in 32-bit, because just a few more addi- 
tions and multiplications occur with each data value to result in LLR 

scores. Nonetheless, we propose to use scaling for practical privacy- 
preserving ASV, since our scaled solution is significantly faster without 
displaying a decrease in verification accuracy. 

7. Conclusion 

In our work we propose a privacy-preserving automatic biomet- 
ric verification architecture based on outsourced STPC. We showed 
that the outsourced biometric data is unlinkable, irreversible, and re- 
newable according to the ISO/IEC 24745 standard. As an important 
use case, we demonstrate how to build an embedding-based privacy- 
preserving ASV by employing mixed-protocol outsourced STPC for co- 
sine and PLDA/2Cov score computations and threshold comparisons. A 

theoretical as well as a practical evaluation on the NIST i-vector chal- 
lenge shows that our architecture retains biometric recognition perfor- 
mance while achieving practical transaction times. Our architecture is 

over 4000 × faster than previous solutions and, in addition, is secure 
against a malicious client. Since we also do not require a device-specific 
key, we argue that the usage of outsourced STPC is a demonstrable and 
practical tool to satisfy recent legal restrictions for automatic biometric 
verification. To avoid limiting threshold precision through scaling float- 
ing point values to integers while still achieving highly efficient transac- 
tion times, we consider more efficient secure floating point operations 
as important future work. 
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CryptoSPN: Privacy-Preserving Sum-Product Network
Inference

Amos Treiber1 and Alejandro Molina2 and Christian Weinert1 and
Thomas Schneider1 and Kristian Kersting2

Abstract. AI algorithms, and machine learning (ML) techniques in
particular, are increasingly important to individuals’ lives, but have
caused a range of privacy concerns addressed by, e.g., the European
GDPR. Using cryptographic techniques, it is possible to perform in-
ference tasks remotely on sensitive client data in a privacy-preserving
way: the server learns nothing about the input data and the model pre-
dictions, while the client learns nothing about the ML model (which
is often considered intellectual property and might contain traces
of sensitive data). While such privacy-preserving solutions are rel-
atively efficient, they are mostly targeted at neural networks, can
degrade the predictive accuracy, and usually reveal the network’s
topology. Furthermore, existing solutions are not readily accessible
to ML experts, as prototype implementations are not well-integrated
into ML frameworks and require extensive cryptographic knowledge.

In this paper, we present CryptoSPN, a framework for privacy-
preserving inference of sum-product networks (SPNs). SPNs are a
tractable probabilistic graphical model that allows a range of ex-
act inference queries in linear time. Specifically, we show how to
efficiently perform SPN inference via secure multi-party computa-
tion (SMPC) without accuracy degradation while hiding sensitive
client and training information with provable security guarantees.
Next to foundations, CryptoSPN encompasses tools to easily trans-
form existing SPNs into privacy-preserving executables. Our empiri-
cal results demonstrate that CryptoSPN achieves highly efficient and
accurate inference in the order of seconds for medium-sized SPNs.

1 INTRODUCTION

In our increasingly connected world, the abundance of user informa-
tion and availability of data analysis techniques originating from ar-
tificial intelligence (AI) research has brought machine learning (ML)
techniques into daily life. While these techniques are already de-
ployed in many applications like credit scoring, medical diagnosis,
biometric verification, recommender systems, fraud detection, and
language processing, emerging technologies such as self-driving cars
will further increase their popularity.

Privacy Concerns for ML Applications. These examples show
that progress in AI research certainly has improved user experience,
potentially even saving lives when employed for medical or safety
purposes. However, as the prevalent usage in modern applications
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often requires the processing of massive amounts of sensitive infor-
mation, the impact on user privacy has come into the public spotlight.

This culminated in privacy regulations such as the European Gen-
eral Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which came into effect
in 2018. Not only does the GDPR provide certain requirements to
protect user data, it also includes restrictions on decisions based on
user data, which may be interpreted as a “right to explanation” [17].
Luckily, new deep probabilistic models that encode the joint dis-
tribution, such as sum-product networks (SPNs) [36], can indicate
whether the model is fit to predict the data at hand, or raise a warn-
ing otherwise. This increases trust as they “know when they do not
know”. Moreover, SPNs can also perform inference with missing in-
formation [35], an important aspect for real-life applications.

Generally, probabilistic graphical models [24] provide a frame-
work for understanding what inference and learning are, and have
therefore emerged as one of the principal theoretical and practical ap-
proaches to ML and AI [14]. However, one of the main challenges in
probabilistic modeling is the trade-off between the expressivity of the
models and the complexity of performing various types of inference,
as well as learning them from data. This inherent trade-off is clearly
visible in powerful – but intractable – models like Markov ran-
dom fields, (restricted) Boltzmann machines, (hierarchical) Dirich-
let processes, and variational autoencoders. Despite these models’
successes, performing inference on them resorts to approximate rou-
tines. Moreover, learning such models from data is generally harder
as inference is a sub-routine of learning, requiring simplified assump-
tions or further approximations. Having guarantees on tractability at
inference and learning time is therefore a highly desired property in
many real-world scenarios.

Tractable graphical models such as SPNs guarantee exactly this:
performing exact inference for a range of queries. They compile
probabilistic inference routines into efficient computational graphs
similar to deep neural networks, but encode a joint probability dis-
tribution. As a result, they can not only be used for one ML task,
but support many different tasks by design, ranging from outlier de-
tection (joint distribution) to classification or regression (conditional
inference). They have been successfully used in numerous real-world
applications such as image classification, completion and generation,
scene understanding, activity recognition, and language and speech
modeling. Despite these successes, it is unclear how one can develop
an SPN framework that is GDPR-friendly.

As a naive solution, SPN tasks can be performed only on client
devices to ensure that no sensitive information is handed out, but
this requires the service provider to ship a trained model to clients,
thereby giving up valuable intellectual property and potentially leak-
ing sensitive data as such models often contain traces of sensitive
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Figure 1. Conventional MLaaS (top) vs. private ML inference (bottom) on
client feature vector X using the server’s model P . In private ML inference,
the input of both client and server is protected with a cryptographic SMPC
protocol: the parties learn only encrypted values X̃ and P̃ , respectively.

training data, e.g., due to unintended memorization [7]. Therefore,
current “ML as a Service” (MLaaS) applications usually send and
hence leak client data to a remote server operated by the service
provider to perform inference (cf. top of Figure 1).

Even if the service provider and the remote server are consid-
ered trustworthy, the privacy of clients can still be compromised
by breaches, hacks, and negligent or malicious insiders. Such inci-
dents occur frequently even at high-profile companies: recently, Mi-
crosoft Outlook was hacked [45] and AT&T’s customer support was
bribed [29]. Thus, it is not enough to protect client data just from
outsiders, it must also be hidden from the server to ensure privacy.

Previously, protecting the identity of individuals via anonymiza-
tion techniques was seen as sufficient when learning on or inferring
from data of a collection of users. Such techniques reduce raw data to
still enable extraction of knowledge without individuals being identi-
fiable. However, recent works conclude that current de-identification
measures are insufficient and unlikely satisfy GDPR standards [41].

Cryptography for ML Applications. We believe this indicates
that cryptographic measures should be employed to satisfy today’s
privacy demands. The cryptographic literature has actively developed
protocols and frameworks for efficient and privacy-preserving ML in
the past years. So far, efforts were focused on deep/convolutional
neural networks, see [38] for a recent systematization of knowledge.
There, usually a scenario is considered where the server holds a
model and performs private ML inference on a client’s data, with no
information except for the inference result being revealed to the
client (cf. bottom of Figure 1).

Existing frameworks mostly rely on homomorphic encryp-
tion (HE), secure multi-party computation (SMPC), or a combination
of both, to enable private inference with various security, resource,
and usage properties. As many ML tasks today already require in-
tense computational resources, the overhead incurred by introducing
cryptographic privacy mechanisms is substantial. Though a line of
prominent frameworks from CryptoNets [15] to XONN [39] has es-
tablished increased efficiency and relatively low execution times for
private inference, research has mainly focused on NNs by looking
for efficient ways to securely compute common activation functions,
sometimes degrading accuracy by using more efficient approxima-
tions. Existing frameworks only possess a low degree of automation
and often require very low-level model descriptions, making it hard
for non-experts to run private inference using their own models. Ad-
ditionally, for approaches using SMPC, it is very common that the
topology of the NN is leaked, which might reveal some model infor-
mation to the client.

Our Contributions. In this work, we present foundations and
tools for privacy-preserving ML in the unexplored domain of sum-
product networks (SPNs). Our framework, which we call Crypto-
SPN, demonstrates that SPNs can very well be protected with
cryptographic measures. Specifically, after presenting the necessary
background for private ML and SPNs (Section 2), we show how
to efficiently perform private SPN inference using SMPC (Sec-
tion 3). We combine techniques from both AI and applied cryptog-
raphy to achieve this. Contrary to popular SMPC-based approaches
for protecting NNs, ours leaks no information from the network
topology by using Random Tensorized SPNs (RAT-SPNs) [35].
We implement CryptoSPN using the state-of-the-art SMPC frame-
work ABY [12] and provide an open-source tool that can trans-
form SPN instances from the SPFlow framework [33] into privacy-
preserving executables (Section 4). CryptoSPN is easily usable
by non-experts and intended to make private ML available to
the broader AI community working on a wide range of sophisti-
cated models. In an experimental evaluation (Section 5), we show
that CryptoSPN performs private inference in reasonable time while
preserving accuracy. With our work, we push private ML be-
yond NNs and bring attention to the crucial, emerging task of making
a variety of ML applications private.

2 BACKGROUND
We start with the necessary background on secure computation, ex-
isting privacy-preserving ML solutions, and SPNs.

2.1 Secure Computation (SC) of ML Tasks
First described by [46], the concept of secure computation (SC) lets
computational parties (e.g., a client and a server) evaluate arbitrary
functions on secret inputs without leaking any information but the
results. For example, a server can calculate statistics on client data
without learning the raw data, or a group of clients can jointly sched-
ule meetings without revealing their availability. The SC research
community has put forth efficient schemes with practical implemen-
tations for applications that rely on homomorphic encryption (HE) or
secure multi-party computation (SMPC). The former allows compu-
tations directly on encrypted data, whereas in SMPC an interactive
protocol is executed between parties that, in the end, reveals only the
desired output. A general rule of thumb is that SMPC requires more
communication, whereas computation is the bottleneck for HE. In
this work, we rely on secure two-party computation, i.e., SMPC with
two parties: client and server.

2.1.1 Privacy-Preserving Machine Learning

We shortly recapitulate the most influential works for preserving pri-
vacy when performing machine learning tasks using SC techniques.

Privacy-preserving neural network inference was first pro-
posed in [34, 42, 3]. Secure classification via hyper-plane deci-
sion, naive Bayes, and decision trees was presented in [5]. Se-
cureML [31] provides SMPC-friendly linear regression, logistic re-
gression, and neural network training using SGD as well as se-
cure inference. With CryptoNets [15], the race for the fastest NN-
based privacy-preserving image classification began: MiniONN [28],
Chameleon [40], Gazelle [20], XONN [39], and DELPHI [30] are
only some of the proposed frameworks.

These frameworks mostly offer privacy-preserving
deep/convolutional neural network inference based on HE or SMPC
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protocols, or even combinations of both techniques in different
computational and security models. However, they are not readily
accessible to ML experts, as prototype implementations are not well-
integrated into ML frameworks and require extensive cryptographic
knowledge to secure applications. Moreover, these frameworks are
often engineered towards delivering outstanding performance for
benchmarks with certain standard data sets (e.g., MNIST [26]), but
fail to generalize in terms of accuracy and performance. There are
some but very few attempts to directly integrate privacy technology
into ML frameworks: for TensorFlow there exists rudimentary
support for differential privacy [1], HE [44], and SMPC [10], and
for Intel’s nGraph compiler there exists an HE backend [4]. Very
recenty, Facebook’s AI researchers released CrypTen [18], which
provides an SMPC integration with PyTorch. However, currently not
much is known about the underlying cryptographic techniques and,
therefore, its security guarantees.

Trusted execution environments (TEEs) are an intriguing alter-
native to cryptographic protocols. They use hardware features to
shield sensitive data processing tasks. TEEs are widely available,
e.g., via Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX), and therefore are
explored for efficiently performing ML tasks [25]. Unfortunately, In-
tel SGX provides no provable security guarantees and requires soft-
ware developers to manually incorporate defenses against software
side-channel attacks, which is extremely difficult. Moreover, severe
attacks on Intel SGX allowed to extract private data from the TEE,
making SGX less secure than cryptographic protocols [8].

2.1.2 SMPC

In SMPC, the function f to be computed securely is represented as
a Boolean circuit consisting of XOR and AND gates: each gate is se-
curely computed based on the encrypted outputs of preceding gates,
and only the values of the output wires of the entire circuit are de-
crypted to obtain the overall output. The intermediate results leak no
information and only the outputs are decrypted by running a corre-
sponding sub-protocol.

The literature considers two security settings: semi-honest, where
the involved parties are assumed to honestly follow the protocol
but want to learn additional information about other parties’ inputs,
and malicious, which even covers active deviations from the proto-
col. SMPC protocols are usually divided into two phases: a setup
phase that can be performed independently of the inputs (e.g., dur-
ing off-peak hours or at night), and an online phase that can only
be executed once the inputs are known. Most of the “expensive” op-
erations can be performed in the setup phase in advance such that
the online phase is very efficient. Two prominent SMPC protocols
are Yao’s garbled circuit (GC) [46] and the GMW protocol [16]. As
we heavily rely on floating-point operations with high-depth circuits,
we use Yao’s GC protocol, which has a constant round complex-
ity (the round complexity of the GMW protocol depends on the cir-
cuit depth and, hence, is not suited for our case).

2.1.3 Yao’s GC

We present a schematic overview for the secure evaluation of a single
gate in Figure 2 and refer to [27] for further technical details.

The central idea of this protocol is to encode the function (more
precisely, its representation as a Boolean circuit) and the inputs such
that the encoding reveals no information about the inputs but can still
be used to evaluate the circuit. This encoding is called “garbling” and
individual garbled values can be seen as encryptions. We will use the

common notation of g̃ and x̃, ỹ to refer to a garbled gate or garbled
inputs, respectively. The evaluation of the garbled circuit C̃ (consist-
ing of many garbled gates) using the garbled inputs, in turn, results
in an encoding z̃ = C̃(x̃, ỹ) of the output. The encoded output can
only be decoded jointly to the plain value z = C(x, y), i.e., both
parties have to agree to do so. In the protocol, one of the parties,
the “garbler”, is in charge of creating the garbled circuit. The other
party, the “evaluator”, obtains the garbled circuit, evaluates it, and
then both parties jointly reveal the output.

Circuit Garbling. The wires in the Boolean circuit C of a func-
tion f are assigned two randomly chosen labels / keys: k0 and k1,
indicating that the wire’s plain value is 0 or 1, respectively. Though
there is a label for each possible value {0, 1}, only the garbled
value x̃ = kw

x for the actual plain value x of wire w is used to evalu-
ate the garbled circuit. The garbler creates both labels and therefore
is the only one who knows the mapping to plaintext values – for the
evaluator, a single randomly-looking label reveals no information.

The garbler creates a randomly permuted “garbled” gate g̃ in the
form of an encrypted truth table for each gate g in the circuit C of f ,
and sends all garbled gates to the evaluator. The key idea is to use an
encryption scheme Enc that has two encryption keys. For each truth
table entry, the label associated with the plaintext value of the outgo-
ing wire is then encrypted using the labels associated with the plain
values of the two incoming wires as encryption keys (cf. Figure 2).

Evaluator Garbler

g̃

x = 0, y = 0 Enckw0
0 ,k

w1
0

(kw2
g(0,0))

x = 0, y = 1 Enckw0
0 ,k

w1
1

(kw2
g(0,1))

x = 1, y = 0 Enckw0
1 ,k

w1
0

(kw2
g(1,0))

x = 1, y = 1 Enckw0
1 ,k

w1
1

(kw2
g(1,1))

⎫
⎪⎬
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in random order
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Online

Input x Input y
ỹ = kw1

y

Oblivious Transfer
kw0
0 , kw0

1
x

x̃ = kw0
x

z̃ = kw2
g(x,y) = g̃(x̃, ỹ)

Figure 2. Overview of Yao’s GC protocol for securely evaluating a binary
gate g (output wire w2) on binary inputs x (input wire w0) and y (input
wire w1), where g̃ is the garbled truth table. All labels kw

a (corresponding
to wire w having value a) are generated uniformly at random by the garbler.
The protocol is composable and can be used to securely compute any circuit
based on the secure computation of one gate.

Garbled Circuit Evaluation. Now, if the evaluator is in posses-
sion of the labels x̃ and ỹ corresponding to the incoming wires’ val-
ues x and y, then exactly one entry of g̃ can be successfully decrypted
using x̃ and ỹ as decryption keys3. This will result in z̃ = g̃(x̃, ỹ),
the label of the outgoing wire of g associated with the desired plain-
text value z = g(x, y). Since only the desired entry can be decrypted
and, given that the labels are chosen randomly and independently of
the wire values, the evaluator can perform this computation without
learning any plaintext information.

3 A special type of encryption scheme is used to detect if the decryption was
successful or not.
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The remaining challenge is that the evaluator needs to obtain the
correct garbled inputs (i.e., the labels corresponding to its inputs)
without revealing the inputs to the garbler. This is solved by a cryp-
tographic protocol called oblivious transfer (OT), which enables one
party with input bit b to obliviously obtain a string sb from another
party holding two input strings s0, s1 without revealing b and learn-
ing anything about s1−b. With this building block, Yao’s GC protocol
is composed as follows (cf. Figure 2): In the setup phase, the garbler
creates all wire labels for the garbled circuit C̃ and sends C̃ to the
evaluator. During the online phase, the garbler sends the labels corre-
sponding to its input to the evaluator. The evaluator’s garbled inputs
are obtained via OT. Then, the evaluator decrypts C̃. The output can
be jointly decrypted if the parties reveal the output label associations.

Protocol Costs. Improvements on OT [19, 2] and the garbling
scheme [22, 47] have significantly reduced the overhead of Yao’s GC
protocol, making it viable to be used in applications. Specifically,
the GC created and sent in the setup phase requires 2κ bits per bi-
nary AND gate, where κ is the symmetric security parameter (e.g.,
κ = 128 for the currently recommended security level). For oblivi-
ously transferring the labels corresponding to the evaluator’s input x,
|x|κ bits must be sent in the setup phase, as well as |x|(2κ + 1)
bits in the online phase. Additionally, the labels for the garbler’s in-
put y must be sent in the online phase (|y|κ bits). The protocol only
requires a constant number of rounds of interaction.

2.2 Sum-Product Networks (SPNs)
Recent years have seen a significant interest in tractable probabilistic
representations such as Arithmetic Circuits (ACs) [9], Cutset Net-
works [37], and SPNs [36]. In particular, SPNs, an instance of ACs,
are deep probabilistic models that can represent high-treewidth mod-
els [48] and facilitate exact inference for a range of queries in
time linear in the network size.

2.2.1 Definition of SPNs

Formally, an SPN is a rooted directed acyclic graph, consisting
of sum, product, and leaf nodes. The scope of an SPN is the set
of random variables (RVs) appearing on the network. An SPN can
be defined recursively as follows: (1) a tractable univariate distri-
bution is an SPN; (2) a product of SPNs defined over different
scopes is an SPN; and (3) a convex combination of SPNs over the
same scope is an SPN. Thus, a product node in an SPN represents
a factorization over independent distributions defined over differ-
ent RVs P (X,Y ) = P (X)P (Y ), while a sum node stands for a
mixture of distributions defined over the same variables P (X,Y ) =
wP1(X,Y ) + (1 − w)P2(X,Y ). From this definition, it follows
that the joint distribution modeled by such an SPN is a valid normal-
ized probability distribution [36].

2.2.2 Tractable Inference in SPNs

To answer probabilistic queries in an SPN, we evaluate the nodes
starting at the leaves. Given some evidence, the probability output
of querying leaf distributions is propagated bottom up. For product
nodes, the values of the child nodes are multiplied and propagated to
their parents. For sum nodes, we sum the weighted values of the child
nodes. The value at the root indicates the probability of the asked
query. To compute marginals, i.e., the probability of partial config-
urations, we set the probability at the leaves for those variables to 1

+

× ×

w̃1 w̃2

λ̃1 λ̃2 λ̃3 λ̃4

X̃1 X̃2 X̃3 X̃4
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Figure 3. CryptoSPN protocol flow for an exemplary miniature SPN
with Poisson leaves: (1) client and server have private inputs X1,...,4

and w1,2, λ1,...,4, respectively; (2) private evaluation of leaf-, sum- and prod-
uct nodes using SMPC; (3) client receives SPN inference result.

and then proceed as before. This allows us to also compute condi-
tional queries such as P (Y |X) = P (X,Y )/P (X). Finally, using
a bottom-up and top-down pass, we can compute approximate MPE
states [36]. All these operations traverse the tree at most twice and
therefore can be achieved in linear time w.r.t. the size of the SPN.

3 CryptoSPN INFERENCE

Given the AC structure of SPNs, SMPC is a fitting mechanism to
preserve privacy in SPN inference as it relies on securely evaluat-
ing a circuit. Compared to, e.g., NNs, SPNs do not have alternating
linear and non-linear layers, which would complicate the application
of SMPC protocols. Here, we are concerned with private SPN infer-
ence in a setting where the client has a private input and the server is
in possession of a model; in the end, the server learns nothing, and the
client only learns the inference result (cf. bottom of Figure 1). Unfor-
tunately, we cannot use the arithmetic version of the GMW protocol,
as it only provides integer or fixed-point operations, which is insuffi-
cient for tractable and normalized probabilistic inference such as the
case of SPNs. Instead, CryptoSPN uses Yao’s GC protocol that eval-
uates Boolean circuits, which allows us to use floating point opera-
tions by including Boolean sub-circuits corresponding to IEEE 754-
compliant 32- or 64-bit floating point operations [11] in the circuit
representation of the to-be-evaluated SPN.

3.1 Secure Evaluation of SPNs with SMPC

Our approach (cf. Figure 3) is to transform the SPN into a Boolean
circuit and to then evaluate it via SMPC. The server input con-
sists of all the model parameters of the SPN (i.e., weights for the
weighted sums and parameters for the leaf distribution), the client
input consists of the evidence, and the output is the root node
value. We perform all computations in the log-domain using the
well-known log-sum-exp trick, which also provides a runtime ad-
vantage for our SMPC approach as it replaces products with more
efficient additions. Contrary to the convention, we use the log2 do-
main in CryptoSPN since the circuits for log2 and exp2 operations
are significantly smaller than the natural log and exp operations.

Due to the SMPC security properties, all the model parameters
are hidden from the client and the input values or evidence from the
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server. However, this naive approach alone does not provide our de-
sired privacy guarantees since the circuit evaluated in SMPC is pub-
lic. Therefore, the topology of the SPN is leaked to the client, in-
cluding which RVs (the scope) are used in which leaves. Depending
on how the SPN was learned, this might reveal information about the
server’s model, such as correlations among RVs, number of mixtures,
etc. To hide this information, one could make use of generic private
function evaluation techniques such as incorporating universal cir-
cuits (UCs) [43]. UCs allow one party to choose a function as the
private input, which is then obliviously evaluated on the other party’s
input such that nothing about the function or the input is revealed.
Employing these generic techniques, however, would drastically in-
crease the overhead we introduce via SMPC. For this reason, the re-
lated work on SMPC for private NN inference usually assumes that
the NN topology is public, with the impact on model privacy being
unclear in this situation. To mitigate these concerns in CryptoSPN,
we tailor efficient techniques stemming from both AI as well as ap-
plied cryptography research specifically to SPNs. The first method
hides specifics of the training data by using Random Tensorized
SPNs (RAT-SPNs) [35], while the second method allows to hide the
scope of any existing SPN without the need to re-learn a RAT-SPN.

3.1.1 Hiding the Training Data

It is possible that the structure of a general SPN leaks information
about the training data. To hide any information that could be re-
vealed from the SPN structure, we propose to use RAT-SPNs [35].
The RAT-SPN structure is built randomly via region graphs. Given
a set of RVs X , a region R is defined as any non-empty subset
of X . Given any region R, a K-partition P of R is a collection
of K non-overlapping sub-regions R1, . . . ,RK , whose union is R,
i.e., P = {R1, . . . ,RK}, ∀k : Rk �= ∅, ∀k �= l : Rk ∩ Rl = ∅,⋃

k Rk = R. This partitioning algorithm randomly splits the RVs.
Furthermore, we recursively split the regions until we reach a de-
sired partitioning depth. Here, we consider only 2-partitions. From
these region graphs, we can construct an SPN specifying the number
of uniform leaves per RV. Since the structure-building algorithm is
data-agnostic (it only knows the number of RVs in the dataset), there
is no information leakage. This also means that any initial random
structure for |X|, the number of random variables, is a valid initial
structure for any other dataset with the same number of dimensions.
After obtaining the structure, we use a standard optimization algo-
rithm for parameter estimation. The structure produced by the RAT-
SPN algorithm is regular, and the values of the parameters after the
optimization encode the knowledge needed to build the joint distri-
bution. In our scheme, the parameters are only visible to the service
provider. Using a random structure also enables us to choose the size
of the SPNs, which allows service providers to trade off model com-
plexity, efficiency, and accuracy.

3.1.2 Hiding the Scope

Since the scope of a node is defined by the scope of its children, it
suffices to hide the leaves’ scopes. Concretely, for each leaf, we have
to hide which Xj for j ∈ {1, . . . , n} from the client’s RVs X =
X1, . . . , Xn is selected. This corresponds to an oblivious array ac-
cess in each leaf, where an array can be accessed without revealing
the accessed location j. There exist efficient methods to do this based
on homomorphic encryption [6] or secure evaluation of selection net-
works [23] via SMPC. A recent study of private decision tree evalu-
ation [21] shows that selection networks outperform selection based

on HE in both total and online runtime. Hence, we obliviously se-
lect RVs via securely evaluating a selection network in CryptoSPN.

Similar to the usage in decision trees, we add just one selection
network below the SPN instead of selecting one variable per leaf.
That is, the variable input of the secure leaf computation (see be-
low) is the outcome of the selection network, which selects the vari-
ables Xφ(1), . . . , Xφ(m) for the m leaves in the SPN from the n
client inputs according to a server input φ : [m] �→ [n] denoting
which leaf i ≤ m uses Xφ(i). If m ≥ n (which we assume is true
since RVs are usually used more than once), the complexity of such
a selection network is [23]:

Csel
n,m =

1

2
(n+m) log2(n) +m log2(m)− n+ 1,

beating the trivial solution of O(nm). This requires |X|κ(n +
2Csel

n,m) bits of setup communication and |X|n(2κ + 1) bits on-
line [21]. Hereby, one can hide the scope of any SPN, including
ones learned through other methods [13] (although the topology is
still leaked). We propose to use this approach to increase privacy in
cases where leaking the topology is deemed acceptable, or where re-
learning the structure of an already existing SPN is infeasible.

3.1.3 Hiding the RVs and Leaf Parameters

Because the secure computation of each floating point operation in-
troduces overhead, our approach at the leaf level is to let the re-
spective parties locally pre-compute as many terms as possible be-
fore inputting them into the secure SPN evaluation. For Gaussians in
the log2 domain, the result can be evaluated in SMPC with just two
multiplications and two additions based on the client’s RV input Xj

and server inputs μ, s1 = − log2(2πσ
2), and s2 = log2(e)

2σ2 based on
parameters mean μ and variance σ2:

P̃Gauss
(
Xj ;μ, σ

2) = s̃1 − (X̃j − μ̃)
2
s̃2.

Thus, for each leaf, the SPN circuit requires CGauss
b = 2(CADD

b +
CMUL

b ) AND gates, where COP
b denotes the number of AND gates

for a b-bit floating point operation OP, cf. [11]4. Additionally, for the
entire SPN, IC Gauss

b = nb bits of client input and IS Gauss
b = 3mb bits

of server input are added, where m is the amount of leaves and n is
the number of RVs.

Similarly, we can securely compute Poissons with just one mul-
tiplication and two additions based on the client’s RV inputs Xj

and c1 = − log2(Xj !), and server inputs s1 = log2(λ) and s2 =
−λ log2(e) based on mean λ:

P̃ Pois (Xj ;λ) = X̃j · s̃1 + c̃1 + s̃2.

This results in the leaf size CPois
b = 2CADD

b + CMUL
b with input

sizes IC Pois
b = 2nb and IS Pois

b = 2mb for the entire SPN.
Bernoullis consist of just one MUX gate, selecting from two server

inputs p and q = 1− p based on the binary client RV input Xj :

P̃ Bern (Xj ; p) = MUX (X̃j , p̃, q̃) =

{
p̃, if Xj = 1

q̃, if Xj = 0
.

Hence, they have a complexity of |p| AND gates, yielding the
costs CBern

b = b, IC Bern
b = n, and IS Bern

b = 2mb.
Due to the log2 domain, computations of a product node just in-

troduce a complexity of (ch(s)− 1)CADD
b , where ch(s) denotes the

4 For instance, CADD
32 = 1820, CMUL

32 = 3016, CEXP2
32 = 9740, and

CLOG2
32 = 10568.
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amount of children of a node s. For the same reason, the complexity
of a sum node is:

CLOG2
b + (ch(s)− 1)CADD

b + ch(s)(CADD
b + CEXP2

b ).

3.2 Efficiency
Putting all of the presented building blocks together, we get the
following amount of AND gates (the only relevant cost metric
for Yao’s GC protocol) for an SPN with n RVs and m leaves of
distribution D ∈ {Gauss, Pois,Bern} that operates with b-bit pre-
cision and consists of a set of sum nodes S and product nodes P ,
where ch(s) for s ∈ S∪P denotes the amount of children of node s:

CSPN
b =mCD

b +
∑

s∈S

(
CLOG2

b + (ch(s)− 1)CADD
b

+ ch(s)
(
CADD

b + CEXP2
b

))
+

∑

p∈P
(ch(p)− 1)CADD

b .

In addition, we also have ICD
b client input bits stemming from

the RVs and ISD
b + b

∑
s∈S ch(s) server input bits stemming from

the leaf parameters as well as the sum weights. Therefore, us-
ing Yao’s GC protocol, CryptoSPN has the following communication
costs in bits in the setup phase:

κ
(

ICD
b + 2CSPN

b

)

and in the online phase:

κ

(
2ICD

b + ISD
b + b

∑

s∈S
ch(s)

)
+ ICD

b ,

where κ is the symmetric security parameter (e.g., κ = 128).
If one does not use RAT-SPNs and instead our scope-hiding pri-

vate SPN evaluation, obliviously selecting the leaves’ RVs for Gaus-
sian, Poisson, and Bernoulli leaves has the following online commu-
nication, respectively: nb(2κ+ 1), 2nb(2κ+ 1), and n(κ+ 1) bits.
The setup communication is κb

(
n+ 2Csel

n,m

)
, κb

(
2n+ 2Csel

2n,m

)
,

and κ
(
n+ 2Csel

n,m

)
bits, respectively.

3.3 Security Guarantees
As we use RAT-SPNs, the underlying structure, the size and depth
of the SPN are known to the client. However, this structure is ran-
domly generated and comes only from hyper-parameters. Therefore,
the structure is independent of training data and leaks no private in-
formation. The number of random variables is known by both parties,
as usual (e.g., [15, 20, 28, 30, 39, 40]). And while the value of the
input variables is hidden, the output is not and might reveal some
information but is data that inherently has to be revealed.

The protocols we use in our implementation of CryptoSPN are
provably secure in the semi-honest model [27]. In the studied setting,
it is reasonable to assume the server is semi-honest, as reputable ser-
vice providers are confined by regulations and potential audits. Fur-
thermore, detected malicious behaviour would hurt their reputation,
providing an economic incentive to behave honestly. However, these
regulations and incentives do not exist for the client’s device, which
can be arbitrarily modified by the client or harmful software.

Fortunately, CryptoSPN can easily be extended to provide security
against malicious clients as it relies on Yao’s GC protocol. There, the
only messages sent by the (potentially malicious) client are in the
oblivious transfer. Thus, one just needs to instantiate a maliciously
secure OT protocol to achieve security against malicious clients,
which incurs only a negligible performance overhead [2].

4 IMPLEMENTATION & SPFlow
INTEGRATION

We implemented CryptoSPN using the state-of-the-art SMPC frame-
work ABY [12] with the floating point operation sub-circuits of [11]
and the selection network circuit of [21]. ABY implements vari-
ous SMPC protocols in C++ and provides APIs for the secure evalua-
tion of supplied circuits within these protocols. It also supports single
instruction, multiple data (SIMD) instructions, which allows Crypto-
SPN to batch-process multiple queries at the same time. Notably,
like most other SMPC frameworks, ABY requires a very low-level
circuit description of the function that is computed securely, mak-
ing it hard for AI researchers and others without a background in
cryptography to actually perform private ML inference. Motivated
by this gap, we integrate CryptoSPN with SPFlow [33], an open-
source Python library that provides an interface for SPN learning,
manipulation, and inference. For users, CryptoSPN appears as an-
other SPFlow export that enables private SPN inference. Specifically,
CryptoSPN allows ML experts to easily transform an SPN in SPFlow
into a privacy-preserving ABY program with just the SPN as input.
The resulting ABY program can be compiled into an executable for
simple deployment on the client and server side. CryptoSPN is avail-
able at https://encrypto.de/code/CryptoSPN.

5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We evaluate CryptoSPN on random SPNs trained with SPFlow
for the standard datasets provided in [13], and on regular SPNs
for nips, a count dataset from [32]. We evaluate models with
both 32- and 64-bit precision to study the trade-off between accu-
racy and efficiency. The experiments are performed on two machines
with Intel Core i9-7960X CPUs and 128GB of RAM. We use a sym-
metric security parameter of κ = 128 bits according to current rec-
ommendations. The connection between both machines is restricted
to 100Mbit/s bandwidth and a round-trip time of 100ms to simu-
late a realistic wide-area network (WAN) for a client-server setting.

Our benchmarks are given in Table 1. Compared to previous works
focused on NNs, we evaluate a variety of datasets, which shows that
CryptoSPN can easily transform any SPN into a privacy-preserving
version. In addition to the theoretical analysis of Section 3.2, we also
investigate RAT-SPNs of various sizes for the nltcs dataset of [13]
to gain a practical sense of how different SPN parameters affect our
runtime. Moreover, we use two regular SPNs trained for nips to see
how hiding the scope (cf. Section 3.1.2) increases the runtime.

Generally, our results shown in Table 1 demonstrate that we
achieve tractable setup and highly efficient online performance for
medium-sized SPNs. Specifically, the setup phase requires costs in
the order of minutes and gigabytes, while the online phase takes only
a few seconds and megabytes. Though multiple seconds might seem
like a significant slow-down in some cases, this is certainly justified
in many scenarios where privacy demands outweigh the costs of pri-
vacy protection (such as legal requirements for medical diagnostics).

While no single parameter appears to be decisive for the runtimes,
we observe that some parameters are much more significant:

1. The number of sums has a significantly larger effect than products
or leaves, which is expected given the log2 and exp2 operations.
But, since the absolute amount of sums is still relatively small, the
additional input weights do not affect online communication.

2. Though differences in the number of RVs, product nodes, leaves,
and edges do influence the runtimes, deviations have to be very
large to take an effect. For instance, when examining the SPNs
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Table 1. Benchmarks of private SPN inference with CryptoSPN in a WAN network. The SPN has |X| RVs, |S| sum nodes, and |P | product nodes. Setup
and online runtime as well as communication are measured for both 32- and 64-bit precision. All SPNs are RAT-SPNs with Bernoulli leaves except the ones for
nips, which are regular SPNs with Poisson leaves. † indicates usage of a selection network for hiding RV assignments.

dataset |X| |S| |P | #leaves #edges #layers
setup (s) setup (GB) online (s) online (MB)
32b 64b 32b 64b 32b 64b 32b 64b

accidents 111 22 4420 11 100 27 161 7 365 825 4.34 9.83 22.5 55.5 15.5 30.9
baudio 100 22 4420 10 000 26 061 7 359 812 4.28 9.67 22.1 53.6 14.4 28.7
bbc 1058 2 880 42 320 44 721 5 248 577 2.95 6.87 18.6 41.9 43.8 87.5
bnetflix 100 2 4400 20 000 32 001 5 264 604 3.15 7.20 17.1 40.8 22.5 45.1
book 500 2 880 20 000 22 401 5 134 312 1.60 3.71 9.8 22.3 20.9 41.8
c20ng 910 2 880 36 400 38 801 5 218 524 2.59 6.03 16.4 37.6 37.7 75.4
cr52 889 10 1768 35 560 41 985 7 304 701 3.62 8.34 21.1 49.1 38.1 76.1
cwebkb 839 10 1768 33 560 39 985 7 294 677 3.50 8.06 20.6 46.8 36.0 72.0
dna 180 22 4420 18 000 34 061 7 400 907 4.76 10.81 24.4 59.4 22.5 45.1
jester 100 2 4400 20 000 32 001 5 264 604 3.15 7.20 17.1 40.9 22.5 45.1
kdd 64 10 1768 2560 8985 7 137 308 1.62 3.67 8.5 20.8 4.3 8.5
kosarek 190 2 2200 19 000 25 001 5 178 410 2.12 4.87 12.3 28.7 20.5 41.0
msnbc 17 10 1768 680 7105 7 127 285 1.51 3.40 8.0 19.1 2.3 4.7
msweb 294 22 4420 29 400 45 461 7 458 1042 5.45 12.42 29.1 69.0 34.2 68.4
plants 69 2 4400 13 800 25 801 5 233 531 2.77 6.32 14.7 35.3 16.2 32.4
pumsb star 163 2 4400 32 600 44 601 5 328 754 3.91 8.98 22.1 52.0 35.4 70.9
tmovie 500 10 1768 20 000 26 425 7 225 515 2.68 6.14 14.9 35.2 22.1 44.3
tretail 135 2 4400 27 000 39 001 5 300 688 3.57 8.19 19.8 47.2 29.7 59.4

nltcs

16 2 880 640 3041 5 36 81 0.43 0.96 2.7 5.8 1.1 2.1
16 2 2200 1600 7601 5 90 202 1.07 2.41 5.9 13.8 2.7 5.4
16 2 4400 3200 15 201 5 179 404 2.13 4.82 11.3 27.4 5.3 10.7
16 10 1768 640 7065 7 127 285 1.51 3.39 8.0 19.6 2.3 4.6
16 22 4420 1600 17 661 7 316 712 3.77 8.48 19.3 47.7 5.7 11.5

nips
100 7 17 1061 1084 11

26 71 0.30 0.83 2.1 5.0 1.3 2.6

29† 76† 0.33† 0.89† 2.2† 5.3† 1.8† 3.1†

100 15 43 2750 2807 15
66 182 0.77 2.16 4.6 12.4 3.0 6.1

73† 196† 0.85† 2.33† 4.8† 12.9† 4.4† 7.4†

for accidents, baudio, and msweb, it takes roughly twice
the amount of RVs and edges (the SPN for msweb) compared to
the others to reach a significant runtime deviation.

3. When looking at the SPNs for nltcs, the first three SPNs have
roughly the same density and the runtime seems to scale according
to their size. The last two SPNs, however, have a noticeably higher
density but comparable size and result in much higher runtimes.
Thus, density (especially the amount of edges) is a much more
significant parameter than plain network size.

Yet, depending on the SPN, the costs of other, less important param-
eters can outweigh the costs of individual parameters. This is in line
with our theoretical analysis in Section 3.2: the circuit’s size depends
on the number of children (with different costs for sums and prod-
ucts) as well as the number of RVs and leaves. The amount of layers
has no direct effect because the round complexity of Yao’s GC pro-
tocol is independent of the depth. As for the regular SPNs for nips,
one can observe that the effects of hiding RV assignments are in-
significant compared to the overall performance.

Using 64-bit precision roughly doubles the costs of 32-bit pre-
cision, which is expected as the sub-circuits are about twice the
size [11]. Comparing the difference of the resulting log-probabilities
when evaluating the SPNs in CryptoSPN to the plain evalua-
tion with SPFlow, we get an RMSE of 4.2× 10−9 for 32-bit
and 2.3× 10−17 for 64-bit models. We stress that this insignificant
loss in accuracy is not due to the cryptographic measures, but rather
due to the more SMPC-friendly computation in the log2 domain.

6 CONCLUSION

Resolving privacy issues in ML applications is becoming a chal-
lenging duty for researchers, not least due to recent legal regula-
tions such as the GDPR. By combining efforts from both AI and
applied cryptography research, we presented CryptoSPN, which suc-
cessfully addresses this challenge for the evaluation of sum-product
networks (SPNs) that support a wide variety of desired ML tasks. The
protocols of CryptoSPN together with the tools developed for ML
experts deliver efficient yet extremely accurate SPN inference while
providing unprecedented protection guarantees that even cover the
network scope and structure. With our work serving as a foundation,
future research can investigate further efficiency improvements (e.g.,
via quantization techniques appropriate for SPNs), hiding the struc-
ture of SPNs that cannot be re-trained, and private SPN learning.
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